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OICE Frequency Telegraphy, as the 
name implies, is a system of Telegraphy 
worked with alternating currents and at 

frequencies within the Voice Range. For a 
number of years the question of telegraph trans
mission by means of such a system has been con
sidered by telegraph engineers, but until recently 
no great progress was made. 

The great extension of loaded underground 
cables in this country and the completion of the 
main underground routes have emphasised the 
need for some new system of telegraphy which 
would facilitate successful working of telegraphs 
and telephones in the same cable. 

Although there is a fairly comprehensive tele
g-raph underground network in this country, a 
2onsiderable number of telegraph circuits are 
accommodated in the new trunk cables. The 
:iuestion of maintaining the greatest degree of 
1on-interference between the two systems is 
:herefore a matter of the utmost importance. At 
Jresent the telegraphs are worked on unloaded 
Jairs and the power used, as compared with that 
m a telephone circuit, is considerable and makes 
he conditions very exacting. 

I�urther, in the light of present developments 
t would not appear to the authors to be economi
:al to provide separate unloaded pairs for tele
�-raph purposes except in short cables, as it is 
1ow possible to use loaded pairs for multi-channel 
\T oice Frequency working or alternatively for 
;imultaneous telegraph and telephone working. 
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Under these conditions the cross-talk between 
the telegraph and telephone circuits will be of 
the same order of magnitude as that permissible 
between normal telephone circuits. 

At present there are three known methods of 
working telegraphs on loaded underground con
ductors, viz.:--

(a) Phantom superposed working. 
(b) Sub-audio frequency or composited 

working. 
(c) Voice Frequency working. 

(a) This system is adapted for use on the 
phantom of the two side circuits of a 
telephone quad. It is the same as that 
normally used in superposed working 
with the exception that special arrange
ments by means of smoothing and im

pulse equalising circuits are made, where
by the telegraph interference in the tele
phone circuits is reduced or superposed 
entirely. For long distance working 
arrangements must be made to bye-pass 
the D.C. telegraph signals at the tele
phone repeater stations. This system 
has its disadvantages, since the tele
graph circuit-when loaded phantom 
circuits are used-is replacing a tele
phone circuit, and, further, the speed of 
the teleg-raph circuit is limited, owing 
to the use of the various smoothing 
deYices. This system could be em-

s 
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played where magneto signalling is 
used on the telephone loops. 

(b) Sub - Audio Frequency working is a 
system in which high and low pass 
filters are used. The telegraph and 
telephone circuits work on the same 
pair. The low pass filter cuts off all 
frequencies above 40 cycles in the tele
g·raph circuit (i.e., an e<juivalent \Vheat
stone speed of approximately 100 words 
per minute), and the high pass filter 

system cannot be employed where 
magneto signalling is used on the tele
phone circuit. .-\rrangements must be 
made to use, say, 500 cycle ringing. 

(c) Voice Frequency �Iulti - Channel tek
graphy is a system working on a 
principle similar to that of a four-wire 
repeated telephone circuit, and may 
have six or more channels each way, 
each of which is capable of working 
at approximately HX> words per minute. 

Fir.. 1.-FRONT VIE\\. oF Com'I.ETE INsT,11.J...\TION. 

prevents the telegraph signals from 
entering the telephone circuit. This 
arrangement gives a working telegraph 
speed of about j<> \\·ords per minute. 

This system is cntainly economical, 
hut the maximum speed of working is 
comparative!�· low. It will, however, 
be invaluable on minor circuits. This 

It follows, then•fore, that any telc>graph system 
which does not require a speed in excess of this 
ran h<> worked on anv of the channels. Since 
this system works on a telephone principle as 
regards power, etc., it can be readily appreciated 
that the interference resulting in other circuits 
will not exceed that normally met with between 
telephone circuits in a loaded underground cable. 
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Furthermore, as the ordinary telephone repeaters 
are used, this system can be worked on any 
telephone circuit normally adapted for four-wire 
working. :\)though this system makes use of a 
circuit that could he used for telephone purposes 
it must be renwmhered that six separate high 
spPed cirrnits arf' prm·ided for telegraph work
ing. 

It is proposed here to deal with a Voice Fre
quency System developed by the (;eneral Electric 
Coy. with the c•>-operation of the Post Officf'. 

CE:'\ER.\L PIU:'\Cil'LES. 

In this system oscillations are generated in six 
oscillating circuits by nwans of valve controlled 
tuning forks* at w= 2500, 4000. 5500, 7000, 8500 
and 10,000 respectivt>ly. Thest> frequencit>s are 
applied to tlw primary winding·s of six input 
transformers through tlw local contacts of tele
g-ra ph relays, the secondary windings being 
joined in series am! connected to the grid of a 
common transmitting amplifying vah·e (see Fig. 
7). Tht> operation of one or all of the telegraph 
relays, which art> actuatt>d by D.C. signals from 
the tt>legraph office, impresses oscillations on the 
grid of the common transmitting amplifying 
\·alve. ,\mplitied oscillations are passed out to 
line and rec('in'd at the distant end on the grid 
of a common receiving· amplifying valve. From 
the anode of this valve, the amplified oscillations 
are passed to six band-pass filters connected in 
parallel. After passing through their respective 
filters the oscillations are again amplified, the 
amplified signals being rectified by another 
valve. The rectified signals operate a telegraph 
relay, signals being passed to the telegraph office 
by means of a local battery and the tongue of 
the relay. 

The complete installation is made up of eight 
bays, each 71 7}" high and 1' 81" wide. Two 
transmitting channels occupy one bay, the 
six channels therefore being accommodated on 
three bays. Similarly, two receiving channels 
occupy one bay, the six occupying three bays. 
Separate bays are provided for the common 
transmitting amplifier and the common receiving 
amplifier, remaining space on both bays being 

* Under the patents of Messrs. Eccles and 
Jordan. 

FIG. 2.-BACK vrnw OF TRA!llSMITTING Rws. 

occupied by subsidiary apparatus which will be 
described later. 

The telegraph relays are of the P .0. Standard 
" B " type fitted with flexible spring tongues. 
This type of relay prevents chattering at the 
relay contacts. Contact pillars and springs are 
fitted to enable the relays to be slipped in and out 
at will and so permit changes of relay to be made 
quickly. 

Transmitting Bay .-Fig . 2 shows a back view 
of the three sending bays with the covers re
moved. Each transmitting bay consists of two 
transmitting units. The upper part of the bay 
is occupied by connection strips, resistance 
spools and alarm relays, battery lamps and 
battery panel complete with fuse mountings. 

The fittings for the telegraph relays, together 
with subsidiary apparatus are fitted on the lower 
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porlion of tlw hay. See left of Fig. I. The 
ct>ntn· of the hay rnrries tht> telegraph galvano-

111et!'rs ;md rheostats for controlling the current 
recc•ived from the telegraph office. On this 
panl·I we abo hm·e the valn:'S, together with their 
battery cut-off and ammeter keys, and two keys 
by nwans of which the telegraph relays are 

01wratecl for test purposes. _\ filanwnt alarm 
la111p is lilted abm·e the batlery and ammeler 
k<·ys , and an alar111 lamp is fitted above each 
relay tt·st key as 1he o peration of that key dis
conn<>cts the t(·legraph office from the relay. In 
addition to tlw tell'graph gah·anometers, the 
second bay carries an ammeter and milliammeter 
sen·ing all transmitting bays, in order to measure 
filament, anode and fork magnetising currents. 
Tlw tuning for.ks are mounted on massive brass 
bases at the hack of the bav. Tlwy are insulated 
mechanicalh· bv means of Sorbo rubber, each 
fork !wing separately electricallv screened. 
Polarisation is effected by an electromagnet. 
The anode grid and output coils are the same 
for all freq uencies. The supports for the tuning 
forks arP adjustable . as they have to accom
modate forks of different lengths according to 
the fwquenc.'· required. The fork unit is con
nected to die circuit by means of plugs and 
cords, and is therefore easily detachable for test 
purposps or for replacements. Fig. 3 shows a 
tuning fork mounting. The necessary con
densers for anode and grid coils are fitted on tlw 
slwlf wh ich carries the fork nmunting-. 

Control of the magnetis ing current is effected 
by a rheostat 0-350 ohms, and by throwing a 
S\vitch a milliammeter, common to all trans
mitting hays, is brought into circuit. The valve 
lilanwnts are heated in series from a 24 volt 

Fie. 3.-TusrKG Fo1u; MrmsTI1'<:. 

FJC:. 4.-1-hcK VIEW OF RF.CEIVJ!lir. B.ws. 

battery; grid priming is derived from the 
filament circuit, and a 150 volt battery is used 
for the plate circuits. The valves used are the 
P.O. Standard V.T. 25 type. 

No filters are used at the transmitting end, as 
the output is sufficiently free from harmonics to 
permit of transmission direct to the common 
transmitting amplifier. 

Rccei·i•ing Jfo_v.-Fig. 4 shows a back view 
witl1 the cm·ers removed. 

The rece iving bays are similar in design to the 
transmitting bays, the connection strips, alarm 
relays, resistance spools , battery resistance lamps, 
battery panel, telegraph g·alvanometers and re
lays occupying· similar positions. 

Each n·ceiving bay carric>s two receiving units, 
C'ach unit consisting of an amplifier and a 

rectifier, the amplifying valve being an Osram 
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FIG. 5.-FILTER EFFICIENCY CUIWES. 

L.S.5B, and the rectifier an Osram L.S.5,\. 
See r�ght of Fig. l. The tilters for the two 
circuits are fitted at the bottom of the bav, one 
at the front and the other at the back. The 
middle of the bay is occupied by the valves and 
their respective battery and test keys. filter nul
put controls and filament rheostats. ,\s in the 
case of the transmitting bay, an ammeter and 
1�1illiammeter are fitted on the second bay, both 
instruments being common to all receiving bays. 
Transformers and other subsidiary apparatus 
are accommodated on the back of the bays. 
\Vith the exception of the fi lter, each receiving 
unit is identical for all channels. The priming 
for the rectifying valves is supplied from a 
special 100 volt grid battery which is carried on 
the back of the frame. A 2-l volt positive and 

negative earthed battery is used for the locals of 
the telegraph relays. Apart from these the 
battery arrangements are similar to th ose of the 
transmi tting ba�· s . 

Efficiency Clir\·es for the respectin� band pass 
filtt,rs are shown in Fig. 5, from \Yhich it will be 
seen that there is no O\'erlapping of the hands. 

Common Amplifier Hays.-Fig. 6 shows a 
back view of the lwo common amplifi er bays . 

Both the common transmitling and receiving 
amplifiers, togetlwr \\·itli sulisidiar�· ;1pparatu s, 
occupy separat<· hays ;1nd ar<' plan·d IH't\n·<·n tlw 

F1G. 6.-1.l.\cK VIEW: CoM�l<J;o; l.l.ws. 
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transmitting and receiving bays. As in the case 
of the other bays, the top is occupied by connec
tion strips, alarm relays battery lamps, battery 
panel and other minor apparatus. At the 
bottom of each bay is a series of branching jacks, 
(See centre bays in Fig. I) which in conjunction 
with a valve voltmeter enables tests and measure
ments to be made at different parts of the circuit 
and also provides cross-connecting facilities for 
the various channels. Below the test jack panel 
on the left hand bay there is a telephone panel 
which provides for the termination of two 
speaker lines, and is similar to that normally 
fitted on two-wire repeater circuits. One of the 
telephone circuits is for communication between 
the terminal voice frequency stations, and is 
worked on the phantom circuit of the " go " and 
" return " pairs. The other telephone provides 
communication with the local telegraph office. 
The centre of the common transmitting bay is 
occupied by a simple telegraph test set and an 
ammeter and milliammeter which are common to 
both bays. On this bay there is also a calibrated 
two valve testing amplifier, below which is the 
common transmitting amplifying valve together 
with battery keys and adjusting apparatus. A 
graduated artificial cable, calibrated in T.U.'s is 
provided for adjustment of the power level and 
to control the output. The centre of the receiv
ing bay is occupied by a battery voltage testing 
set, and a valve voltmeter (Tinsley pattern) for 
measuring A.C. voltages. Below these are the 
common receiving amplifier valve and battery 
keys together with a filament rheostat. A 
potentiometer, graduated in T.U.'s, is fitted on 
this bay to control the input level from line. 

Test Amplifier.-The calibrated test amplifier 
is used in conjunction with a non-reactive 
artificial cable, to provide a testing circuit en
abling transmission gains up to 34 T.U.'s or 
losses up to 27 T.U.'s to be obtained for testing 
the operation of the transmitting and receiving 
circuits. 

The gain characteristic of the test amplifier 
lWer the frequency range is flat. 

The test amplifier can also be used as an end 
repeater and in the case of a breakdown, if an 
aerial line is used as a substitute, the installation 
can be made to function within the limits 
specified above. 

Val'l•c Vvltnzc/er.-The valve voltmeter used is 

a Tinsley Portable Reflecting Galvanometer 0-5 
microan;ps (resistance approximately 700 ohms), 
fitted with an 18 v. Osram lamp, and is used in 
conjunction with two V.T. 25 valves. By means 
of a key the secondary of the input transformer 
can be so arranged that the scale can be varied 
to read 0-1, 0-2 and 0-10 volts. 

Telegraph Test Set.-The telegraph test set 
consists of two keys and a galvanometer and is 
provided to enable simple tests to be made on the 
local telegraph lines, between the voice fre
quency office and the telegraph instrument room. 
One key provides for sending a marking or spac
ing current to line via the galvanometer. The 
other key, in one position puts a loop or earth on 
the line and in the second position sends a 
current to line through the test galvanometer. 

Transmission of a Signal.-This may be 
followed from Fig. 7 which shows a schematic 
diagram of the system. 

The transmitting frequency is maintained 
throughout by a valve maintained tuning fork 
and a definite portion of the output is tapped off 
by means of the potentiometer (0-350 ohms), 
tl�e circuit being closed through the primary of 
the input transformer and the tongue and mark
ing stop of the telegraph relay. J\ signal from 
the telegraph office passes through the adjustable 
resistance (0-250 ohms), galvanometer, line coils 
of the telegraph relay to earth or back on the 
" B " line. 

\Vhen the telegraph relay is operated, the 
tongue is moved over tu the marking contact and 
so closes the output circuit. The secondary of 
the input transformer, which is in series with the 
secondaries of the input transformers as�ociated 
with the other transmitting units, is connected 
to the grid of the common transmitting amplify
ing valve. The anode of this valve is coupled 
via an output transformer to a non-reactive 
adjustable artificial cable (0-10 T.U.'s), which is 
connected to the primary of a line transformer. 
Signals received on the grid of the common 
transmitting amplifier are amplified and passed 
to line ·via the adjustable non-reactin� artificial 
cable. It is therefore possible to control the 
power level at the sending end. 

At the receiving end of the line the incoming 
oscillations are passed to the grid of the common 
receiving amplifying valve via a line trans
former, potentiometer calibrated 111 T. U. 's 
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(o-ro), and an input transformer. From the 
anode of this vah·e the amplified oscillations me 
passed to their respective band filter via the 
secondary of an output transformer in the anode 
circuit. The six filters are connected in parallel. 
:\cross the output end of each filter there is a 
potentiometer so designed that for each step, 
one eighth of the filter output can be passed to 
the receiving unit. After passing through the 
relative filter the oscillations reach the grid of 

FR01tt Tet.Efi�APN -�:3"'---....:i:::"'--{ 
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impulse in the secondary in the reverse direction, 
and the relay is operated accordingly. The re
lay is so arrangecUn the circuit that the impulse 
generated during the rise of current operates it 
in the " marking " direction. It follows there
fore that the impulse generated during a decrease 
of current will operate the relay in a " spacing " 
direction. Signals are passed to the telegraph 
office from a local battery via the relay tongue, 
g·alvanometer and an adjustable rheostat. The 
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F!G. 7.-SCI!EM.\TJC DL\GRAM OF SYSTEM. 

the amplifying valw of the particular receiving 
unit 'Via an input transformer. This vah·e is 
transformer-coupled to a rectifying vah-e, in the 
anode of which is the prirnarv of a transformer, 
the secondary being closed b;· a telegraph relay. 
:\ bye-pass condenser is connected across the 
primary of the transformer in order to pass the 
A.C. component of the rectified current. Rise 
of current in the primary of the transformer 
generates an impulse in the secondary, and the 
relay, which is normally set neutral, i� actuated. 
Decrease of current in the primary generates an 

positive and negative voltages for the relay con
tacts are su pp! ied from an earthed battery. 

Speed Trials.-Two complete sets forming the 
necessary equipment for two ends \Vere made by 
the General Electric Company and, after satis
foctor_v acceptance tests had been carried out, 
were installed in the Repeater Room Trunk 
Exchange, London, :rnd the Telephone Repeater 
Station, Leeds. 

,\four-wire circuit was provided with repeaters 
at London, Fenny Stratford, Derby and Leeds, 
details of \Yhich are gi,·en in Tables l and 2. 
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With the circuit so lined up, a zero loop was 
provided for transmission between London and 
Leeds and a small loss between Leeds and 
London. 

as a telephone speaker during the trials. 

As the phantom of this circuit was already in 
use, a temporary two-wire circuit was allocated 

The output of the Voice Frequency sets at 
London and Leeds was adjusted to 0.2 volts per 
channel. The several adjustments under these 
conditions to give a rectified current of approxi
mately 10 m-Amps are shown in Tables 3 and 4. 

Channel. 

---· --

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

TABLE No. 3. 

VOICE FREQUENCY SETTINGS AT LONDOK. 

Tuning Volts sent Filter Filter Output 
Fork Output to Home Output Potentiometer 

Volts. Repeater. Volts. Setting. 

· ·--------

0.3 I 0.2 0.35 � 
0.27 0.2 0.35 6 
0.28 0.2 0.35 5 
0.28 0.2 0.32 s 
0.28 0.2 0.34 5 
0.29 0.2 0.32 6 

Total Volh sent to Home Repeater=o.48 Volts. 

Total Volts received from Home Repeater=o.32 volts. 

Output from rceiving master amplifier= r.56 volts. 

Rectified 
Current 

l\lilliamps. 

!O 
II 
10.5 
II 
II 
!() 
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T\BLE No. -+· 

VOICE FREQUENCY SETTINGS AT LEEDS. 

Tuning Volts sent Filter Filter Output Rectified 
Channel. Fork Output i to Home Output Potentiometer I Current ' 

Volts. Repeater. Volts. Setting. Milliamps. 
' I 

- ---- 1 

1- I -----

0.28 o.z o.68 5 10 .. 1 
2 0.28 0.2 0.52 5 lO 

J 0.29 o.z 0.61 5 10 
4 0.27 0.2 0.60 5 IT 

5 0.26 0.2 0.59 5 IT 
6 0.27 0.2 0.53 5 10.5 

Total volts sent to Home Repeater=o.475 volts. 

Total volts received from Home Repeater=o.48 volts. 

Output from Receiving Master Amplifier= 2 .4 volts. 

Settings Common lo both ends. 
c\ll Filament Currents 0.83 amps. 
Fork �lagnet Polarising Current 25 milliamps. 
Attenuating Network at Sender Output 

2 T.U.'s. 
Receiving Potentiometer 2 T. U. 's. 
\Vheatstone trials were first carried out at both 

ends, using P .0. type \\Theatstone Transmitters 
and Receivers, a shunted condenser of 2,uF. and 
2000 ohms being connected in series with the 
coils of each receiver·. 

Slip was run continuously on each channel for 
one hour, with all other transmitters running 
reversals and occasional slip. Good signals 
\Vere received on each channel at 100 w.p.m. 

Trials were next carried out, using Creed 
Perforators and Printers under the same condi
tions as before. On each channel " Creed " 
working was obtained at 100 w.p.m. 

The set made bv the General Electric Co. and 
described in this article is the first of its kind to 
be installed and, with the exception of the 
Siemens Halske system, which is working be
t\\een London and �Ianchester, is the only 

s\·stem of voice frequency multiplex telegraphy 
at present used in this country. 

The possibilities of WJice frequency telegraphy 
are varied, and its applications are numerous, 
but it is considered that these questions do not 
come within the scupe of the present article. It 
may be mentioned, however, that it is possible 
to work a single channel system (un 20 lb. loaded 
underground conductors) at 300 words per 
minute, and at the other end of the scale, by 
closing up the filter bands, a tweh·c channel 
system giving about 60-70 words per minute per 
channel could be used. The first should pron 
w;eful where high speed working is required on 
small gauge underground conductors, whilst the 
second is essentially suited for start-stop tele
graph systems. 

In conclusion, the authors \\'ould like to thank 
Colonel T. F. Purves and l\Ir. S . . \. Pollock for 
permission to use certain information contained 
in this article, and they are also indebted to Sir 
\\'. Noble and Capt. Hannam-Clark, of the 
Ceneral Electric Co., for the loan of photo
graphs and diagrams. 



CARRIER CURRENT TELEPHONY. 

A. C. Trmus, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. 

!.-HISTORICAL. 

U 
NDER the inaccurate

.
but expressive name 

of " wired wireless " the system of 
telephony or telegraphy now described 

as carrier current working was generally known, 
though not used commercially, for some years 
before the war. I mrnediately after the war rapid 
developments took place in America, Germany 
and this country, for verv different reasons. 

In the U .s . . ..\. there ar� many long telephone 
lines on \vhich the value of an extra channel of 
communcation is sufficient to justify the use of 
verv expensive terminal equipment. 

r"n Germany, for some time after the end of 
the \Yar there was a serious shortage of copper 
and an urgent demand for new circuits ,,·hich 
could be met only by using the carrier current 
s\·stem on existing aerial lines. The extensive 
s�·stem of underground cables and repeater 
stations \d1ich now con�rs Germany has re
placed practically all these carrier circuits. 
They were only economical as a means of tiding 
over a special difficuh y. 

In this country also it is, in general, more 
economical to prcffide the longest circuits by 
means of cables and repeater stations than by 
superposing carrier channels on the aerial 
lines. There are, however, special cases where 
the traffic does not justify laying a cable or 
"·here for some reason the cost of a physical 
circuit is unusually high. For instance, the cost 
of a submarine cable between England and the 

Continent is sufficient to justify very expensive 
terminal apparatus in order to provide additional 
circuits by means of carrier working. At the 
present moment there are 10 carrier telephone 
circuits working on aerial lines in Great Britain. 
They vary in length from 60 to 200 miles. 

Recently a special low frequency carrier system 
has been developed for use on continuously 
loaded paper core submarine cables of the type 
in use Jwtween England and the Continent, 
and schemes are now in hand for working carrier 
circuits on other submarine cables. A special 
type of cable has been designed for multi-channel 
carrier \\orking over considerable distances. 

In France and elsewhere on the Continent 
carrier working on aerial lines has been intro
duced with success bv the International Standard 
Electric Corporation (using .·\merican sources of 
inspiration). .\ carrier circuit has the great 
ach·antage that it is comparatively unaffected by 
induction from power lines. This indw;:tion is 
becoming· a serious difficulty on long aerial lines 
on account of the rapid growth of liigli voltage 
po\\'er distribution systems, especially on the 
Continent. 

In German,. and America carrier current 
teleplwny i·s being increasingly used for com
munication over pmYer lines, the telephone 
system being coupled to the high-voltage wires 
by means of special condensers, or a \vire run 
for a few spans underneath the power wires. 

In ,\merica progress has been verv rapid. 
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About 200,000 channel-miles of carrier telephone 
circuits are working on aerial lines, and in many 
cases three channels of carrier are worked on one 
physical circuit in addition to sub-audio tele
graphs, etc. A six-channel carrier telephone 
system is working on a single core submarine 
cable across the Catalina Channel.* This con
stitutes the highest development of carrier current 
telephony, as far as the writer is aware, and has 
been made possible by the American Telegraph 
and Telephone Co.'s patented system of" single 
side band " working. 

As regards carrier telegraphy, although it is 
technically a simpler matter than carrier tele
phony, no circuits have been tried as no demand 
has arisen in this country. It has recently been 
proposed, however, to use carrier telegraphy on 
several of the cross-channel cables. In America 
a large number of carrier telegraph circuits are 
111 use. 

Il.-GENERAL PRINCIPLES. 

In a paper read before the I.P.O.E.E. by 
Taylor and Bradfield t the general principles of 
carrier current telephony were briefly explained. 
It is necessary, therefore, only to generalise and 
extend the information there given as regards 
recent developments in the art. 

The essential difference between carrier current 
telephony and wireless telephony or broadcast
ing is in the medium used for transmission. In 
both cases a carrier current is modulated (i.e., 
made to vary in amplitude in accordance with 
speech) at the transmitting end and demodulated 
or " detected " at the receiving end. 

In the case of line transmission, however, the 
carrier frequency is generally much lower and 
the well known laws of transmission at audio 
frequencies apply strictly. The so-called con
stants of the line must of course be known for 
the frequency in question. Inductance and 
capacity do nut change appreciably, but in the 

* " Carrier Current Communication on Sub-
111ari11e Cables," /Jy H. W. Hilchcoch. Bell 
Telephone Laboratories. Reprinted B.222, 
No7-'., 1926. 

t " Some Experiments on Carrier Current 
Telephony," by C. A. Taylor and R. Bradfield. 
l.P.O.E.E. Paper No. 86. 

case of open lines and cable circuits the resist
ance and leakance increase rapidly in the 
ordinary carrier frequency range of 7 to 30 

kilocycles. Cross-talk, ur over-hearing, be
comes much more serious than at audio fre
quencies. In some cases this effect is so pro
nounced that at certain frequencies the attenua
tion of a circuit may be doubled or trebled by 
the absorption of energy through cross-talk to 
another circuit. 

The attenuation of cable circuits at carrier 
frequencies is much higher than that of aerial 
circuits, and coil-loaded cables of the type 
generally used for telephony �ire out of the 
question for carrier working. 

By using carriers of different frequencies 
several channels of communication may be 
superposed on the same physical circuit, and 
prevented from interfering with each otlwr by 
the use of filters. L1nfortunately, owing to the 
lower frequencies which must be used, this 
separation cannot be accomplished by means of 
simple tuned circuits such as those used in wire
less telephony. To explain this, it is necessary 
to consider in some detail what is involved in a 
modulated carrier current. 

If we send to line a steady 1\ .C. at a fre
quency of, say, IO kilocycles and demodulate or 
" detect " it in the ordinary way, nothing will 
be heard in the receiver. But if the amplitude 
of the 10 kilocycle carrier be varied sinusoidally 
at a frequency of. say, rnoo cycles, a note of this 
frequency \vill be heard in the receiver. ;\t 
first sight it would appear that the line current 
is simply an ,\.C., ha,·ing a constant frequency 
of ro kilocycles but a varying amplitude; so that 
the receiver could be tuned very sharply to ro 

kilocycles and be unaffected by another carrier 
frequency of, say, 10.5 kilocycles. This is a 
fallacy, as can be shm\·n very simply: Let A 
sin (Jf represent the unmodulated carrier whose 
amplitude is to be varied in accordance with an 
audio frequency, sin rpt, between the limits 
1\ ( r + h) and A (1-h), h being less than r. 

The modulated \\ave \\ill be: 

A sin (JI ( 1 + h sin rpl) 
= c\ sin f.Jt +Ah sin e sin rpl 

A • Ak Ak . )t =h s111 Bt- ---cos (f.J +rp)I+ - cos \A-q) 
2 2 

=carrier + upper side band+ lower side band 
(carrier + audio) (carrier- audio) 
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That 1s, reverting to the numerical example 
abovt>, the line carries a frequency of ro kilo
cycles and in addition frequencies of l) kilocycles 
and I I kilocycles :-the lower and upper side 
bands respectively. 

Therefore the tuning· of the receiver must be 
broad enough to cover the range from <) to I I 

kilocycles, which is twice the audio frequency. 
It is beyond the scope of this article to attempt 
a complete mental picture of what happens when 
a carrier wave is modulated, but it is essential 
to realise that amplitude cannot be changed at 
any finite rate without entailing a change of 
frequency, and 'Vice versa. This change of fre
quency and amplitude is exact!)· equivalent, 
electrically, to the addition of the side bands. 

If we take the highest audio frequency re
quired to be transmitted as 2500 cycles, the 
essential frequencies to be transmitted ,,·ill 
occupy a range of 5000 cycles, and the difference 
bet,,·een two carrier frequencies to be trans
mitted on the same line must be somewhat 
greater than 5000 cycles. It will be evident that 
the nPcessary selectivity cannot be obtained so 
simply as i� the case of wireless broadcasting. 
In practice, band filters are always used to 
separate the different carriers, and tbe number 
of such carriers is very limited. 

There are, broadly, t\Yo methods of super
posing carrier circuits (or channels) on a ph_vsical 
circuit, which may be called the " balanced " 
and the " grouped " system, respectiv,·ly. In 
either case, filters must be provided to separate 
the audio from the carrier channels, and the 
latter must be arranged for two-way working· in 
order to be used as commercial telephone 
circuits. 

\\'hen the balanced system is used, the same 
carrier frequency is employed for transmitting in 
each direction and interaction bet,,·een the trans
mitter and receiver at each end of the line is 
prevented by a differential transformer and line 
balance, exactly as in the case of audio t\vo
way repeaters. 

In the grouped system different frequencies 
are used in the two directions, and interaction 
between transmitter and receiver is prevented by 
filters. 

The balanced system has the advantage that it 
only uses one frequency per channel, and more 
channels can therefore be worked within the 

ordinary range of, say, 7 to 30 kilocycles. On 
the other hand very accurate balancing, or 
simulation of the line impedance, is necessary 
and the system is only practicable on com
paratively short and uniform lines. The grouped 
system can be applied to longer lines and 
uniformity is not so important. But, other 
things being equal, only half as many channels 
can be superposed on one physical circuit, as 
compared witb the balanced system. Further, 
a carrier circuit using the same or different fre
quencies for the two directions may be divided 
between two physical circuits, one being used as 
a " go" and the other as a " return." This is 
the equi,·alent of a four-wire telephone circuit. 

The application of either system of carrier 
working is facilitated by the use of single side
bancl working. This system, originated by J. 
R. Carson, of the American Telegraph and Tele
phone Co., is an inspiring example of the direct 
application of high mathematical analysis to the 
solution of an engineering problem. Stated 
very briefly the system is as follows :-:\Iodula
tion of the carrier is effected in such a way that 
the two side bands (see above) are produced with
out the carrier frequency. One side band is then 
filtered out, and only the other side band trans
mitted over the line. ,\t the receiving end this 
side band is added to a locally generated carrier, 
of tlte right frequency of course, and made to 
reproduce the original speech or other modulat
ing frequency. By this means the width of the 
frequency band required for each channel is 
approximately halved, and certain difficulties 
which arise when carrier and side bands are 
transmitted in the usual way disappear. It is 
not proposed to deal with this system in detail, 
however, as the main purpose of the present 
article is to describe some of the research work 
recently undertaken b;· the British Post Office in 
connection with ordinary carrier working. 

I] I .-TRANSMISSION. 

The characteristics of aerial lines, paper-core 
cables, and G.P. cables at carrier frequencies 
have been measured in this country and in 
,\rnerica. A paper read before the A.I .E.E. in 
I<l2I by Colpitts and Blackwell* contains much 

* " Carrier Current Telegraphy and Tele
phuny." 
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valuable information, which is confirmed and 
extended in an article by :\ffrl, Demarest and 
Green in the Bell Technical Journal, July, 1928. 
.'.VIeasurements recently made here agree fairly 
well with the American results, allowance being 
made for the different type of line construction. 
Fig. 1 gives the attenuation-frequency chai;acter
istic of an aerial line (twist system throughout) 
between Taplow and Plymouth, a distance of 200 
miles. The measurement was made on a fine 
summer night. The same line was also 
measured when the conditions of humidity were 
extraordinary, even for our much-abused climate, 
and the attenuation was almost doubled. Such 
an effect is fortunately rare. The conditions 
were so bad, in fact, that the ordinary aerial 
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trunks were noticeably affected. For aerial 
lines of such a length that carrier working is 
economical it is generally impracticable to use 
frequencies much above 30 kilocycles. This 
limit does not necessarily apply to cables, how
ever, where the cross-talk may be very much 
less, though the attenuation is generally much 
higher. 

The factors governing the attenuation of cable 
pairs will be dealt with in some detail, as they 
hav<> been fully investigated with a view to 
designing submarine cables on which carrier 
working may be possible over considerable 
distances. 

The four constants, R, L, G and C, were 
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determined from impedance measurements on 
short lengths of cable (Jo to 180 yards) with the 
far end o f  tlw tested pair open and closed. Two 
measurements at each frequency were therefore 
required. ),s the lengths \Yere extremely short, 
electrically, the closed impedance could be taken 
as (R + jwL) x length and the" open "impedance 

G+jCw 
as le-ngff1--

. A proof of this will be found m 

J. G. Hill's "Telephonic Transmission," p. 
246. The measurements were made bv a sub
stitution method, using a bridge of very high 
quality, with a heterodyne detector unit m 
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place of the usual telephone receiver. This was 
adjusted to give a balancing note of about 1000 
cycles. It was found essential to use the 
\Yagner earthing device, which enabled the 
detector to be brought to Emth potential at each 
balance of the bridgt>, but no specially elaborate 
screening nrrangements \n·re used. The resist
nnce, which pnwed to he the most important 
factor determining· attenuation at high fre
quencies, was generally a mntter of two or three 
tenths of an ohm, and great care wns necessary 
to measure it accurately. 

Simibr measurements were made in 1922 by 
:\Iessrs. Taylor and Bradfield, using only ro ft. 
d submarine cable. Their method was different 
in detail hllt the results agree Yery well with 
the recent measurements now being described. 
Cun·es showing R, L, G and C for some typical 
rnses are given in Fig. 2 (a, Ii, nnd c) . These 
results have bet>n n�rified lw direct measurement 
of the attenuation of various cables in sitii. 

T\YO important facts emerge from these 
rnensurements :-(1) At frequencies over (i or 7 
kilocycles the characteristic impedance of any 
cable pair becomes approximately non-reactive. 
The same thing also applies to nerial lines. 
(2) The rise of effective resistance with frequency 
is very rapid, on account of the skin effect in 
solid conductors and eddv current losses in the 
sheath or (in the rnsP of submarine cables) the 
armouring and surrounding· sea water. The 
rise of resistance with frequency is shown by the 
curves for R in Fig. 2. 

It is evident that the attenuation of cables at 
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high frequencies can only be rc>duced to manage
able values by reducing effective resistance. 
The skin effect can be almost wiped out by 
making the conductor of 311 strands, in what is 
known as " Litz " formation. Three wires are 
first stranded together. This group of three is 
stranded with two similar groups, and so on. 
(Obviously the number of strands must be a 
power of 3). The effect is that each strand 
occupies in turn all possible positions from 
centre to outside. It was thought that the in
crease of resistance in a Litz conductor would 
be merely that corresponding to one strand. 
But it was found, at anv rate for carrier fre
quencies, that this is only.true for conductors of 
81 strands or more. 

The next lower number possible (27) is very 
nearly as efficient and not impracticable from the 
point of view of size and jointing. 

Fig. 3 shows the relative efficiency of r, 9, 27 
R1 . h . f 1 . and 8r strands. 
R 

1s t e rat10 o tota resist-

ance to D.C. resistance, and the total 
weight of the conductor is 350 lbs. per 
mile in each case. For the same weight a 
Litz conductor has the disadvantage of 
greater diameter than a solid conductor, or one 
stranded with parallel wires as is usual in sub
marine cables for mechanical reasons. The 
greater diameter means increased capacity and 
eddy current losses in the sheath. To decide 
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whether the advantages of Litz conductors 
would outweigh their disadvantages, two lengths 
of paper-core lead-covered cable were made up. 
One contained four conductors in star quad 

formation, each having· 27 strands of �o. z(i 

S.\\'.G. The other was similar as regards 
formation, thickness of paper, etc., but contained 
solid conductors of the same \reight--160 lbs. 
per naut. Fig. 4 shows R and (3 for both these 
cables, and the advantag·e of the stranding is 
evident at high frequencies. 

The laws governing these eddy current losses 
are still very obscure, but certain facts are clear; 
e.g., the closer the conductors and the gre<tter the 
diameter of the sheath the less the eddv current 
loss. In the case of G.P. submarine cables the 
Litz conductor is essential for reasonable high
frequency attenuation, but the type of sheath�ng· 
also has a very important effect. For instance, 
the brass tape usually wound on:·r the core 
to prevent damage by the teredo worm 1s 
responsible for most of the resistance rise. 

In co-operation with ).Jessrs. Siemens Bros., 
many different types of armouring have been 
tried. Tlie most surprising· of all the results was 
that a cable covered with steel armouring wires 
and no brass tape g·ave a lm\-er attenuation than 
the same cable unarmoured; both being tested 
immersed in salt water. 

Fig. 5 shows the attenuation, calculated from 
measurements of R, L, G and C on a short 

length of a Bala ta cable, -1--27 / 26 conductors, 
armoured, no brass tape. 

The matter cannot lw discussed in more detail 
at this stage, but the position may be summarised 
thus:-

(1) For lead-covered cables (land or submarine) 
conductors formed of 27 strands in Litz forma
tion and stranded into a star quad, \Yith suitable 
thickness cf paper insulation, \vill give reason
able atknwition at earner frequencies up to 30 
kilocvcles or more. 

(2) In rnses \\·here C.P. cables must be used, 
similar conductors, armoured but not covered 
with brass or other metallic tape, are indicated. 
Balata would generally be usf'cl, except at the 
shore ends, instead of G.P., as the dieletcric 
losses are much l<l\\·er at audio and somewhat 
lower at carrier frequencies. The risk of 
damagt� by teredns varies gTeatly in different 
waters. To meet cases where this risk is con
siderable, various forms of protection which \Yill 
not increasf' the eddy current loss are being con
sidered. 

Co11ti1mous/y loaded cablcs.-The attenuation 
of continuous!}· loaded cables increases rapidly 
as the frequency is increased from about three 
kilocycles, mainly owing to eddy current losses 
in the loading material. A typical attenuation
frequf'nc_,. curve (taken from the Anglo-Dutch 
No. 3 cable) is shown in Fig. 6. It was evident 
from measurements of this kind, together with 
cross-talk nwasurements made at carrier fre
quencies with a special amplifier, that only a 
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relatively low carrier frequency could be used on 
the continuously loaded cables bt>tween Eng·land 
and tht> Contint>nt. Taking· 2500 as the hig·hest 
frt>qtwncy for good speech, and a carrier fre
q1wncy of 6000, the lower side-band extends 
down to 3500, leaving a margin of rnoo cycles 
lwt,vet>n the audio and carrier channels. It has 
been found quite practicable to work with a 6000 
cycle carrier, and the system is now emerging 
from the experimental stage. The arrangement 
of tlw apparatus ''ill be described in the next 
section. 

IV.-APPARATUS. 

The apparatus at present in use for carrit>r 
telephone circuits on aerial lines in this country 
is a somewhat improved version of that described 
in Taylor and Bradfield's paper, referred to in 
St>ction II. This apparatus is giving satisfac
tory service for single channel working, but the 
dt>sign of improved sets, using high-frequency 
filtPrs and adaptable for t\Yo-channel working, 
is now in hand. For carrier working on con
tinuously loadt>d cables at a frequency of 6000, 
special arrang·t,nwnts are necessary to obtain a 
satisfactory st>paration of the audio and carrier 
channels. High-pass and lmv-pass filters are 
used at both ends. "\t the transmitting· end a 
special' form of modulating circ�1it is used to 
separate the audio from the carrier frequency. In 
view of the high line attenuation to be dealt with 
(owr 40 S.M . ) there is perforce an unusually 

great difference of level between the carrier and 
the physical circuit, and it would be a difficult 
matter to provide the necessary separation by 
means of filters alone. Special precautions have 
to be taken to prevent audio to carrier cross-talk 
through the repeater station common batteries 
supplying filament and anode current to the sets. 
The general arrangement is given in Fig. 7, 
which shows the apparatus for one carrier circuit 
super posed on one quad of the cable. Three 
physical circuits are \Yorking; two sides and one 
phantom, with two-wire repeaters. The carrier 
is worked as a four-wire circuit, the " go " on 
one side circuit and the " return " on the other. 
One end of the cable onlv is shown. The other 

AUDIO__. M09. 

AUDIO+--

-CABLE. 

FIG. 7. 

is exactly similar, except that modulator and 
demodulator are interchanged. The audio 
extensions of the carrier may be connected to a 
four-wire circuit on the land side, or combined 
bv means of the usual differential transformer to 
fc;rm a two-wire circuit. Considering the physical 
circuits first: These have been shown as two-wire 
repeater circuits because most submarine cable 
circuits are worked in this way. In the case of 
four-wire circuits the problem is simplified by 
the absence of balances. An impedance adjust
ing network (Z in the figure) is inserted in each 
cable pair to make the impedance approximately 
non-reactive. The HP and LP filters are so 
designed that the whole arrangement viewed 
from the line side of the terminal transformer 
has an impedann� which is vt>ry nearly non
reactive ewer the audio frequency range. The 
repeater on each side circuit is therefore balanced 
(on the cable side) by a simple resistance con
nected through a transformer corresponding to 
the terminal transformer. The phantom circuit 
repearer is balanced by a network containing 
inductance. If signalling is by means of voice 
frequency currents, there are no difficulties, but 
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in some cases rh-cycle or 25-cycle ringing is still 
used. Certain modifications have then to be 
made in the impedance adjusting networks to 
allow the low frequency currents to pass. 
Signalling over the carrier circuit must be done 
by voice frequency currents. 

FIG. 8. 

The carrier current is generated at each end 
of the cable by a 6000 cycle valve-maintained 
tuning-fork, which supplies all the carrier 
channels. It is found that the carrier frequt>ncies 
at the two ends must not differ bv more than 
2 or 3 cycles per sec., but no difficulty is antici
pated in this respect in vie\v of the exteme 
constancy of which tuning-fork generators have 
been proved capable. 

The arrangement of the modulator is she\vn in 
Fig. 8. Speech entering at A is amplified 
by the valve r and varies the voltage across 
modulating choke 2. This variation of volt
age controls the carrier output of valve 3 

(to the grid of \Yhich carrier frequency is 
SU pplied through the transformer 5) in accord
ance with the speech. Valve 4 is arranged to 
act, through the transformer 8, to balance the 
audio-frequency effect by which the speech 
currents tend to pass straig·ht through the modu
lator, with amplification, and so to line. The 
valves 6 and 7 act simply as a push-pull ampli
fier of the modulated carrier, which then passes 
through the H.P. filter to line. The discrimina
tion between audio and carrier frequencies 
afforded by the balancing valve (4) and the H.P. 
filter is such that cross-talk from the carrier to 
the physical circuit is better than 80 S.::'rl. The 
normal carrier current sent to line is about r 5 
milliamps, and the modulation factor 50% for 
ordinary speech. The main object in using a 
push-pull amplifier is to improve the balance to 
earth of the output transformer. If a balanced 
and screened output transformer is used with 

VOL. XXI. 

one half of the primary left disconnected at the 
outer end, a single valve, or two valves in 
parallel, may be used for the amplifier with 

satisfactory results. 
The modulating· choke is shunted by a con

denser and the combination forms a parallel 
resonant circuit having a high impedance over 
the audio frequency range. The 250,000 ohm 
resistance cuts down the effective anode voltage 
<)f vah·e 3 to a suit<1ble value for modulating. 
Carrier frequency is supplied through the 
balanced-and-screened transformer 5 to the 
grids of the transmitting valves on each carrier 
circuit, all the grids being in parallel. Inter
ference is avoided by adjusting the grid bias so 
that grid current never ftmys, and by the use of 
'' neutroclyning '' condensers where necessary. 

The democl u lator, or carrier receiver (Fig. 9) 
consists of an amplifier vah·e (r), followed by a 
rectifying valve (2), which is primed to act as a 
bottom-bend rectifier. The output from trans
former 3 consists of audio frequency with a 6,ooo 
cycle ripple. This is practically eliminated by 
the line, or the normal filters used in two-wire 
repeaters, in most cases. Otherwise, a L.P. 
filter is connected in the output circuit. 
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The efficiencv of the rectifying circuit can be 
improved by using two rectifiers joined in the 
well-known manner to give full wave rectifica
tion, and in this case the ripple has a frequency 
of r 2,000 cycles, which facilitates filtering. In
cidentally, a \\Testinghouse metal rectifier, con
sisting of four elements arranged in bridge 
fashion for full \\·ave rectification, was found to 
give satisfactorv results. In this case also the 
frequency of the ripple was 12,000 cycles, 111 

consequence of the full wave rectification. 
No details of battery supply to the filaments 

have been she\vn in tlw diagrams, since the exact 
arrangement depends on the batteries available, 
but in practice the ordinary repeater station 
batteries are used for heating and anode supply. 

T 
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\\There the grids cannot be primed from resist
anrf's in the filament circuit primary cells are 
used. 

In applying this carrier system to such cables 
as tlw �\nglo-Dutch and Anglo-Belgian, where 
thf' carrier attpnuation is about 40 s.�1., there 
are four main difficulties to be overcome:-

( 1) Battery cross-talk between one carrier 
current and another, and between 
carrier and audio. 

( 2) Cross-talk from carrit>r to audio due to 
tlw non-linear magnetic characteristics 
of the loading material, which tends 
to rectifr the carrier currents and 
make them audible on the physical 
circuit. 

(3) Cross-talk from audio to carrier, due to 
modulation of the carrier current bv 
speech currents, the latter varying the 
permeability of the loading material 
and hence the attenuation of the carrier 
current, so modulating it in accordance 

\vith the speech on the physical circuit. 
(4) Carrier to carrier cross-talk between 

different quads of the cable. 
Of these difficulties the first was OYf'rcome by 

special smoothing arrangements in filament and 
anodf' circuits. ThP Sf'cond and third fortun
atPly proYed of insufficient magnitude to cause 
much trouble. The last has proved the most 
serious, since it is governed almost entirely by 
the construction of the cable, and Yery little can 
he done to improve mattt>rs aftf'r the cable is 
laid. A trial under \\'orking conditions is the 
only safr method of deciding on which of tlw 
quads in a large cable the system can be worked 
satisfactorih'. 

The sanw type of apparatus will shortly he 
applit>d to single and double channel carrier 
working· on aerial lines and possibly unloaded 
cables. where higher carrier frequencies can be 
used; but at present all the indications point to 
submarine cables, of the unloaded or con
tinuously loaded type, as the most promising 
field of development. 

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PLANT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 
TELEPHONES AND WIRE MILEAGES, THE PROPERTY OF AND MAINTAINED BY 

THE POST OFFICE IN EACH ENGINEERING DISTRICT AS AT 30TH S E PT., 1928. 

No. of 
Overhead Wire Mileages. Underground \Yire �lileages. Telephones i Engineering owned and -----

maintained I District 

by the Telegraph. Trunk. I Exchange. Spare. I Telegraph. 
: 

Trunk. Exchange. Spare. ! 
Post Office. I 

I 
London 598,538 517 4,043 51 ,57:; 130 24,522 68,949 2,315,957 99,413 

77.349 2,158 21,416 65,578 1,854 S. East 4,023 49,018 197,457 32,733 
80,662 4.J48 30,006 56,402 3,253 s. West 20,631 12,403 152,815 59.JOJ 
63,471 6,063 37,291 _,9,4q4 5,473 Eastern 23,380 38,125 I 14,523 70,585 
q6,677 8,608 44,988 58,9 . .p 3,81q N. Mid. 29,518 54,017 241,480 113,174 
78,862 4,786 2<),938 72,085 4,604 S. Mid. 12, !04 23,364 188,791 88,454 
58,124 4,343 20,868 52,341 3,146 S. Wales 6,360 26,18q I 19,572 71,931 

rn3,366 8,060 26,421 49,736 4,213 N. Wales 13,564 41,286 274,658 61,333 
157,826 1,492 16,465 43,270 2,459 S. Lanes. 13,637 79,224 473,518 48,360 
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64,085 4,029 24,JOO 37, 744 2,186 N. \\'est 8,303 33,623 165, 187 31,722 
47·235 2,514 16,204 25,44o 2,556 Northern 4,700 15,013 !09,327 50,682 
21,391 4,568 8.453 13,921 543 Ireland N. 134 2,324 40,346 1,577 
65,533 5,472 26,141 37,485 i,443 Scot. East 3,954 12,906 151, 144 47,260 
87,699 7,274 24,J JO 42,862 1,089 

I Scot. West 12,077 ' 1 24,606 224,278 37,189 

1,693,618 70,466 371 ,339 713,439 40,038 Total 188,621 I 527,235 5,001,532 886,386 

'1 I I 
70,768 707,061 

iFigures as at 

I .1 1,668,098 370,327 38,95 I 3oth June, 184,835 517,854 4,859,655 I 897,031 
I 28. "'T' 

I 
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TELEPHONE REPEATERS AT NEW DELHI. 

N. F. Fnmrn. 

I
NTRO/)( ·cTJ OX .-The small cord circuit 

telephone repeater i nstal lat ion described in 
the follo\\·ing account is that of the repeaters 

in use in the :\ ew Delhi trunk exchange. The 
apparatus includes one or two novel circuit 
arrangements \\·hirh are illustrated 111 the 

diagrams. Examples of typical line and net
\YOrk impedance curYes are shmYn. 

Fie. 1.-<iE1'ER.11. \"IE\\'. Co1m Cmcu1T REPEATERS. 

Repcalers.-Tlw repeaters are of the General 
Ele.'trir Company's t�·1w :\o. IL\ (Fig. l). They 
;ire installed in the te.·;t room (described in Vol. 
XX., Part 3, page 16J), ""hich is adjacent to 

the trunk exchange. One or two small modifica
tions haYe been introduced on the repeater bay, 
VIZ.-

( 1) The filament circuit is operated from the 
40 volt trunk exchange battery instead 
of from the usual 2-f. volt battery. 

(z) Lamps have been fitted in the potentio
meter relay circuits to light in con
junction with the relays and indicate 
the step on which the repeater is being 
\\·orked. The latter addition enables 
the test room staff 10 keep a constant 
\Yatch on th<, repeater operation . 

Cord Cirrnits .--Fig. 2 sh ows the repeater 
cord cirrnit which is desig·ned to operate in 
conjunction with the cordless trunk S\\·itchboard. 
The latter is of a semi-automatic type in ,,..·hich 
connections arc set up in relay selection circuits 
b_v the operation of selection keys and key
rnnt rolled link circuits. The repeater link 
S\\ itch board fittings are exacil_,· simi lar to those 
of the ordinan· links with the addition of the 

potentiometer kevs. " Control " kevs are used 
for line selection and designation . " Ring, ' 

" Split , " and " Speak " ke:·s for ringing . 

temporaril_,. termi nating t hrou gh calls, ancl 
speaking, respectiYely . A repeater call is set 
up as follows :-�As a result of thro\\·ing the 
" Control " key CX, and pressing the selection 
ke�· of a particular line, the line is connected 
to XT, XR, and XS; rf'lay (q) is operated over 
the tens and units locking wires, relay (1) is 
energised and connects the line through to the 
X side of the repeater. The second line con
nection is similarly made using the CY kev, 
n·lavs (ro) & (6) opf'rate, completing the second 
line cirrnit to the Y side of the repeater. The 
filament start rela:· is energised 7•ia the contacts 
of (q) and (rn), the lamp TSL indicating to the 
operator that the filament circuit has been 
completed . 

The operation of the '' Speak '' kev closes the 
circuit of relay (15) and connects the operator'3 
telephone set to the monitoring winding of the 
repeater. To speak to one terminal station 
onl:1, the " Split " key is thrown to SX or SY, 
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operating relay (4) or (5) connecting the opera
tor's telephone set to the one line. At the same 
time the repeater cut-off relay is energised, and 
the input transformers short-circuited, while 
relays (r7) or (r8) opens the circuit of (r) or (6) 
as the case mav be. 

Outward ringing on the X line results from 
the operation of the RX key and relays (3) and 
(2). Relay (3) in energising releases (r) dis
connecting the repeater, and operates the 
repeater cut-off relay. Similarly R Y contro Is 
the outward ringing to the Y line. 

For inward ringing and supervision, relays 
( 1 r ) and ( r 2) are arranged to respond to the 
incoming r6 cycle ringing current. Relay (r3) 
is energised by ( r r) and locks to an earth on 
rela:- ( r6), at the same time lighting the super
visory lamp XSL. (r3) is released by the 
operation of ( r 5) and ( r6) as the operator 
answers. The Y side supervision is operated 
in a similar manner. 

It will be noticed that in this link circuit all 
speech path connections are made through 
multipled contacts on special relays. The latter 

are the North Electric Company's " Units" 
relays, which have an arrangement of springs 
giving a wiping contact. (See Fig. 3). This 
special provision has been found to be necessary 
to ensure that the efficiency of the repeaters is 
not decreased by contact losses in the auxiliary 
apparatus. The ordinary relay contact is liable 
to gin� trouble from the effects of the dust which 

SCREWS 

FIG. 3. 

is very prevalent in the plains of India, and 
experience has sho,vn that in reducing the num
ber of dirty contact faults the doubled wiping 
contact is by far the most successful system. 

Network Selection Apparatus .-Sim u ltane-
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ously with the connection of the line to the 
repeater link the associated balancing network 
is automaticallv connected to the " Balance " 
side of the rer;eater. .-\ schematic diagram of 
the network selection circuit is sh(rnn in Fig. 4, 
the apparatus itself being seen on the right nf 
the network rack in Fig. 5. The operation of 
the circuit is as follows : -

\Vhen the repeater link '' Control '' key is 
thrown to the X side, the control relay in the 
line selection circuit is energised and one of its 
contacts is used to operate the DLX relay in the 
net selector. The contacts of DLX are a�ranged 
to connect tbirty " D L " "ires through from 
the line selection apparatus to the network 
relays. As the selection key on the switchboard 
i'i pressed, the DL wire of the line selected is 
earthed, the corresponding- net relay (?\R) i'.3 
operated by that earth and locks to an earth 
on relay (9) in the repeater link. After selec
tion, the " Control " and " Selection " keys 
are normalled, and relay DLX is released. The 
operation of the network relay connects the line 

balance to the X "Balance" side of the repeater 
and also lights a lamp on the switchboard, oYer 
the line equipment concerned, to indicate to the 
uperator that the net work has been correct! y 
selected. The Y side connection is made in a 

similar manner by the operation of DLY and 
the net relay in the Y group. 

Release :-\Yith the release of the repeater 
link, relays (9) and (ro) are de-energised and the 
net relays are released. The rel.ays used in the 
network selection circuits are the " Units " 
relays preYiously mentioned, thirty-two point 
" Tens " relays being used for DLX and DLY. 

Balancing N etworhs .-The balancing net
works are built up on the unit principle. The 
units of the network are mounted on a rack as 
shown in Fig. 5, and cabled via a jumpering· 
field on the rack to break-jack strips fitted on 
the trunk line test board. The cables terminate 
on the outer springs of the break-jacks, the 
inner springs being wired to tag-blocks in the 
test board as shown in Fig. 6. Jumpers 
on these tag-blocks cross-connect the network 
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units as required for permanent line arrange
ments ;--Fig. 6 illustrates the jumper connec
tions on a composited line. For temporary line 
arrangements patch-cords plugged into the jacks 

remm·e or introduce the composite balancing 
units as required. For example,-a patch-cord 
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composite set and nnger balances out of 
circuit. 

Fig. 7 shows a complete network on a 
composited line. The exchange balance "E B" 
in the leads from the repeater to the net selector 
balances the repeater link apparatus and ex
change cabling, the remaining units in the chain 
balancing the various line apparatus. The line 
balance shown is of the " parallel "* type, the 
actual values of the components of a typical 
balance being given in Fig·. 8. The latter 
diagram and Fig. 9, illustrate typical impedance 
curves of a composited trunk with and without 
its auxiliary apparatus. The curves in Fig. 8 

'' "Testing of Telephone Circuits and Apparatus 
with Alternating Curents," by E. S. Ritter 
and G. P. Milton, I.P.O.E.E. Paper No. IIO. 

are plotted from measurements made with a 
capacity A.C. bridge from the " Line " jack of 
the trunk line test board and the " LB " jack of 
the balancing net\rnrk. Those in Fig. 9 are 
measured from the " Line " and " Balance '' 
jacks of the repeater and indicate the degree of 
balance with all apparatus in circuit. 

Singing-point tests taken on the line illus
trated show a singing-point aboYe the gain 
figure obtained on the fourth step of the 
potentiometer, i.e., something m·er 15 T.U. As 
a check on balanct> conditions, sing·ing point 
tests are made as a matter of routine in addition 
to the usual Yoltage, current, and gain measure
ments, etc., while special attention is paid to 
the operation and testing of auxiliary apparatus 
owing to the importance of the latter in the 
working of single long distance trunks. 

THE ROUTINE TRANSMISSION TESTING OF SUBSCRIBERS' INSTRUMENTS 
AT THE EXCHANGE AND AT THE SUBSCRIBERS' OFFICE. 

A. I-lcDsoN, B.Sc., A.C.G.I.F.C. 

I
NTRODUCTION.-In the July, r924, num
ber of this Journal a description was g·iven 
of apparatus, called a Volume Tester, for 

measuring the sending efficiency of a sub
scriber's instrument at the exchange \\ithout the 
knowledge of the subscriber and during the 
progress of an ordinary call. This apparatus, 
however, used by itself has serious limitations, 
when considered as a means of assisting main-
tenance. Tlwse ma\· be briefl ,. summarised 
thus:-

. . 

(r) The sending· efficiency only is measured. 
(2) The efficier{cy of tht� subscriber's talk

ing is included. 
(3) ln the case of a P.B.X. there is un

certainty as to which instrument is 
being used. 

(.+) Calculations involving the rircuit allow
ance of the subscriber's loop are neces
san· to determine the loss. 

:'\o. (2) Gtn be an advantage when the instru
ment is used in another fashion , as will be 
described later. 

Since the date of the first article a considerable 
amount of research has been carried out with a 
view to evolving <1 simple and rapid means of 
measuring the true efficiency of both the receiver 
and the tra11s111ittt�r in terms of the Department's 
standard without disturbing the subscriber's 
telephone. ,\ considerable measure of success 
has been attai1wd, and the value of the method 
proved in an extended series of tests made at 
Portsmouth and \\'illesden exchanges. 

DESCRll'TlU:'\ OF �lETHOD OF TEST. 

The basic idea underlying the test is that of 
comparison \\ith a standard. ,\ standardised 
receiver is connected to the line terminals of the 
subscriber's installation and the A.C. voltage 
generated by this recei ,·er is corn pared with that 
generated by the test transmitter and receiver, 
on being spoken into in turn. 1\ valve volt
meter of the potentiometer type called a " Tele
phone Efficiency Tester," located at the ex
change, is used for this purpose. 
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,\ standardised receiver and an artificial ear 
are the only pieces of apparatus which it is 
strictly necessary for the lineman to carry with 
him for the test, and in bulk the set is about 3" 
diameter by .f long and weighs about 2 lbs. 
See the illustration. 

The artificial ear is so named because when 
applied to a receiver it produces the same degree 
of diaphragm damping and modification of 
resonance as would be produced when the 
receiver is applied to a human ear. In this case 
the artificial ear has a mouthpiece attached to it 
on the reverse side to the receiver, acoustical 
connection being made by means of a number of 
small holes in the back of the artificial ear. This 
enables the lineman to talk into the standard 
receiver. 

The artificial ears and standard type receiver 
so far used are not entirely satisfactory since 
they require frequent recalibration, but it is 
hoped as a result of further research shortly to 
produce types which will only require occasional 
calibration. 

The method of use is then as follows : -

(1) The standardised recei\"er, which is of 
the electromagnetic type, is connected 
to the line terminals of the subscriber's 
instrument, the test receiver being on 
the hook. The· test clerk at the ex
change then adjusts the line current to 
some predetermined value, which is 
always the same, so that the equivalent 
of a 300 ohm local line is obtained. In 

the case of a line over 300 ohms battery 
is added to bring the current to the 
correct value. 

(2) The Iineman then counts 1, 2, 3, ·b 5, 
about 7 or 8 times, pauses and then 
repeats it into the artificial ear which is 
attached to the standard receiver. The 
test clerk measures the A.C. voltage 
delivered to the exchange during this 
talk by means of a constant deflection 
valve voltmeter. This he effects by 
setting the potentiometers of the volt
meter (which are arranged to give a 
range from () to /0 s.�1. in I S.M. 
steps) to some value (given with the 
standard receiver) and noting the de
flection obtained. All further measure
ments on the same test are then made 
by altering the potentiometers so as to 
obtain this deflection. This method 
thus gives the efficiencies direct in 
S.M. 

(3) The lineman disconnects the standard 
receiver from the line and, taking the 
test receiver off the hook but not hold
ing it to his ear, he repeats his talk into 
the transmitter at the same volume as 
before. The test clerk measures this 
voltage by adjusting the potentio
meters. 

(-l) The lineman then cuts out the trans
mitter either hy short-circuiting- it fur 
C.B. circuits or disconnecting the cells 
for L.B. circuits. He then applies the 
artificial ear tu the test receiver and 
talks into it, again at the same volume. 
This voltage is also measured by the 
test clerk by adjusting the potentio
meters. 

The test should be made as quickly as possible 
in order that the lineman may be able to keep 
his volume constant, but where the test is 
interrupted, for instance, to change a trans
mitter or receiver a check on the standardised 
receiver is necessary. 

Two or three minutes is about the time taken 
when the test is carried out by skilled men under 
favourable conditions. 

Two calibration figur.es are required to deter
mine the actual efficiencies of the instruments, 
those of the standard receiver in terms of the 
Department's standard receiver and the standard 
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receiver plus artificial ear in terms of Depart
ment's standard transmitter. Call these two 
quantities " :\ " and " B " respectively. Let 
the potentiometer settings obtained by the test 
clerks be 

" S " for the standard receiver. 
" T " for the test transmitter. 
" R " for the test receiver. 

Then the transmitter efficiency will be 
B + S-T worse than Department's standard; 

and for the receiver : 
A+ S - R worse than Department's standard. 

\Vhen these expressions are negative the 
efficiencies are better than standard. 

A+ S and B + S will be constants for any com
bination of artificial ear and standardised 
receiver, so that it will be seen that the efficiencies 
are obtained very simply. ,\ ny case of low 
efficiency should be further investigated at the 
time of the test. 

Verv little difficulty has been experienced so 
far in ·carrying out th� test with the linemen who 
have been employed. Careful training is neces
sary, but after about a \Yeek's experience it is 
found that they can generally be relied upon to 
give consistent results. 

.\ccu1ncY <>F TEST. 
Laboratory tests of tlw accuracy of this 

method are very difficult lo carry cut. Tlw 

standard method of ((>sting an instru11w11t in
\·uh·es an elaborate cable balance, carried uul 
six times by three different obsern•rs over a 
period of time of from 20 to 30 minutes. The 
new method uses one balance, with a talking 
period uf about 15 seconds. This implies that 
only a limited degree of agreement of results by 
the two methods can be expected in the case of 
transmitters. From the nature of the test, how
ever, it is apparent that the efficiency of the trans
mitter, at the time of the test, is obtained. It has 
been decided that the transmitter must be tested 
exactly as it stands without tapping or shaking 
in any way beforehand. The resultant figure 
will not necessarily be the same as that which 
would be obtained on removing the transmitter 
and re-testing it in the laboratory; the apparent 
error is of the order of ± r 1 S.�I. on the average. 

In the case of the receiYer, the errors are 
caused by factors different from those that 
govern the transmitter efficiency. On holding 

a receiver to an ear, the cap and diaphragm 
become warmed up much more quickly than the 
body of the receivt>r, \Yith the result that the 
diaphragm is stressed, causing movement either 
towards or away from the magnet poles and thus 
altering the efficiency. \\'hen the receiver is 
placed on the artificial ear no such action can 
take place as the ear is at the same temperature 
as the surrounding air. The errors due tu this 
cause are in the neighbourhood of 2 or 3 s.�l. 
and will vary according to the clamping of the 
diaphragm. 

Another source of error is line noise. The 
attenuating P .D. delivered to the exchange by 
the receiver is verv small and may, in the case 
of a low efficiency recei\·er, be commensurate 
\\'ith the Yoltage of line noise. \Yhen the line 
noise niltage is sufficient to interfere \vith the 
test it mav be considered that the noise is exces
si,·e and steps should be taken to eliminate it. 

CIRCl'lT .\J{!{.\1\(;E�JE:'\TS. 

The valve niltmeter set used at Portsmouth 
and \\.illesden is mounted so as to be readilv 
portable and can lw used in any exchange; it is 
self-contained as regards batteries, etc. 

. \notlwr type suitable for installation in ex
changes and to be used for routine testing is 
under design at the moment. Tlw apparatus 
is muunted entir<'ly on racks and is ind<'pendcnt 
of the test desk, although it is proposed to use it 
in conjunction with the tl'st desk. 

Frum the nature of the test it ,,ill be apparent 
that a clear line, free from D.C. bridges, is 
necessary, but that apart from this the resistance 
of the line is immaterial. Consequently it is 
possible for the Yoltmeter set to be placed at a 
central exchange, serYing several others via 
junctions. It is desirable that the A.C. loss due 
to the junctions should not exceed 5 s.�I. 

In the case of P.B.X.'s a double-plugged cord 
is used. Series indicators as used in cordless 
boards do not affect the test. 

PROPOSALS FOR Fe TC RE USE. 

The subscriber's output measuring set, which 
has been called the " Volume Tester," is most 
suited for observation testing, though it can be 
used for any case \\'here the volume level of 
speech is required to be known. 

It is proposed to install an experimental 
\'olume Tester and a " Telephone Efficiency 
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Tester " at an exchange with a view to trying 

out various methods of using both sets. The 

vu! ume tester will be used for obserYation pur

poses. In this wav a check can be kept on, the 

general level of v�lume in the exchange and 

cases of bad speaking investigated by checking 

the volume level of all calls made by the com

plainant. 
\Yith regard tu the telephone efficiency tester 

the question of prm·iding every internal Jineman 
and fitter in the exchange area with a lineman's 
unit is under consideration, a test being made 
every time a subscriber's premises are visited, 
unless a visit has been made just previously. 

The volume tester used in the above fashion 
prm·ides an easy method of dt'tecting faulty 
installations apart from subscribers' complaints. 

The telephone efficiency tester enables the test 
clerk readily to test faulty and ne,,· installations, 
e\·ery lineman being available for making a test 
when required. \\'hetlwr sufficient work of this 
nature \\·ill be carried out by each lineman to 
enable him to keep in pi·actice from a talking 
point of view remains to be determined from the 
tests. The talking is an essential part of the 
test, and though apparently difficult to carry out 
correctly becomes comparati\·ely easy when 
sufficient practice is gi,·en. 

MEASUREMENTS OF THE ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCES OF 

HUMAN EARS. 

\\'. \\'EST, B .. A., ;\.:\I.I.E.E. 

S
['JIJIA.R)'. - In Part I. a method of 

measurement of the acoustical resistance of 
lightly absorbing surfaces is described, 

together with the results of tests on the resist
mzce compo11e11ts of the impedan ces of normal 
(male) ears wlze11 h eld to a sta11 dard type ear
cap. Frequencies ra11;;ing from 370 to 2600 
cycles per second are used. 

Details of a similar me/hod, applicable to the 
reactance componcnl, are gh.'en i11 Part II., 
together with test results at frequencies of 500, 
I 100 and 1600 cycles per second . 

Part III. contains comment 011 the results of 
the iwvestigatio11, and is concluded by two 
appe ndices i11 ·which equations required in the 
/ext are deri7.•ed. 

J. I11troduction.-An acoustical determina
tion of the performance of a telephone receiver 
under working conditions demands a means for 
measuring the pressures developed with the 
receiver held in pusition either to a real ear, 
ur to an artificial ear which is acousticallv 
equivalent. In order that the latter alternativ

.
e 

may be available, it is first necessary to obtain 
some data on which may be based a specification 
for the acoustical impedance of such an artificial 
ear, either as an average value, or at least as 

lying within the range of variation to which the 
acoustical impedances of nor111al ears are liable. 

Hitherto the method employed has been to 
adjust the impedann· of the artificial ear until 
the electrical i111peda11ce loop of a receiver lield 
thereto resembles closd,- that of the same 
receiver when held tu a real ear. This method, 
though not quantitatin� (in the absence of 
knowledge of the mechanical properties of the 
receiver) enables an adequate impedance match 
to be obtained at the resonant frequency of the 
receiver. The present investigation ai�s at a 
quantitative determination of the acoustical im
pedances of a reasonable number of normal 
(male) ears m·er a considerable frequency range. 
The methods employed use acoustical resonators, 
obsen·ations being made of the acoustical im
pedance at resonance. 

It must be understood that the impedance 
measurements relate onlv to the condition when 
the ear is held to the Post Office standard 
receiver ear-cap, i.e., to the imiJedance as vie\ved 
through the aperture of the ear-cap. 

There are, of course, two components to the 
impedance, namely, resistance and reactance. 
The former is probably the more important in 
the testing of commercial receivers, since it plays 
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a part in determining the magnitude of the 
pressures developed at resonance. The effect of 
the latter is to alter the frequency at which this 
resonance occurs. 

Acoustical impedance is defined as the ratio 
of alternating pressur� to alternating rate of 
volume displacement, i.e., if a piston of area S 
is vibrating with velocity v and a pressure p is 
developed at its surface due to its contact with 
the medium (air), the acoustical impedance, 

Z 1 p l. l . . 1 1 � equa s �·- w 11c 1 is m genera a comp ex 
Sv 

quantity. The analogue to the electrical circuit 
is: p to E.l\LF. and Sv to current, or v to 
current density. [Note that a mechanical im
pedance differs since it is the ratio of total force 

to linear velocity, i.e., S.p. 
v The difference 

of these two conceptions of impedance lies in the 
fact that in some problems, as in the present 
investigation, pressures are measured without 
reference to the area over which they are applied, 
whereas in others it is the total force only that 
is dealt with. In either case the power dev�loped 
equals S.ft.7! where p and 'L' are the in-phase 
components. Thus a :\Iechanical impedance= 
impedance per unit area multiplied bv the area 
(dimensions l\I T-') and an .\coustical impedanct> 
=impedance per unit area divided b\· the area 
(dimensions l\I T-1 L-1). In what t"ollows the 
\ff>rd " impedance " is used to refrr to the 
acoustical impedance, unless otherwise defined.] 

A. 

F1G. 1. 

PART !.-RESISTANCE Co�IPU="EKT. 

2. Apparatus and Jiethod of Test.-Appar
atus was assembled as shown in Fig. I. A brass 
tube, 3 ft. long by 2¥; ins. internal diameter and 
k" wall, was closed at one end, c\, bv a standard 
ear-cap, from which the threaded .portion had 
been removed, and at the other end, B, bv a 
rnm·ing coil unit driving a cork piston 2_t ins. 
in diameter. The seal round the rim of the 

piston was effected by thin sheet rubber. At 
the centre of the length of the tube a hole about 
3 mm. in diameter communicated with the 
diaphragm of a condenser transmitter, which 
was connected through an amplifier to a volt
meter. 

The method broadly consists in applying at 
end .A in turn the impedance to be measured, and 
two known impedances and adjusting the fre
quency each time to give the maximum value for 
E (the voltage output from the condenser trans
mitter). 

If it be assumed that the motion of the piston 
is the same in each case, sufficient data are avail
able to evaluate separately the absorption due 
to the tube and that due to the impedance under 
test, and thence the non-reactive component of 
this impedance. One of the known impedances 
was simply obtained by sealing the hole in the 
t�ar-cap with a plug of plasticine or lead, a con
dition sufficiently close to that of an infinite 
resistance. Others were used as described in 
the following section. 

The assumption that the strength (S.v) of the 
source of soun<l remained constant is justified 
b_,. its construction and by the fact that the 
absorptions of the impedances tested \\·ere small 
as compared with that in the tube (vvhich was 
found to be largely due to the rubber seal at B). 
The reactive components also necessitated only 
Yery slight alterations in frequenc�· (less than 
o.5'X,) for tuning to resonance. 

3. Calibrations. - The calibration of the 
apparatus consists in determining the absorption 
\\'ithin the tube, since \\·hen this is knmYn a 
simple comparison of the voltages when end A 
is closed, and opened to the impedance under 
test, respecti,·ely, suffices to determine the resist
ance component of this impedance. 

For tl1is purpose it was decided to attempt to 
obtain the condition of a semi-infinite, rigid
walled tube leading from end A of the resonator 
tube; this would provide a known standard 
acoustical resistance. \\Tith this end in view a 
12 ft. leng"th of�_,, (internal diameter) brass pipe 
\\ as obtained. 

c\ bundle of 2..J. strands of medium weight 
darning wool (\·arying· in lt>ngth between r ft. 
and 4 ft. in ordt>r to offer gradually increasing 
i1bsorption) was drawn through to the far end of 
the pipe, and the near end was provided with a 
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small plasticine flange for sealing to the Par-cap 
at A. A test for rpflect ion pff Pcts from the far 
end was made at each frequency used, by tuning 
to resonance and observing the valtw of E (out
put of condenser transmitter) while tlw wool 
bundle was drawn back through the pipe for a 
distance greater than half a wave-length. In no 
case could anv variation be detf'cted and no 
change was obserYed \\·hen the far end was closed 
and opened. 

\\Tith this tubf' in position at end A, then, the 
reflection factor for amplitude at end A of 

I b . 
* S-o h s· tie resonator tu e 1s g1 = �S w ere , = 

• +a 

sectional area of main tube and a that of the 
pipe, i.e., g, =0.964. If it be assumed that the 
absorption in the main tube is concentrated at 
end B, where most of it undoubtedly lies, it can 
be allowed for by considering that t.he reflection 
factor at end B = g 0 and that there is no loss in 
the tube except at the ends. 

It can be shown, as in Appendix I., that at 
resonance (having a pressure loop at the centre 
of the tube) the ratio D of the value of the 
pressure on the condenser transmitter (or the 
voltage output) with the test resistance at A, to 
the Yalue with the end stopped (g= 1) is given 
by 

(1-g0)(1+g1) 
D= 2 ( 1 -g1 g0) ........................... (a) 

* c./ . Rayleigh § 35r, p. 331. Equation 9. 

The calculated value of g1 assumes that the 
velocity of the wave is unchanged after its 
entrance into thf' pipe; no sensible error is to be 
expected from this cause, but it was thought 
desirable to obtain an alternative method of 
calibration to verifv results obtained with the 
pipe. The method adopted depends on altering 
the reactance at Pnd .\, ]paving the resistance 
unchanged (infinite). The ear-cap at end A was 
removed and a brass cup (equivalent to a 1 cm. 
extension to the tube) was used to terminate the 
tube. The cup had t" walls and the flat surfaces 
were faced. .\ test was made by smearing the 
end of the tube with a little mineral jelly, hold
ing the flat face of the cup to the end of the 
tube with strong hand pressure, tuning to 
resonance and noting the voltage E0• The cup 
was then reversed and held in a similar manner, 
thus extending the length of the tube by the 
depth of the cup, namely, 1 cm.; the voltage E1 
was observed without altering the frequency. 

It is shown in Appendix I. that if �: = F 

(P )' and if t:rn
-
;z

' 
=

K
, 

where l is the length (1 cm.) 

w 271" added to the tube and k = c =- -A 

then K-1 
g.,= I{+I .................................... (b) 

The following table shows the results of 
calibrations carried out by these two methods:-

TABLE I. 

fey. Equation (a) / w 

;-------go-- 1 D 

2300 370 1.26 
I 

0.87 
4700 750 I. 16 0.795 
7020 1100 I. 16 0.795 
9370 i500 I. I I 0.715 

The agreement in the values of g0 so obtained 
is close. These values were lower than was ex
pected; that this feature was largely due to the 
rubber ·washer was shown when, later in the 
investigation, the rubber was coated with a 

smear of jelly and it was found that the values of 
g0 then exceeded O.f). 

4. Test Results.-The procedure of test was 

i 
F I- Equation (11) 

·-----�--tan ll K £., 

r.38 I 0.068 13.2 o.86 
r.53 o. 138 8.5 0.79 

2.0 0.208 8.3 0.785 
1.98 0.2!'2 6.05 0.72 

as follows :--A Bell receiver was first held to the 
ear to be measured in order that the sensation 
of normal pressure and position might be 
memorised. The ear was then placed against 
the ear-cap at the end of the tube, and the volt
age E1 at peak of resonance was noted. The end 
of the tube was then closed by a plug covering 
rhe aperture of the ear-cap and the voltage E0 
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at peak of resonance again noted. From the 

value D= :� and from the value g0 obtained 

from calibration, the value of g" due to the 
absorption by the ear, was calculated from 
equation (a). 

It is shown in Appendix I. that the acoustical 
resistance of the ear is 

R= pc_ ( _1+g1 ') (C.G.S. units) 
S l -g, / 

where p=densit;· of air and c=velocity of sound 
in air (pc=40.8) and S=sectional area of the 
tube= 38.3 sq. ems. 

Since slig·ht variations in the value of g0 were 
obsen·ed from time to time; check tests of this 
value \Yen, made at intervals throu;,?;lrnut each 
series of tests on individual ears. Tile results 
nf series of rests at five different frequencies, 
each series including about twelve ears, are 

summarised in Table JI. A series of tests on 
twelve additional ears was also made at 1 rno 

cycles per second and included a wide range of 
ages, since it was thought that there might be 
variations in resistance with the age of the ear. 
1\ o such variations were, however, observed, and 
the results were found to be in close agreement 
with those recorded in Table II. 

TAR LE II. 

Frequency. Extreme Jlean 

Resistances. R esislance. 

370 100-300 175 
745 l)0-·350 175 

I 100 I05-FJO qo 
1500 80-145 10" .) 

2600 13-125 36 

PART II.-REACTA:\CE CcDIP<>:\E:-JT. 
5. Apparatus and JI elhod of Test. - The 

resonator tube used for the Resistance tests was 
dt>liberately made moderate! y large in order to 
reduce the effects of different reactances at encl 
A. It was therefore unsuitable for Reactance 
tests, and fresh apparatus was assembled. A 
1 inch diameter tube, about 1 ft. long, was 
terminated at one end bv a standard receiver ear
cap, and at the other encl by a plasticine plug 
with two small holes on opposite sides of the 
tube, communicating respectively with a con-

denser transmitter and a watch type receiver, 
used as a source of sound. 

In outline tht> method consists in adjusting the 
frequency to a resonance of the tube with the 
reactance under test at the end of the tube, 
measuring the frequency, and comparing its 
,·alue \\'ith those obtained when a variable, 
calculable reactance is used. This calibrating 
reactance was made in the form of a short length 
of 1 . 7 5 cm. diameter, in tern ally threaded brass 
cylinder, with a threaded brass plug carrying a 
graduated rod from which the position of the 
plug in the cylinder could be read. The cylinder 
\vas held against a standard receiver ear-cap, a 
plasticine seal being used at the joint, and the 
nJlume contained, at different positions of the 
plug, was measurt>d by admitting water through 
the hole in the ear-cap from a burette. The 
volume could be varied from 0.5 to about 10 c.c. 

It is shown in :\ppendix II. that the (elastic) 

-pc 
reactance is X = .k() where Q is the volume 

,.., 
and p, c and h have the same meaning as pre
viously employed. lt remained therefore to 
dett:rmine the reactance of the ear in terms of 
the volume Q. 

Accordingly the cylinder was placed in posi
tion on the ear-cap, the peak of resonance 
observt>d from the condenser transmitter output, 
and the frequency measured. This value was 
plotted against the corresponding value of Q. 
The cylinder \Vas then replaced by the ear under 
test, held with normal pressure, and the fre
quency at peak of resonance again observed. 
The value of Q was obtained from this fre
quency rt>ading from the calibration curve . 

6. Test Rcsults.-Test series wf'fe carried out 
on about 1 2 normal ears at frequencies near 1100 
:ind 1600 cycles per second. At 1100 cycles per 
second the mean value of Q=3.3 c.c. (X= -61) , 
the extremes ranging from 1.0 to 5.0 c.c. At 
about 1600 cycles per sPccmd the mean value of 
Q was 3.8 c.c. (X = - 37) , the extremes ranging 
from 2.0 to 5.0 c.c. It was further observed that 
when resistance clamping, equivalent to that of 
a normal ear, was permitted, the calibrating re
actance values were not appreciably affected. 

A test series was next carried out at about 500 
cycles per second, and it was found that many 
ears gave a negative value of Q, i.e., a mass 
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reactance* at this frequency. In order to con
firm this phenomenon an alternative method was 
sought. 

Accordingly a method was used employing 
mechanical resonance (instead of acoustical) and 
aural detPction of the resonant frpquency (instead 
of instrumental). The diaphragm of a Bell 
receiver was loadPd at its centre with a mass 
of lead to reduce its resonant frpquency to the 
neighbourhood of 500 cyclps pPr SPcond. This 
recPivPr was then lwld to tlw par and tlw fre
quency adjusted to resonancP, as judged b,· an 
observer listening extprnally, and the adjust
ment was then made ag·ain with the Par under 
test as judg·e of the resonant frequency. Calibra
tion was carried out by means of the adjustable 
cylinder prPviously used, therP being no difficulty 
in ascertaining· the resonant frequency hy listen
ing externally. \Vith some Pars there ·was also 
no difficulty in determining the resonant fre
quency and agrt>ement between both methods 
was good. The range in the valtws of Q so 
obtained extPnded from o to 3.5 c.c. \Vith other 
ears, however, (about an equal number) there 
was considPrable difficultv and there is no doubt 
that, as judged by either method, two resonant 
peaks existed, one above and one below normal. 
This phenomenon of double resonance may be 
obsen•t>d when two resonant systems, whose 
natural frequencies are equal, or nearly so, are 
coupled together. It is illustrated by an experi
ment of .'\Iallett and Du!ton (j.I.E.E., Vol. 63, 

}[ay, 1925, p. 5ro, Fig. 12), who observed the 
acoustic output from a Bell type receiver at 
frequencies in the neighbourhood of the funda
mental resonance, when the back of the 
diaphragm was exposPd to a closed air column 
whose length was adjustable. 

It was concluded therefore that a non-reactive 
impedance or a mass reactance ar this frequency 
was obtained with some ears (this effect is dis
cussed in .\ppendix II.) and a further test series 
was carried out on the resonator tube-this time 
under two conditions with each ear, namely, 
normal prt>ssure and an increased pressure b·e-

* The terms" J1ass Reactance" and" Elastic 
Reactance " may cowveniently be used to 
describe posifrL•e and negative acoustical react
ances: c.f. " lnducfrve and Capacil)' React
ances," 

tween ear and cap, (in order to ascertain the 
effect of leakage of sound). The rt'stilts showed 
that with normal pressure a mean value of 
Q = - 0.5 c.c. with a rang·e of about ± 4 c.c. was 
obtained, but with increased pressure the mean 
value was + l. 7 c.c. and the range about o to 
4 c.c. 

The results at normal pressure are very 
variablt>, as may be expectt>d from tlw fact that 
thPse are critical to ear pressure, and an pstima
tion of normality by sensation is nPCessaril y 
some"·hat crude. It is not therefore to bt• 
expected that an indiYidual ear will give very 
consistent results on repetition. There is also 
the presence of the slot in the standard ear-cap, 
which may occupy any position rPlatively to tbe 
par, and thus adversely affect consistent observa
tions on an indiYidual ear. 

p,\RT III.-Co:\DIEl\T. 
7. No attempt lws been made to ascertain the 

nature of the forces operating to absorb sound 
in any individual ear. It is probable that the 
absorption is to a large extent accounted for bv 
transmission of vibrations into the exposPd flesl;, 
from the nature of which it is to be expected that 
the extent of penetration will be small. The 
expenditure of energy can only be considered as 
useful in so far as it is located at the drum of the 
ear. From the observed differences in absorp
tion which are liable as a result of slight 
differences in the position of the ear relative to 
the cap, it may be inferred that appreciable 
absorption takes place at the outer ear. The 
amount of sound energ-y· that escapes into the 
outer air is not considered to bt> appreciable 
when there is a normal pressure bet\vt�en receiYer 
and ear. It is shown, however, in :-\ppendix 
TI. that a small leakage can have a very consider
able efft>ct on the reactance component, and it 
mav therefore exert an indirect inAtwnce on the 
resistance component. For Pxample, if the leak
age is such that its mass reactance is equal to 
the elastic reactancl' of the enclosed air chamber, 
a condition of resonance obtains, which has the 
effect of creating a larger impedance at the open
ing· of the ear-cap. Under this condition the 
quantity of sound which enters the chamber is 
reduced and a smaller absorption is to be ex
pected. The reactance component for an an'f
age ear is found to become zero at a frequency 
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of about 500 cycles per st>concl, and it is observed 
further that, at frequt>ncies in this vicinity, the 
absorption is low and the variations with 
different ears are somewhat large, as may be 
expected when a critical effect such as resonance 
is introduced. 

It seems not improbable that a similar effect 
may account for the high values of absorption 
observed at 2600 cycles per second. Such an 
effect would involve resonance of the elastic re
actance of the air chamber with a mass reactance 
at the opening at the ear-cap, resulting in an 
abnormally low impedance at this opening. 
The necessary data to confirm this supposition 
are not at present available. 

Although the variations in impedance appear 
to be accountable to a great extent on purely 
acoustical grounds, it is not to be expected that 
the mechanical properties of the texture of the 
ear can be ignored. During the investigation 
two ears, which were abnormal in that their hear
ing faculties were known to be below normal, 
came under observation. In both cases the im
pedances were found to be abnormal, one giving 
an exceptionally high value and the other an 
exceptionally low value of absorption at I 100 
cycles per second. The former was also tested 
for reactance and was found to give a mass re
actance at a frequency where normal ears all gave 
an elastic reactance. 

It should be noted that tlw resistance and 
reactance components should be considered as 
acting in parallel. This may be seen from the 
manner in which the tests were carried out. It 
follows therefore that the rate of absorption of 
energy by the ear may be found from the 

equation : Power= { where p =applied sound 

pressure and R is the resistance component of 
the impedance of the ear. It does not, of course, 
follow that this figure represents the rate of 
expenditure of energy in doing useful work. 

APPE:\fDIX I. 

Acoustical Impedances applied to Tube 
Resonators. 

a. \Vith reference to Fig. 2, suppose first 
that end A of a tube of sectional area S is closed 
by a partially absorbing plug, the reflection 
factor for pressures or velocities at this end being 

g.'' Let the source of sound at encl B be repre
sented by a piston moving· 1.vith velocity = 
V0€;",t. Suppose that the absorption along the 
tube and at end B is negligible as compared with 
that at end A. The length x of the tube refers 
to the distance between surfaces at which reflec
tion takes place without change of phase. 

C �:i:� A 

Fm. 2. 

The air velocity at B =piston velocity 
== Vo€iwt. 

' . 

The pressure at B of the first wave (B to A) 
= pcVo€iwt. 

The pressure at B of the second wave (A to B) 
= gpc y 0€i(wt-2kx). 

The pressure at B of the third wave (B to A) 
= gpc Vo€i(wt-2kx). 

and so on. 

Total pressure at B =pc V 0€iwt { 1 + 2gc2ikx 
+ 2g2€-4ikx + .. . } 

( I + g€-2ikx I 
= nc \T o€;,,,e .l I r I .:_-g�_:.2ikx J 

\:Vhence the impedance at B ( = Z = �v ) 

Z = �C [ { 1-+ g-2� �::OS 2k; J 
_; J _ 2g s�n 2k�--

}l 
' l 2 k ....... ......... (1) 

I + g - 2g COS 2 '-'.; _ 
This equation applies to the impedance at 13 

or at any section of the tube half a wave-length 
therefrom. It is capable of a number of useful 
applications, the first of which is to determine the 
relationship between the factor g and the acous
tical resistance R at end A. 

* See pre·vious article in this Journal on the 
1Weasurement of Absorption of Sound, Vol. 20, 
Part 2, July, r927, p. 127. 
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. pc ( I+ g ) 
Ifx1s put=o,R= s· �; .... . . . ....... . (2) 

� b ' 

Further applications will be made in Appendix 
I I. 

b. Next suppose that there is absorption at B 
as well as at A, the reflection factor at B being 
g11• A general equation can be obtained on the 
same lines, but for the present purpose it is only 
necessan· to obtain the result when the tube is in 
resonance, i.e., f:-2ikx= 1. 

c\s before, by summation of the separate \Vaves, 
the pressure at B is proportional to 

1+g+ggo+g2Ko+ g2g2o+ • .  • • • 
i.e., P=P (i+g) (1+p,-g0+/{2g02+ .... ) 

(\Vhere P is a constant including· a term for 
the velocity of piston). 

p (r + g) P = c1 �iiof · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · · ·  · ·  .. (3) 

If the absorbing plug at A be replaced by a 
non-absorbing surface (K =I), the pressure at B 
becomes 

P'= 
2P 

I -go 

The ratio 

c. If now the absorbing surface be retained 
at B, and a non-absorbing surface be placed at 
A, the general equations for the velocity and 
pressure at B, for any Yaluc of x, may be derived 
as follows:-

As before, the piston velocity= V0€;,,,i_ 

The air velocity at B =v= V0€iwi_ V0€i«0t-2kxJ 

+ g Vo€i(,,,t-2kx) _ 

( I _ €-2ik� \ 
= \! ei".t ) o .  ' I - go€-2i.':r/ 

[Note that this is not the same as the piston 
velocity, since the supposition of absorption by 
the piston presumes relative motion between 
piston and air.] 

The pressure at B = 

VOL. xxr. 

[The acoustical impedance of the tube at B is 
therefore 

C / I+ €-2ikx ) 
Z= Ps·· r -_9c-k- , independent of g0.] 

\ I - € _, x 

For a prescribed constant motion V0€iwt of the 
piston 

_ JCV €iwt ( (1 -g0) (1 + cos 2hx) � i ( 1 + g0) sin 2hx} 
P-r 0 l 1+g02-2g0cos2kx 

The modu I us is proportional to 

[ 2 (I'+ COS 2kx) 1�-
l +g0--2g0 cos 2kx_j 

Let F=ratio of this value when cos 2kx= I to 
that when cos 2kx=cos 2hl. 

lhen l'= - -- -- 2 
• •  , ( 2 )\[(r-go)2+4gosin2kl ]} 

, I - g 0 4 COS k [ 

= [r+ (:�:: )21an 2 kl J .... . ... ..... . . (s) 

[�2-r]t= _r__:+:_g-"-=K 
-

, 
tan kl I -go 

K-1 j- .................. (6) 

and go= K-ti 

APPENDIX II. 

Acoustical Impedances applied to Helmholtz 
Resonators. 

d. Equation (r) of Appendix I. may be used 
to . find the acoustical (elastic) reactance of a 
small, rigid 'valled chamber whose dimensions 
are small as compared with a wave-length-such 
for example as the calibrating cy linder referred 
to in Part II. of the text. \Vhen g= 1, the 
impedance at end B of the tube is 

Z 1pc 
k ,=-

S -cot x. 

For small values of kx, cot hx= -k
1 
x 

. . 
T , r _ lpC _ lpC 

\\hence Z- - Skx 
- - kO . . . · · · ·  · · · · ·  · ·  ... (7) 

""" 

"·here Q =volume of the chamber. 
[The operator i signifies pure reactance and 

the negative sign that the reactance is elastic. J 
The equation applies to a chamber of any 

shape, provided that each dimension is small as 
compared with a wave-length, and that absorp
tion is inappreciable. 

u 
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If now the piston at B is replaced by a thin 
wall with a small aperture, diameter 

d, the 
acoustical mass reactance of the aperture is 

lpw 
+ -d-

The reactance at the aperture (dropping the 
operator i) is therefore 

pc I -S cot k.Y 
I ... (R) p(c_ (for small values of hx)j 

k .J 
(This equation is given by Richardson, Proc. 

Phys. Soc., Vo! 40, Part 4, June 15, rcp8). 
_\t resonance the impedance at the aperture 

becomes zero (if dissipation is neglected), and 

pw pc -£= kQ 

or 
dc2 w2=

Q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (9) 

The usual formula for resonance of a simple 
resonator. 

c. The effects of leakage of sound, when an 
ear is held to an ear-cap, on the reactance at the 
ear-cap may be dt>duced by substituting for the 
mass reactance of the leakage sound, that of an 
aperture, diameter 

d, in a thin wall. Let this 
wall then occupy end A of the tube. 

If absorption at the apt>rture is neglected, 
reflection will take place as if from a solid sur
face (i.e., the magnitude of the reflected wave= 
that of incident wave). O\\'ing to reactance at 
end :\ this surface will not be at .\, let it lie at 
C, where "\C=x'. Now when x=x1, since the 
impedance at C is, by hypothesis, infinite resist
ance, the tube becomes a Helmholtz resonator, 

whence from (CJ) x' = s�2 ' and the impedance 

at A is, in general. 

Z= -
Stan �:�x-x1). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  (ro) 

The tube resonates (giving a maximum 
nrr 

pressure at end B) when x -x1 = -k-- , where n 

is an integer. 

Two important effects of leakage sound may 
be deduced: (I ) The presence of leakage raises 
the frequency of resonance of the tube, since 

nrr I. I . I h = �--, , w 11c 1 1s greater t 1an the value at 
x-x 

resonance with no leakage, namely, k = _11,rr ·and x ' 
(2 ) This effect of leakage becomes greater as the 

pck 
mass reactance of the aperture, - d , becomes 

smaller as compared with the elastic reactance 

of the air chamber, ;� ; that is as h2 becomes 
'"-

smaller as compared with-� . 
Suppose, as a numerical example, that the 

tube is terminated by a chamber whose volume is 
4 c.c., and which has an aperture 0.04 cm. 
diameter in one wall. The reactance of the 

chamber 1s X = 

0.04 
f<2 

"·here Q11=4-Sx1=4 

\\Then thert>fore h =o. 1 (s40 cycles per s<:'c.) 
Q .. =o and the impedance is non-reactive. 

\\Then h < 0.1 the impedance kis mass re
actance. 

\Vhen h = 0.2 ( rn8o cycles per sec.) Q11 = 3 c.c. 

\Vhen h = 0.4(2160 cycles per sec.) Q11 = 3.75 c.c. 

This example gives results \vhich are quanti
tatively similar to the observed reactances of the 
space included between the ear and the standard 
cap. 
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RENEWAL OF LAND LINES AT FAYAL, AZORES. 

A
N engineering operation of an interesting 

character has been carried out recently 
at Fayal, Azores. These islands in the 

Atlantic, belonging to the Republic of Portugal, 
are conveniently placed on the routes of several 
Transatlantic cables. Two of these cables, led 
in and out at Fayal, belonged originally to the 
German Government and were taken over after 
the Armistice as part of the reparations, one by 
the British ,\dministratiun (this cable being 
known to-day as " Imperial No. 1,

" ) whilst the 
other is operated for the French Government. 

The land lines at Fava! associated with these 
two submarine cables were in urgent need of 
renewal and the position was becoming the more 
serious because of earthquake disturbances,
a frequent visitation at the Azores. When it 
became known that the British and French land
line cables were to be renewed, it was ascertained 
that the Eastern Telegraph Company also 
desired to have similar work done, and it was 
agreed that the British Post Office Engineering 
Department should undertake the whole of the 
operations. This included the design, laying 
and testing of the British and French armoured 
cables, and also the laying and testing of two 
armoured cables for the Eastern Telegraph 
Company, all the work to be done in a common 
trench ; the total length concerned being 1 � 
miles. 

The works estimate was prepared in London 
and dependence placed upon such information 
as could be obtained by correspondence with 

local representatives of the Cable Companies in 
regard to measurements, wayleaves, contours, 
sub-soil, p�n·ings, obstructions, transport, labour, 
and other details attending the construction of 
underground work in a foreign country;
matters which, though not troublesome in like 
circumstances at home, may loom large when 
there is no one to whom to appeal, or Acts of 
Parliament to invoke! 

The cable designed for the replacement of the 
British and French land lines is of a special type 
and was supplied by l\Iessrs. Siemens. A 
section of the cable is shown in Fig. 1. It 

Fir.. 1.-SECTIOK OF CABLE. 

consists of three separate tri-core lead covered 
cables formed into one armoured cable of an 
overall diameter of 21". The conductors are 
made up of a strand of seven copper wires of 
equal diameter, the weight and resistance per 
statute mile of each stranded conductor being 
300 lbs. and 3.03 ohms respectively. Each 
stranded conductor is covered with four lappings 
of paper, the outermost being coloured red, blue 
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or white for identification of the individual 
cores. The three conductors are so laid up as 
to form a compact and cylindrical cable and 
finally wrapped overall with two lappings of 
insulating paper. The cable thus formed is lead 
sheathed and covered first with a coating of 
compound, then with a double wrapping of 
impregnated paper and a final coating of com
pound. The three lead sheathed cables are laid 
up on a central core of tarred jute yarn, wormed 
and served with sufficient tarred jute yarn to 
receive the sheathing of 45 galvanised iron wires 
of No. 12 S.\V.G., each of which had been 

jointing coupling. The joints are staggered as 
shown in Fig. 2 and ordinary wiped joints mad<' 
in each case. In order to maintain high insula
tion, each of the lead sleeves is filled vYith 
paraffin \Yax, and when the joints have been 
completed, the hox itself is filled with compound. 
An earthing bond is provided in order to main
tain continuity between the armouring of the 
lengths of cable on each side of the coupling. 

A special type of terminal box has also been 
designed for the termination of the British and 
French land lines at the cable hut and cahle 
station respecfr.,,ely. .\ n open and closed viP\\i 

�' • -- -----

FIG. 2.-SnnrGIIT JornT Box. 

separately coated with preservative compound 
before application to the cable. The armouring 
is covered overall with two servings of stout 
three-ply tarred jute yarn alternating with two 
coats of compound, and the finished cable white
washed. The electrostatic capacity from each 
wire to earth is 0.3 microfarads per mile, and 
the insulation resistance 5,000 megohms per 
mile per wire. 

A special type of jointing coupling has also 
been used in connection with the work and 
details of this fitting are shown in Fig. 2. It 
consists of a cast iron box, with specially 
designed conical clamp fittings at each end to 
grip the armouring wires. Any strain coming 
on the armouring of the cable is transmitted 

across the box by means of mild steel bolts. 

ThrPe lead sleeves are accommodated in the 

of the terminal box is shown in Fig. 3. The 
three individual lead covered cables are brought 
out from the armoured cable and led into separ
ate brass glands at the bottom of the box. The 
paper cables are sealed with compound at the 
back of an ebonite panel. Each conductor is 
brought through this panel by a long ebonite 
bush to the front portion of the box so that 
leakage is preyented, and the terminations to 
the apparatus made of single leads of 
" �laconite." The arrangement proved an effi
cient and accessible termination of the armoured 
cables. 

The transport arrang·enwnts at Fayal are of 
the most primitin� ordPr; practically all haulage 
work is done by bullock teams. It is under
stood that a mechanical tractor was once left at 
Fava! by a firm of contractors, but the alleged 
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reason fur this is that the taxes imposed by the 
public authority were so heavy that it paid the 
contractors to leave the machine behind! 

It was impossible to rely upon any local help 
in the supply of tools and small stores for the 
work, and all such items had to be shipped from 
England. The term " Subsidiary stores " 
became an important matter; there was no 
convenient section stock stores round the corner 
from which Jeticiencies could be made good! 

There is no direct steamship service between 
London and Fa val and the bulk measurement .if 
65 heavy drums.of cable, 30 bulky cases and many 
loose bundles was considerable. The question 
also arose as to the possibility of shipping all 
the goods on one small o;teamer. If not, a delay 

FJC;. 3.-S!'ECLIL TERM1x.11, Bux. 

of a month or so between the arrival of different 
steamers would be exasperating, and probably 
the items most urgently required would miss 
the Ii rst boat. L ucki 1 y, the Post Office stores 
\1·ere the Ii rst tu be handled at the docks and 
all were safelv stowed under hatches on the same 
steamer. 

:\Ir. J. Churchman, a Chief Inspector with :t 

wide knowledge of underground work in the 
London Engineering District, was sent out in 
charge of the work and he had with him two 
experienced plumber - jointers in Messrs. 
\Vheatley and Lilburn, also of the London 
District. A local gang of 50 was engaged for 
the unskilled work. The foreman or charge
hand eng·aged at Fayal understood both English 

and Portuguese and acted as interpreter, and he 
also succeeded in getting the best results out of 
the men. At the outset there was considerable 
difficulty experienced in securing permission to 

land the stores and tools at Fayal without pay
ing exorbitant import taxes and municipal 
dues; the original claim was made that 120 per 
cent. of the value of all stores and tools should 
be paid to the Portugese authorities. Through 
the help of His Majesty's Ambassador at 
Lisbon it was finally agreed that the govern
ment and municipal taxes would be waived. 

According to a law in operation at the Azores, 
it is laid down that if a workman is killed whil5t 
at \vork, the employer is required to maintain 
the widow for life and also the children until 
they are self-supporting. If the workman is 
permanently injured, a large proportion of his 
wages is payable for life to his wife. In view 
of these legal obligations, combined with the 
facts that inexperienced labourers were being em
ployed, that blasting work had to be done, 
also that heavy cable drums had to be trans
ported on hilly roads rising 1 in 4, local 
arrangements were made to insure the workmen 
with a Portugese Insurance Company and the 
responsibilities for life pensions, etc., transferred 
to other shoulder;;. The only accident had to 
do, not with the workman, but with a cow which 
fell into the trench ! The cow injured itself so 
severely that it had to be destroyed and the 
owner claimed damages. Although the trench 
was roped off and the cow was a trespasser, it 
was agreed with the Vice-Consul to pay a small 
sum to the native owner rather than to dispute 
the claim in the courts and probably waste time. 

A demand was made at the outset by the night 
watchman engaged on the work that firearms 
should be issued to them because of the loncl ,. 
nature of the roads at night time and possible 
\·isits of thieves. The application was con
sidered, but the probable consequence,; frum the 
use of revolvers far outweighed those from loss 
of tools, and the request was not granted. 
It is fair to say that tlH1re were no losses of luuls 
to report. 

A " cable drum carrier " was made in Eng
land and taken out for the handling of the drurtb 
of cable. This device, which consists of a pair 
of wheels and a special axle, enabled the drums 
tu be lifted from the ground, taken to the site 
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FIG. 4.-CAllLE l>JWM CARRIEIL 

and the drum revolved for the delivery of the 
cable at the trench. Bullock teams were used 
for transport purposes. Fig. 4 shows the cable 
carrier and its team of four bullocks ready to 
start work. 

" Skids " had been provi<led with the cable 
carrier for ,use as brakes on hilly roads, but the 
municipal authorities declined to allow the 
skids to be used because of the loose nature of 
the roadway surface. The local custom is to 
use bullocks as brakes and this method was 
adopted in transporting heavy drums of cable 
down hill. Ropes were extended from the rear 
of the cable carrier and fixed round the necks 
of two bullocks who took the strain whilst 

FIG. 5.-TIIE BULLOCK BRAKE. 

m oving slowly forward. The animals seemed 
to understand what they \\·ere required to <lo, 
and as a result, loads \\·eighing nearly three tons 
were taken dmvn some particularly steep hills. 
Fig. 5 shows this living brake in action. 

Cable rollers were used in order to faciltcate 
the running out of the cables in lengths of 220 

�·ar<ls. These rollers, which consist of a cun·ed 
metal wheel free to revolve on a wooden base, 
were tixed at intervals alongsi<le the trench; the 
cable paid out from the drum and placed on the 
rollers and finally the cable lifted into position 

. - - ---- ---l--#f-+----1 

F1<;, 6.-C.1u1.E Rul.LER. 

111 the trl'nch. .\ sketch of the cable roller is 
shm\'11 in Fig. 6. ,\ portion of the trench work 
in progress is shmrn in Fig. 7. 

Reference has already been ma<le to the 
frequency of eart hquakes at the Azores. 
\\'hilst the Post Office \\'Ork \ms in progress 
shocks \\"ere experienced on two separate occa
s10ns. In the first instance a Yiolent shaking 
of the grnun<l occurred,-noises resembling 
rolling thunder attended by falling masonry and 
the screams of \\'Omen and children. Later in 
the same <lay another disturbance occurred 
which resembled the knocking of a heavy steam 
hammer underground and causing ,-iolent move
ment of the earth. Fortunately no serious 
damage was done by these visitations. Two 
views of damage caused by former earthquakes 
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are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 shows a 
deep fissure in one of lhe slreels at Fayal, and 
Fig. 9 indicates the serious damage caused to 
one of the churches. 

The nature of the sub-soil on the trench route 
varied from soft sand, loose stones, pumice stone, 
to hard rock. The latter was really hard anJ 
crumpled up lhe points of sleel \\·edges without 
making any impression on the rock, and blasting 
had lo be done. Some 70 yards of rock was 
trealed in this way, often in road with houses 
on either side which had already been cracked 
and dilapidated through recent earthquakes. In 

FIG. 7.-TIU:1'Cll \\'Ol<K .\T FAYAL. 

one instance, a house was occupied by the 
military authorities in which gun-powder was 
stored. The trench had to be cut within six feet 
of the wall of the building which was already 
very much cracked. Gummed paper was placed 
across the cracks in this instance before the 
blasting started an<l this paper was found to be 
intact after the explosion, otherwise it was 
feared that a claim for extensive repairs might 
have been made against the Department! 

The reinstatemenl of roads after trenching 
caused some anxiety, as according to the 

FIG. 8.-FtSSl"RE CAUSED BY E.\l<TllQUAKE. 

municipal laws in operation at Fayal, the whole 
width of the road is required to be remade after 
a trench has been cut. After a discussion with 
the Civil Governor on this subject, it was agreed 
that, where the road wa good and the trench 
carefully reinstated, so that lhe camber of the 
road was maintained, he would not insist on the 
application of the letter of the law. The author
ities were satisfied with lhis arrangement in 
connection with the reinstatement of some l,300 
yards of trench, but in a length of ! mile , lhe 
rein tatement had to be effected to the whole 
width of the roadway, ranging from 15 feet to 
20 feet. This involved digging over the entire 
surface and placing thereon two lo three inches 
of " Saibro," a fine red volcanic sand which had 
to be dug and sifled at a quarry nearly 2� miles 
away and carted by bul l ock wagons lo the points 
required. On one occasion the Department had 
as many as 17 wagons and 3.+ bullocks employed 
on lhis work. 

FtG. 9.-0.IM.IGE oo1'E TO C11u1<c11 BY E.11n11gc.1KE. 
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An antiquated roller, some 7 feet long and 4 
feet in diameter was hired for the reinstatement 
work. This looked like an old marine boiler 
provided with a door at each end so that the 
roller could be filled with earth. A centre pole 
was fitted and the machine drawn bv bullocks. 
In some portions of the road, with gradients of 
1 in 4, eight bullocks were required and formed 

FH;. 10.-REINSTATEMENT \\'ORK 11' l'IWGRESS. 

quite a procession, as a goader or driver was 
required for each pair of bullocks; in addition, 
men followed up with shovels in order to keep 
the surface of the roller clean. Fig. 10 shows 
the roller, complete with bullocks and drivers. 

Generally speaking the native labourers were 
found to be hard working, eager, and good time 

keepers. As an example of this, the night 
watchmen, whose duty did not commence until 
5 p.m., were in the habit of assisting in the 
digging and the performance of odd jobs for 
two hours before they were due to commence 
work on their night watching operations. In 
passing, it should be mentioned that the pay of 
the labourers engaged on the work was based on 
rates paid for similar work by the cable 
companies and was in advance of the normal 
labourer's wage at Fayal; there was much com
petition for employment. It is interesting in this 
connection to note that the casual labourers at 
Fayal sometimes have a stroke of luck when '1 

whale is sighted off the coast. The appearance 
of the whale is reported by the firing of a gun 
from one of the hills and when this signal !s 
heard every man throws down his tools and 
rushes off to chase and kill the whale. This 
operation usually takes about three days to 
accomplish and, as a result, local labour is at a 

standstill until the great adventure is over. 
Fortunately, no whales were signalled during 
the progress of the Department's operations 
and the work was carried through without inter
ruption from start to finish. 

The writer desires to express his thanks to 
Mr. Churchman for much assistance in the 
preparation of this article and, in particular, for 
the photographs of the operations at Fay al. 

A. 0. G. 
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THE MEASUREMENT OF INDUCTANCE AND EFFECTIVE RESISTANCE 
OF LOADING COILS. 

L. E. RnLL, B.Sc., Eng. 

B
OTH the inductance and the effective 

resistance of the loading coils in under
ground lines affect the characteristics of 

the line considerably, and hence the accurate 
measurement of these quantities is important. 

As the attenuation of a loaded line is approxi
mately proportional to the resistance of the line, 
(for the same type of loading) the effective resist
ance of the loading coils inserted in the line must 
be made as small as possible. If we assume that 
40 lb. conductors, with r ii mH. loading at 
r. I 25 miles spacing, have unit attenuation if the 
loading coils have no resistance, in practice, with 
the loading units at present in use, attenuations 
of r .25 units at rnoo p.s. and r .40 units at 2000 
p.s. are observed. The effective resistance of 
these units at various frequencies is showp in 
Fig. I. 
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FIG. 1.-EFFECTl\'E RESIST.\;-.:CE OF 177 MIL Lo.\DING Co1L. 

of loading coils presents little difficulty and can 
he performed satisfactorily bv a number of the 
a.c. bridge methods, pro�ided that the \Yagner 
earthing device for maintaining the telephone 
receiver at earth potential be used. 

L,R. 

c.,r 

s 

HAY B�IDGE 

FIG. 2. 

The effective resistance of the modern dust 
core loading coil is vi�ry small, and the angle of 
the impedance is nearly <J0°. Hence, unless the 
resistances, condensers, etc., comprising the 
bridge are pure, the value of the effective resist
ance obtained mav be verv different from the 
true value. 

. . 

The Hay uridge, Fig. 2, is very suitable for 
measuring inductances with good angles. The 
usual formul� for tl1e inductance, L (henries), 
and effective resistance, R (ohms), if the bridge 
resistances and condensers are pure, are as 
follmvs :-
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L= 
POC 

I + (J)�c252- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( I ) 

R=(J)2LCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2) 

(J)2C2PQS 
= 

i + (J)2c2s2 

These formul� are correct onh· :-

(a) If the rheostats used in the bridge 
non-reactive, and 

(b) If the condenser has no loss. 

are 

The condition (a) can be met sufficiently if the 
highest grade rheostats are used. It is im
portant, however, that these rheostats should 
have a maximum value not greater than about 
I rno ohms, as the addition of a " thousands " 
dial, even if not in use, is liable to introduce 
slight capacity errors in the instrument. These 
capacity errors reduce the value of the bridge 
resistance S, and this reduction is independent 
of the frequency. As the effective resistance to 
be measured is a function of (J)2S, the error intro
duced in the effective resistance is proportional 
to (frequency)". This error, however, is neg
ligible up to 3000 p.s. if the highest grade 
rheostats are used under the conditions specified 
above. 

Condition ( b) can only be satisfied by using a 
condenser with air dielectric. The best mica 
condensers have a power factor of between 0.0002 
and 0.0003, which gives an error of between 4% 
and 6% in the resistance measurement of a dust 
core loading coil, at a frequency of about 1600 
p.s. This condenser loss can be represented by 
a resistance r, placed in series \vith the pure 
capacity of the condenser, so that the power 
factor of the combination is the same as that of 
the mica condenser under consideration. This 
equivalent resistance r of the mica condenser can 
be determined by making measurements of a 
coil, using the series resonance bridge in con
junction with the Hay bridge. 

THE SERIES Ih:SO'.\i;\l\CE BRIDGE. 

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3. ln 
general the resistances K, P and Q are each 100 
ohms. 

If the resistances N, P and Q are assumed to 
be non-reactive, the values of Land R, for equal 
values of P and Q, are given by the equations 

L= (J)"C 

and R=X-S-r. 

where r is the equi,·alent resistance of the con
denser of capacity C. 

lt is seen that the true resistance, determined 
by this bridge, is less than thl� apparent resist
ance, if the resistance component r of the con
denser, C, is neglected. 

lf mm, the value of H. is determinl'd b,· the 
Hay bridge, using the same capacity C of the 

--

SERIES RESONANCE BRIDGE. 

FIG. 3. 

condenser, and balancing· the bridge by varying 
P, Q and S, then 

R=(o"CL(S+r) 

z.e., R=S+r 

since (J)"CL =I. 

Thus the true resistance is greater than the 
apparent resistance if r is neglected. Hence, if 
the mean of the two values of R, as found by the 
series resonance bridge and the Hay bridge, be 
taken, the error clue to the resistance of the con
denser is eliminated. 
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lJ SE OF Am Co;-,;IJE:\SER r:--.; H.\Y BRIDGE. 

To facilitate the measurement of loading coils, 
a large air condenser, of capacity o.o+ micro
farads was made up. It consisted of two sets of 
brass plates, (so plates per set), each plate being 
12 inches square and o.o+s inches thick. The 
clearance between adjacent plates was approxi
mately 0.070 inches. Each set of plates \\'aS 

securely mounted on four stout brass pillars and 
rigidly clamped to, but insulated from, a cast 
aluminium base. Each set of plates was turned 
through an angle of 45° with respect to the other 
set. The condenser was completely screened 
and mounted in a cubical case, its overall dimen
sions being 21 inches. 

The resistance of this condenser, as deter
mined by the two bridge methods described 
above, was found to be less than o. 1 ohms. 
Hence the values of the resistance and the 
inductance of loading coils can be found 
accurately using only the Hay bridge, since the 
large size condenser needs comparatively small 
resistances for the bridge arms, P and <J, and 
thereby rheostat errors are reduced to a mini
m um. 

Mv ,r-, ,.t-� ' 
I I \ . 
I"-, 

s 

FIG. 4.--l\IE.1SUREME1'T UF l1'0LiCT.11'CE \\"!TI! D.C. 
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�h:.\Sl"RE�JE'.\:T ()F lKDl'C'L\KCE \\'ITH D.C. FLU\\'
l;\i(; THRUtT<;H THE CotL l.':'\"DER TEsT. 

The modifications necessary in the Hay bridge 
tu enable the inductance of a coil with D.C. flow
ing thruug·h it to bt� measured are shown in 
Fig. 4. :\ low resistance choke is inserted in 
the battery leads to prevent the telephone ncceiwr 
being short-circuited. 

The Yalue of the testing current (a.c.) is must 
satisfactorily measured by reading the Yoltage 
across the resistance P \\·ith a i\loullin type 
thermionic voltmeter :\[. Tlie Yoltmeter should 
be removed before final adjustment of the bridge 
is made. 

SuDE \\"llrn Co:\Il'.\Riso:--1 :\lETH()!l F<>R THE 

:\l 1·:.\S l. RE:\!E:\T OF [:--.;Ill 'CT.\:-\CE _\:\ D R ESI ST_\J\TE. 

For rapid testing· of large numbers of coils 
(c·K·· acceptance tests), a slide \\'ire comparison 
tesi can be made. 

The circuit diagram is sliU\rn in Fig. 5. 



Jro INPliC'L\NCE AND EFFECTIVE RESIST,\NCE OF LOADlNG COILS. 

The coil L,R, to be measured is compared 
with a standard coil L'R'. 

The values of L and R are given by the 
forrnulce-

Q L=L' p 

R=(R'+S) Q 
p 

If R < R' Q connection tu resistance S 
p 

from the telephone should be made as shmvn hy 
the dotted lines, and then, 

R=R' Q 
p 

-S 

If the standard coil has approximately the 
same angle as tht- coil under test, the resistance 
S will be very small or zero, and errors due to 
the reactive component of this resistance can be 
neglected. 

Further, provided the inductance of the 
standard coil is of the same order as the test 
coil, the resistance P will be of the same order as 
resistance Q, and, if these resistances are of the 
same type (and practically non-reactive), the 
angles of these resistances ,,:ill be the same, and 
no error \\ill be introduced in the valtw obtained 
for the inductance L and the efftTtin· resistance 
R of the coil under test. 

.\ g«>ud qualit_1· 10�1ding· coil for!lls a satisfac
tory standard coil, and should be calibrated, as 
described previously, \\ith specified a.c. test 

currents. The a.c. test current can be ascer
tained by measuring the voltage across the 
standard coil with a .:\loullin type thermionic 
voltmeter, which should be disconnected before 
making final bridge adjustments. 

It is important that no direct current should 
be passed throug;h the standard coil, as the in
ductance would be altered by so doing. 

Summarising these results, it is seen that for 
accurate measurement, by means of the Hay 
bridge, of the effective resistance of loading 
coils, the bridge rheostats must be as non
reactive as possible, and the bridge condenser 
must be an air condenser of large capacity, or 
else its resistance must be determined. The Hay 
bridge is then satisfactory for loading coil 
measurements, using frequencies up to 3000 p.s. 
It is estimated that the inductance can be 
measured with an error of less than ± 0.5% and 
the resistance can be measured with an error of 
less than ± 2%. 

For rapid routine testing a slide wire com
parison method may be used. A standard load
ing coil, of which the inductance and effective 
resistance are known, is then required. 

This article gives details of measurement by 
means of capacity bridges only, as previous work 
on bridges using inductance had indicated that 
accurate results could not be obtained without 
specially made (and n'ry expensive) inductance 
coils, in tile use of \\ hich elaborate precautions 
arc nccessan· to avoid errors due to stray mag
netic fields and capacity effects. 



P
ROFESSIONAL CIVIL SERT'ANTS.

The dinner of the Institution of Profes
sional Civil Servants was held at the 

Connaught Rooms on Thursday, 29th Novem
ber. Sir Samuel Hoare, Secretary of State for 
Air, was the principal guest and proposed the 
toast of the Institution. Sir Richard Redmayne, 
President of the Institution, replied. 

l\Ir. F. A. A. l\Ienzler, Chairman of the 
Council of the Institution, proposed " The 
Guests," and Sir Russell Scott, Controller of 
Establishments at the Treasury and Chairman 
of the National \Vhitley Council, and Professor 
Julian Huxley replied. 

There were 330 present, and amongst the 
guests were :-Sir Evelyn P. Murray, K.C.B., 
Secretary, Post Office; Sir Brodie H. Henderson, 
K.C.M.G., C.B., President, Institution of Civil 
Engineers; Lt.-Col. K. Edgecumbe, R.E.(T.), 
President, Institution of Electrical Engineers; 
Professor Julian S. Huxley, President, Associa
tion of Scientific \Vorkers; and l\lr. C. B. 
Fisher, C.B.E., President, Surveyors' Institu
tion. 

The Ci11il Sen1ice Arts Maga::;ine.-V./e are 
pleased to note that the "\rts movement in the 
Civil Service will soon have its own :\lagazine. 
An influential Editorial Committee, rPpresenting 
the various arts, has been formed to produce an 
illustrated Quarterly, " The Civil Service Arts 
Magazine,'' price sixpence, tlw first number of 
which will appear early in the New Year. The 
Committee is as follows :-Sir Cecil Harcourt 
Smith, C.V.O., L.L.D.; Prof. \V. Rothenstein; 
Dr. Arthur Somervell, Mus. Doc.; Mr. N. 
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Curtis-Bennett, C.Y.O.; Dr. G. F. Herbert 
Smith, D.Sc.; :\Jr. C. ] . G. Tate, O.B.E.; i\Ir. 
F. l\I. Chapman; and the Editor is Mr. S. 
McKechnie. 

" The Civil SPrvice Arts ?IIagazine " will 
publish announcPments and reports supplied by 
the various Societies, and a great deal of spac"e 
will be devoted to lengthy and authoritative 
criticisms of Dramatic Performances, Art and 
Photographic Exhibitions, Concerts, etc., with 
illustrations. Articles on the different arts and 
book reviews will be a prominent feature, and for 
these the l\Jag«lzine is assured of the services of 
many notable writers. The art paper and high
class printing \\·ill make the l\Iagazine a record 
of their activities and achievements which mem
bers of Societies will he proud to treasure. The 
Magazine, of course, \vill also appeal to the 
general reader with an interest in the various 
arts. 

Communications from those willing to act as 
Agents or assist in any \\·ay should kindly be 
sent to the Editor, " The Civil Service Arts 
!\Jagazine," Room 208, Treasury Chambers, 
London, S.\V.r. 

l\Ir. H. l\I. Pease has rPlinquislwd the position 
of J\Ianaging· Director of Standard Telephones 
and Cables, Limited, clue to the pressure of work 
occasioned by his position as Vice-President and 
General l\IanagPr in Europe of the International 
Standard Electric Corporation. 

J\Ir. Frank Cill has hPPn appointed Chairman 
of the Board and l\lr. E. S. Byng Managing 
Director of Standard Telephones and CahlPs, 
Limited. 
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nlr. Reginald Alexander Dalzell, formerly 
Director of Telegraphs and Telephones, died at 
Dulwich Village on Tuesday, 27th November, 
at the age of 63. The following notice is taken 
from The Times of the 28th ?'\ovember :-

" 2\Ir. DalzE'll was the son of the late Mr. 
>Jicholas :\. DalzE'll, Conserya1or of \Voods and 
ForE'sts, and was born at Poona in 1865. He 
was educated ::it Dulwich College, and in 1881 

entered on his long connexion with the telephone 
service, first with the Globe Company, then with 
the United Company, and afterwards with the 
National Telephones. \:Vhen the National Com
pany was taken over by the State in 1912, .Mr. 
Dalzell, who was then Provincial Superintendent 
for the \\'est of England, was transferred to the 
Post Office, and in H)l6 became head of the 
Traffic Section. In 1922 he was promoted to be 
Director of Telegraphs and Telephones, and Mr. 
Kellaway, \Yho \Vas then Postmaster-General, in 
announcing 1he new appointmE'nt, described Mr. 
Dalzell as one of 1he ablest men on the telephone 
side. One of the most important developments 
during his tenure of office \vas the opening of the 
Transatlan1ic telephone service. By his friends 
at the Post Office his death will be felt as a real 
personal loss, for thev had learnt to know him 
not only as a very competent departmental chief, 
but also as a vE'r:· lovable colleague. He retired 
from the service only in July of last year. nir. 
Dalzell leaves a widow and one daughter." 

The Telephone Developnwnt ,\ssociation has 
taken a large space at the Schoolboys' O\vn 
Exhibition in the New Horticultural Hall, \\Test
minster, from Dt>cember 29th till the 5th January, 
for educational work in connection with the use 
of the telephone. :\n actual working board of 
automatic apparatus is being shown, as the 
Association is of the opinion that that type of 
apparatus will be universal when the youngsters 
are old enough to have an office or house of their 
own. Side by side with this exhibit, are shown 
E'arly models of telephone parts and apparatus, 
Graham Bell's first telephonE', etc., lent and 
arranged by the South Kensington Science 
Museum, to demonstrate the enormous advances 
made in telephone engineering during the last 
fifty years. 

The Association has been pressing upon the 
Government the desirability of increasing capital 

expenditure on telephone \vorks, which, it is 
arg·ued, can be made revenue earning without 
undue loss of 1ime by an energetic publicity 
campaign. Figures are quoted from the Com
mercial ,\ccounts of the Post Office, showing 
that during the past five years the net surplus 
from the telephone sen-ice, after paying Interest 
on Capital, Administrative and operating ex
penses, maintenance, depreciation, pensions, 
etc., has amoun1ed to £3,833, 13/, which amount, 
of course, has reverted to the Treasury. There 
were lean years earlier, however, before the rates 
were raised, and Sir Henry Bunbury has pointed 
out that the capital cost per station is continually 
nsmg. A publicity campaign to induce sub
scribers to use their telephones oftener would 
also be of value. 

The High Commissioner for Canada in 
London communicates the following paragraphs 
prepared by the Natural Rt>sources Intelligence 
Branch of 1he Department of the Interior at 
01tawa: -

Canadian Trans-Continental Telephone Line. 
H' est em Link Completed. 

On November 6th last, telephone conversa
tions were exchanged between Edmonton, 
,\lberta, and Victoria, B.C., in order to mark 
the completion of the western link in the " All
Canadian " trans-continental telephone line. 

From Edmonton Dr. \\Tilliam Egbert, Lieu
tenant-Governor of ,\lber1a, conversed with R. 
R. Bruce, Lieutt>nant - Governor of British 
Columbia at Victoria. The Hon. F. S. Tolmie, 
Premier of Bri1ish Columbia, was switched 
through from Victoria to Dr. Egbert at Edmon
ton and the Hon. J. E. Brownlee, Premier of 
Alberta, who was in Vancouver, got in touch 
with the Hon. V. \V. Smith, Minister of Rail
ways and Telephones, at Edmonton. The 
�Tavor of Vancouver also conversed \Vith the 
�Ia}'ors of Calgary and Edmonton. The line 
was in perfect working order and the transmis
sion was so g·ood that all the com·ersations were 
heard as easily and distinctly as if between 
adjoining rooms, instead of over long ranges of 
mountains in two Provinces. 

The completion of the new line not only en
ables Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, Victoria 
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and other points in ;\lberta and British Columbia 
to converse with each other and with points in 
central Canada over all-Canadian wires, but 
with the last link between Quebec and New 
Brunswick nearing completion, forms an im
portant link in a coast to coast service which is 
assured in the near future, with no foreign point 
touched. 

Radin Tclcphane Scruicc Proposed for British 

Columbia Coast. 

The British Columbia Telephone Company 
contemplates the installation of a radio telephone 
service to outlying points along the Pacific 
coast of Canada where conditions render the 
ordinary ground lines prohibitiw owing to their 
cost. 

The cable is a composite one, being made up 
of the following conductors :-28 pr./100 Q.P. 
+6 pr./100 Tw. + 15 pr./150 Tw. + 22/200 S.S. 

I SS I . . 1 l" + 42 jo � . . . t 1s approx1111ate y 3:.! m 

diameter, and is carried in a 411 C.I. pipe. The 
pipe was laid over 20 years ago, at a depth of 
1411, and the roots of the elm tree had grown 
around it. 

The position into which the pipe and cable 
were raised on the roots of the tree is· shown in 
the photograph. The pipe and cable were lifted 
from the ground for a distance of 10 yards, the 
maximum height above the footway level being 
4 ft. The maximum horizontal displacement 
was 4 ft. 6 inches. In order to avoid the in
crease in the strain on the cable which appeared 
likely to result from the settling down of the 

\YESTRl<N lTNnERla<ot'ND P1PE .\!';O C.\BLE l.IFTJ:J) BY 1.:<H1Ts OF F.\1.1.1s1; EU.t s-E.\R B1<1sTnr.. 

A ['niquc Occurrcncc.-The severe gale which 
swept over England on the 16th of November 
uprooted many trees. ;\t Brislington, a suburb 
of Bristol, the \Vestern underground pipe and 
cable in the footway were lifted out of the 
ground by the roots of a larg·e elm tree which 
was blown down. The tree, which fell into the 
adjoining field, stood immediately on the field 
side of a low wall which forms th.e boundarv of 
the footpath. 

• 

fallen tree, the trunk of the tree was sawn off 
near the roots. ,\fter roots and soil had been 
removed sufficiently to permit of the work being 
carried out, the pipe and cable were lowered to 
their former position so far as this could be done. 
The cable slack which resulted from the strain 
could be only partially taken up in the trench. 

A coupling existed at a distance of 23 yards 
from the fallen tree on the Bristol side, ;nd it 
was desired to examine the conditions at this 
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joint without delav. Another large elm tree 
stood in the roadside bank at this point, how
ever, and cracks in the footway, due to the strain 
to which the tree had been subjected by the gale, 
showed that the ground could not safely be dis
turbed until the tree had been felled. 

\\'hen the cable was examined at this coupling 
point it \vas found that it had been drawn a 
distance of 411, and that the plumber's \vipe was 
jammed against the shoul.der of the coupling. 
On opening up the joint it was apparent that 
the displacement of conductors and sheathing, 
respectively, had been unequal, and that the con-

ductors had drawn through the sheathing. The 
nearest joint on the Bath side was 93 yards 
distant from the uprooted section of cable, and 
it was found at that point that the displacement 
of the cable was 211• 

It is remarkable that notwithstanding the 
extraordinarv strain to which the cable was sub
jected no faults resulted. Five pipes were badly 
fractured, and the cable sheathing was heavily 
indented in several places and otherwise dam
aged. It was decided to replace the damaged 
cable over a length of 40 yards and this work 
has been carried out. A. RATHJE. 
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EXCHANGE DEVELOPMENTS. 

The following works have been completed: -

Exchange. 

Bermondsey 
Monument 
St. l\farychurch ... 
Brighton 
Cheltenham 
Hove 
Leeds 
Portslade 
Rottingdean 
Southwick 
Bishops Stortford 
Bvfleet 
chigwell 
Fleet 
!Iarpenden 
Horsham 
Nor bury Relief 
Rainham (Essex) 
Tudor Relief 
Bristol 
Cambridge (Advance) 
l\Ian-.ficld 
Port Talbot 
Purlev 
Putn€'y 
Smetlndck 
Streatham 
Sydenham 
\Villrsdcn 
Broome and Foster 
Dudlcv Guardians 
Fleet ,\·ood Co-op. Society 
GonYillf' & Celius College 
J arrow & H€11burn Co-op. 
Manchester Corporation 
:\fay & Co. T .... 
Morris Garages, Ltd .... 
Pearson Dorman Long 
R;itdiffc & Ratcliffe 
Reading Co-op. Society 
Trade l'nion Congr<'ss 
\\'alter Martin , Ltd . ... 
\Vimbleclon Motors, Ltd. 
Tllustrated London News 
Jeager Co., Ltd. 
Outram & Co. 

I 

Type. 

New Auto. 

" 
Auto Extn. 

" ' 
:\'e\\· l\lanual 

:'\1anu;il Extn.1 

" 
P.:\.B.X. 

l' .. \.B.X. Ex. 

No. of Lines. 

2600 
10000 

317 

535 

90 
80 

57° 
460 
700 
520 
-�20 
700 
720 

I()OO 

740 
3500 
1700 
1480 

460 
180 

1020 
1040 

580 
660 
400 

1700 
JO 
30 
20 
20 
30 

300 
20 
20 
40 
20 
20 

IOO 

20 
30 
50 

20 

Exchange. I Type. No. of Linrs. 
---- ---------1 
Royal Arsenal Co-op. ... 'P.A. B.X. Ex. 30 
Synthetic Ammonia, Ltd. ... 200 
Walsall & W. Bromwich Union 20 
West Riding C. Council 40 
Wiggins & Co. .. . 30 

Orders have been placed for the following 
works:-

Exchange. 

Blackfriars (Manchester) 
Lidngstonc 
Manchester 
Cwmbran 
Exeter 
Harrogate 
Nc\\·port (Mon.) 
Redhill 
Skcgncss 
Bournemouth 
Brix ton 
Canterburv 
Derby · 
Greenwich 
Norwich 

Bro.amp & Foster 
Davis Theatre, Ltd. 
Ed\\·arrls Ringer & Bigg, Ltd. 
J. Garner & Sons 
Gondlle & C<iius College 
J arrow & Hebhurn Co-op. 
Manchester Corporation 
Preston Corporation ... 
Soutlwrn Oil Co. 
l'niversal Grinding \Vheel Co. 
\Vimblerlon !\fotor Works 
Dunlop Rubber Co. ... 
Illustrated London Nrws 
J argcr Co., Ltd. 
Lloyds Parking \Varehouses .. . 
London Express Newspaper .. . 
Royal Arsenal Co-op . ... 
Walsall & W. Bromwich Union 
\Vest Riding C. Council 
Wiggins & Co . ... 

Type. 

New Auto 
" 

Auto Manual 
.\1110 Extn. 

" 
'.\e\\· l\l anual 

" 
Manual Ext. 

" 
New 

P.A.B.X. 

" 
P.:\.B.X. Ex. 

No. of Lines. 

9700 
3000 

200 (Posns.) 
127 
760 

1700 
400 

1264 
6zo 
680 
800 
700 

1060 
1080 

380 

30 
30 
30 
30 
20 
30 

300 
20 
20 
30 

30 
JO 

50 

30 
40 
30 
20 
40 
30 
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LIEUT-COL. A. S. ANGWIN, B.Sc., D.S.O., M.C., T.D. 

LIEUT.-Cnr.. .\. S . . h1;11·1N, l>.S.O., :\!.C., T. D. 

LrnuT.-CoL. A. S . .\:\IG\\'I:\', who succeeded 
Lieut.-Col. A. G. Lee as Staff Engineer in 

charge of the Radio Section at headquarters in 
June, 1928, graduated B.Sc. (Engineering), at 
London U niversitv from East London College 
after winning a \Vhitworth Exhibition scholar
ship in 1902. He was apprenticed to Messrs. 
Yarrow and Co., the well-known engineers and 
shipbuilders, and passed through their shops 
and drawing office. 

He entered the P.O. service as Second Class 
Engineer by open competition in 1906, and after 
probationary training in Hornsey Section he 
was appointed to Glasgow Construction Section. 
From 1909, he acted as sectional engineer in 
charge of underground and exchange construc
tion for new Glasgow exchanges and transfer 
of N.T. Coy.'s plant. 

Always an enthusiast in military matters, he 
raised the Lowland Division Telegraph Coy., 
on the formation of the Territorial Force and 
was gazetted Captain in command of the 
Company. This company was comprised, 
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officers and nwn, almost entin .. ly of Glasgow 
P.O. officials, telegraphists, linemen, etc. The 
unit was mobilised in 1914, and formed into the 
52 nd Divisional Signal Company with Captain 
,\ngwin, promoted l\Iajor, a.� Officer in Com
mand. He sen·t'd through tlw \\"ar with the 
unit in Gallipoli, Egypt, Palestine and France. 
:\lajor Angwin \ms mentioned in despatches 
tin_. times , and \\'as awarded the M.C., and the 
D.S.O. After the war he commanded the 44th 
(Home Countif's) Divisional Signal Coy. until 
192i. when he \\'<ls a \\·arded the T.D. (20 years' 

service). I Ie is now ser\"ing as Deputy Chief 
Signal Officer, Eastern Command. 

Col. Angwin returned to Glasgow after the 
war for three months, but was transferred to 
the Engineer-in-Chief Office vVireless Section ·n 

connection with the work at Lea field and Cairo 
\Vireless Stations, ,,·hich were to form part of the 
Imperial Chain. He was appointed Executive 
Engineer in April, 1920, and twice renewed his 
acriuainUtncf' \Yith Egypt m·er the building and 
operation of the Cairo Station. He was largely 
responsible for the construction of the Rugby 
Masts and Aerial Systems and in conjunction 
with Mr. \V"almslev he was awarded the Telford 
Premium by the Institution of Civil Engineers 
for a paper on that subject read before the 
Institution. 

Col. Angwin ,,·as promoted Assistant Staff 
Engineer in March, 1925. Tie was closely 
associated with the construction of the Radio 
Heam Stations, su1wryising the contracts with 
the :VIarconi Cny ., clwcking the work in pro
g-re.-;sand carr>· ing out l'xperimental and research 
investigations. .\long \Yith l\1essrs. Shaugh
nessy and Lee lw had been engaged in the 
development of Transatlantic Telephony in 
collaboration with the A.T. and T. Company, 
and last year he paid a visit to the States in 
connection \\'ith the prm·ision of additional chan
nels to be operated on Short \\raves to carry 
the growing traffic. 

He is an Associate Member of the Institution 
of Ci\'il Engineers , and a :\lemhpr of the I . E.E . 

v 
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Telephones .-The following figures shew the 
changes in the number of exchange lines, exten
sions, and stations during the three months 
ending· 3oth September, 1928, and the total at 
1 he sanw date : -

Exchanges lines 
Extensions 
Stations 

Increase. 

5,777 
4,515 
9,836 

Total. 

347 ,598 
292, 170 
583,567 

External Plant.-During the same period the 
changes shewn below have occurred in mileage: 

Telegraphs.-..'\. nett decrease in open wire of 
20 miles and a nett increase of 325 miles in 
underground. 

Telephones, Exchange.-A nett decrease in 
open wire (including aerial cable) of 2 miles 
and a nett increase of 64,591 miles in under
ground. 

Telephone, Trunks.--�\ nett. increase in open 
\Yire of 7 miles and a nett increase of 909 miles 
in underground. 

Pole Line.-A nett mcrease of 19 miles, the 
total to date being 5,887 miles. 

Pipe Line.-A nett increase of 281 miles, the 
total to date being 10,041 miles. 

The total single wire mileages at the end of 
the period under review were : -

Telegraphs 
Telephones-Exchange 

" Trunk 
Spares 

25,780 
2,368,307 

74, 188 

TELEPHO:-iE EXCHANGE PROGRESS. 

The following information will give an indica
tion of the progress that is being made in 
proyiding new Telephone Exchanges in the 
London Area. 

The �Ionument Automatic Exchange, with 
Mansion House Hypothetical working thereon, 
was opened for traffic on the 3rd November. 
The exchange is situated in the present Royal 
Exchange building, and is equipped for 9450 
lines. 

The following Manual Exchanges have been 
opened recently:-

Chigwell, No. l C.B., type equipped with 
520 lines, opened October 18th. 

Rainham, No. 1 C.B., type equipped with 
740 lines, opened October 28th. 

Tudor, No. 1 C.B., type equipped with 5,000 
lines, opened November lSt. 

l\Iolesey and Sutton New Manual Exchanges 
are rapidly nearing completion and will be 
opened early in January. 

The following New Exchange Buildings are 
being equipped:-

Auto Exchanges. 

Exchange. I 
I 

Welbeck 
Beckenham 
Temple Bar 
Reliance 
:\ietroi;olitan 
:'1 ational 
Western 
Maida Vale 
.\rchway 
Edgware 
Hendon 
Flaxman 
Fulham 

No. of 
equipped 

lines. 

8700 
3000 
7700 
2700 
9500 
'JSOO 
7100 
7500 
3100 
1300 
3100 
9900 
7500 

Manual Exchange'. 

Pollards 
(Relief) 

Valentine 
(Relief) 

Hornchurch 

I 

I 

I 

No. of 
equipped 

lines. 

rqoo 

1500 
880 

New Exchanges on which building construction 
7.l'ork has been commenced. 

Addiscombe. 
Amherst (Hackney Area). 
Emberbrook (Ditton Area). 
Hillside. 
Ilford. 
Gulliver (Kentish Town). 
Livingstone (Nor wood). 
Laughton. 
!\Iacaulay (Nine Elms) 

:\Iitchnm. 
l'ollarcls (Norbury). 
Primrose Hill. 
Prospect (Barnes). 
Redhill. 
Shepherds Bush. 
Stan more. 
Terminus (King's Cross). 
Upminster. 

N e·w Exchanges on which building construction 
1s on the point of being started. 

Ingrebourne (Harold \Vood). 
Lcytonstonc. 
Romfonl. 
Theydon Bois. 
Whitehall. 

In addition to the above cases, sites for 2 r 

new exchanges have been secured, and searches 
for suitable sites are being made in 14 other 
cases. 
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PowER YVoRK. 

Following the adaptation of the old Letter 
Office at Mt. Pleasant for Parcel work, 19 band 
convevors have been installed to facilitate trans
port �f parcels and bags between the sorting 
points, loading platforms, and the chutes lead-
ing to the P .0. Railway Station. The 

d . f II t 6" conveyors have ban s varymg rom 30 o 3 
wide, running at a speed of 200 feet per minute 
and capable of carrying total loads varing from 
1,040 to 4,400 lbs. 

The erection of a new Soo k. w. motor con
verter of the La Cour type in the Mt. Pleasant 
Sub-station is practically complete, and tests in 
situ will short! v be made. The set takes current 
at 6600 volts 3�phase 50 cycles on the A .C. side 
and delivers at 440 volts D.C. 

TELEGRAPHS. 

The Public Telegraph Office at the G.P .0. 
\Vest has been removed from the rear to the 
front of the building in St. Martin's-le-Grand. 
This has involved the shifting of tubes, tele
phones, etc. The improved general appearance 
and accessibility of the Office should bring 
about a considerable increase of business. 

The well-known " Centre " in the C.T.O. 
has now been surrendered b,· the builders, who 
tave constructed a new ffo�r, supported by a 
bridge across the southern half of this tele
graph gallery. Three multiplex sets have 
alreadv been restored and the opportunity :s 
being

· 
taken to supersede the old metal-framed 

tables bv wood tables of solid construction. It 
is hoped that by this means vibration will be 

practically eliminated. Collection of messages 
by band carriers is to follow. 

Additional four-slip electrical perforators 
have been installed to displace a number of old 
stvle pneumatic punchers. ·

The number of Teleprinters continues to in
crease. These are chiefly of the 3-A type. 
The necessity for adapting the machines to 

alternating c"urrent working has arisen and 
instruments fitted with alternating motors are 
now being tried on a London circuit. 

There has been an appreciable increase in the 
number of Teleprinters fitted in London for 
private wire renters. 

PNEUl\IATIC TUBES. 

It may not be generally known that the 
pneumatic power supplied for tubes which are 
provided for renters is measured in terms of 
time. Meters are fitted and governed by con
tact points which function when the valves are 
operated. A ne\v type of meter is now under 
trial. 

�fany complaints have been received about 
the noise occasioned in instrument rooms by 
pneumatic tube working. India-rubber carriers 
are about to be extensively tried, on both large 
and small house-tubes. The experimental 
carriers have been found quieter in working and 
it is hoped that the noise will be materially 
reduced. 

TELEPHONE KIOSKS. 

There are now 1, r 19 Kiosks in the London 
area. The increase last quarter was over 20 per 
cent. 
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THE INSTITUTION OF P.O. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. 

LONDON CENTRE. 

T

HE meeting of the Centre on Tuesday, 
the 13th November, was favoured by the 
presence of Dr. T. A. \Vatson, who was 

on a visit to this countrv from the United States 
and who had kindly consented to give an address 
on " The Birth of the Telephone." The 
Engineer-in-Chief, president of the institution, 
presided and introdmed Dr. \Vatson to the 
packed audience in a felicitmh speech. The 
audience stood up en masse \\·he11 Dr. \Vat!-io;i 
rose to speak and received him with loud and 
continued applause. At the close of his address, 
which was deliYered in a charming manner with 
man>· bright personal touches, Dr. \Vat.:mn was 
awarded a Yen· cordial yote of thanks. 

THE BIRTH .-\?\() IL'\BYIIOOD OF Tiii·: 

TELEPHO:\ E. 

DR. \V.\TSO'.\"'S .\DDRESS. 

am to speak to you of the birth �111d baby
hood of the t<>lephune, and something of the 
PYPnts which preceded that important occasion . 

ThPse are matters that must seem to vou 
ancit·nt history; in foct, they seem so to me, 
although the e\'ents all happened in the year!"; 
18H to 1880. 

Th<:> occurrences of which 1 shall speak, lie ;n 
my mind as a splendid drama, in which it was 
my great privilege to play a part. I shall try 
to put myself back into that wonderful play, and 
t<>ll you its story from the sam<> attitude of mind 
[ had then-the point of view of a mere boy, 
just out of his apprenticeship as an electro
mechanician, intensely interested in his work, 
and full of boyish hope and enthusiasm. There
fon', as it must be largely a personal narrative, 
J shall ask you to excuse my many " I's " and 
" my's " and to be indulgent if I show how 
proud and glad I am that I was chosen by the 
fates to be the associate of A lexancler Graham 
Bell, to work side by side with him day and 
night through all these wonderful happenings 
that have meant so much to the world. 

The Williams' Elec/Tical WoTkshop.-I 
realize now what a lucky boy I was, when at 13 

years of age I had to leaYe school and go to 
work for my living, although I didn't think so 

at that time. I am not advising my young 
friends to leave school at this age, for the_\· may 
not have the opportunity to enter college as I 
did at ..j.O. There's a " tide in the affairs of 
nwn," :·nu know, and that was the beginning 
of its flood in my lif<:>, for after trying several 

yocations-clerki ng, bonkkeepi ng, carpentering, 
etc.-and finding them all unattractin', I at last 
found just the job that suited me in the electrical 
workshop of Charles \Villiams, at 109, Court 
Street, Roston-one of the best men I have ever 
kno\Yn. Better luck couldn't befall a boy than 
to be brought so earl:r in life under the influence 
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of such a high-minded gentleman as Charles 
\Villiams. 

l want tu say a fe\v words about my work 
there, nut only tu giYe you a picture of such -:i. 

shop in the early '7o's but also because in this 
shop the telephone had its birth and a good deal 
of its early deYelopment. 

I was first set tu work on a hand lathe turning 
binding pusts for fiye dollars a week. The 
mechanics of to-da,· with their automatic screw 
machines, hardly know what it is to turn little 
rough castings \\ith a hand tool. How the hot 
chip,; used to fly into our eyes ! One day I had 
a fine idea. I bought a pair of 25 cent. goggles, 
thinking the uthers would hail me as a bene
factor of mankind and adopt my plan. But they 
laughed at me for being such a sissy boy and 
public opinion forced me back to the old time 
lwnored plan of winking when I saw a chip 
cor111ng. ft was not an efficient plan, for 
the chip usually got there tirst. There was a 

liberal education in it fur me in manual 
dexteritv. There \\as no specializing in these 
shops at that time. Each workman built ever_v'
thing there \\·as in the shop to build, and an 
apprentice also had a g·reat variety of jobs, 
\\ hich kept him interested all the time, for his 

tools were poor and simple and it required lot�; 
or" thought to get a job done right. 

There were few books on electricity published 
at that time. \Villiams had copies of most of 
them in his show case, \vhich we boys used to 
read noons, but the book that interested me mos1 
was Davis' J\Ianual of J\Iagnetism, published in 
r847, a copy of which I made mine for 25 cents. 
If you vvant to g·et a good idea of the state of 
the electrical art at that time, you should read 
that book. I found it Yery stimulating and that 
same old copy in all the dignity of its dilapida
tion has a place of honour on my book shelYeS 
to-dav. 

�Iy promotion to higher \rnrk was rapid. 
Before two years had passed, I had tried my 
skill on about all the regular \York of the 
establishment - call bells, annunciators, 
galvanometers, telegraph ke_\·s, sounders, 
relays, registers and printing telegraph instru
ments. 

Individual initiative was the rule in \Villiarns' 
shop-we all did about as we pleased. Once I 
built a small steam engine for myself during 

working hours, when business was slack. Nu 
one objected. That steam engine, by the \\'ay, 
\\ClS the embryo of the biggest shipbuilding· 
plant in the United States to-day, which I 

established some ten years later with telephone 
profits, and which now employs more than 4,000 
men. 

Such was the electrical shop of that day. 
Crude and small as they were, they were the 
forerunners of the great electrical works of to
day. In them \Vere being trained the men whu 
\\ere among the leaders in the wonderful 

development of applied electricity which began 
soon after the time of which l am to speak. 
\Villiams, although he never had at that time 
more than 30 or 40 men \vorking for him, had 
one of the largest and best fitted shops in the 
country. l think the \Vestern Electric shop at 
Chicago was the only larger one. That was 
alsu undoubtedly better organized and did better 
\\ ork than \\rilliams'. \\Then a piece of 

machinery built hy the \Vestern Electric came 
into our shop for repairs, \Ye boys cd\\ays used 
to admire the superlative excellence of the 
workmanship. 

Experience with Im•entors .-Besides the 
regular \VOrk at \\'illiams', there was a constant 
stream of wild-eyed i1wentors, \\ith big ideas 
in their heads and little money in their pockets, 
coming· to the shop to have their ideas tried out 
in brass and iron. Most of them had an 
" angel " whom they had hypnotized into pay· 
ing the bills. }ly enthusiasm, and perhaps my 
s1 mpathetic nature, made me a favourite work
man ,,ith those men of visions, and in r8i3-i4 
m v \York had become largeh, making experi
m�ntal apparatus for such m�n. Few of their 
ideas ever amounted to anything, but I liked to 
do the \York, as it kept me roaming in fresh 
tll"lds and pastures new all the time. Had it 
pot hE'en, h.mYever, for 1111· nn•thful enthusiasm 
-ahya1·s one of mv chief assets-I fear this 
experience would have made me so sceptical and 
rvnical as to the yalue of electrical inventions 
that m \" future prospects might have been 
in iurecl. 

·r remember one limber-tongued patriarch 1\ho 

had induced sonH� men to subscribe T ,ooo dolbrs 
to build what he claimed to be an entirel_1 rn·11 

elf'ctric engine. T m ade much of it f111· him. 
There was nothing ne'' in the c·ng1ne, bul he 
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intended to generate his electric current in a 
series of iron tanks the size of trunks, to be 
filled \vith nitric acid with the usual zinc plates 
suspended therein. When the engine was 
finished and the acid poured into the tanks for 
the first time, no one waited to see the engine 
run, for inventor, '' angel,'' and workmen, all 
tried to see who could get out of the shop quick
est. I won the race as I had the best start. 

I suppose there is just such a crowd of crude 
minds still besieging the workshops, men who 
seem incapable of finding out what has been al
ready done, and so keep on year after year, 
threshing old straw. 

The "Harmonic Telegraph."-AlI the men 
I worked for at that time were not of that type. 
There were a very few different. Among them, 
dear old Moses G. Farmer, perhaps the leading 
practical electrician of that day. He was full of 
good ideas, which he was constantly bringing 
to vVilliams to have worked out. I did much 
of his work and learned from him more about 
electricity than ever before or since. He was 
electrician at that time for the United States 
Torpedo Station at Newport, Rhode Island, and 
in the early winter of 1874, I was making for him 
some experimental torpedo exploding apparatus. 
That apparatus will always be connected in my 
mind with the telephone, for one day when I 
\ms hard at \York on it, a tall, slender, quick
motioned man with pale face, black side 
whiskers, and drooping mustache, big nose and 
high sloping forehead crowned with bushy, jet 
black hair, came rushing out of the office and 
oYer to my work bench. It was Alexander 
Graham Bell whom I saw then for the first 
time. He was bringing to me a piece of 
mechanism which I had made for him under 
instructions from the office. It had not been 
made as he had directed and he had broken 
down the rudimentary discipline of the shop in 
coming directly to me to get it altered. It was 
a receiver and a transmitter of his " Harmonic 
Telegraph," an invention of his with which he 
\Yas then endeavouring to win fame and fortune. 
It was a simple affair by means of which, utiliz
ing· the law of sympathetic vibration, he expected 
to send six or eight Morse messages on a single 
wire at the same time, without interference. 

Although most of you are probably familiar 
with the device, I must, to make my story clear, 

give you a brief description of the instruments, 
for though Bell never succeeded in perfecting 
his telegraph, his experimenting on it led to a 
discovery of the highest importance. 

The essential parts of both transmitter and 
receiver were an electro-magnet and a flattened 
piece of steel clock spring. The spring was 
clamped by one encl to one pole of the magnet, 
and had its otlwr end free lo vibrate over the 
other pole. The transmitter had, besides this, 
make-and-break points like an ordinary vibrat
ing bell which, when the current wa:; on, kept 
the spring vibratin g· in a sort of nasal \Yhine. 
of a pitch corresponding to the pitch of the spring. 
\\'hen the signalling key was closed, an electri
cal copy of that whine passed through the wire 
and the distance receiver. There were, say, six 
transmitters with their springs tuned to six 
different pitches and six receivers with their 
springs tuned to correspond. Nmv, theoretically, 
\\hen a transmitter sent its electrical whine into 
the line wire, its O\\"n faithful receiver spring 
at the distant station would wriggle s_vmpathetic
alh- but all the other:; on the same line would 
remain cold!_,. quiescent. Even when all the 
transmitters were whining at once through their 
entire gamut, making· a row as if all the miseries 
this world of trouble e\·er produced \Yere 
concentrated there, each receiver spring along 
the line would select its cmn from that sea of 
troubles and ignore all the others. Just see 
\\"hat a simple, sure-to-work invention this \\"as; 
for just break up those various whines into the 
dots and dashes of l\lorsc nwssages and one ,,·in· 
would do the \\·ork of six, and the " Duple:\. '' 
klegraph that had just been irn-ented \\ould be 
beaten to a frazzle. Bell's re\Yard \\ould be 
immediate and rich, for the" Duplex" had been 
bought by the ..-\tlantic and Pacific Telegraph 
Company, giving them a great advantage over 
their only competitor, the \Vestern P nion Com
pan :·, and the latter \You Id, of course, bu_,. 
Bell's im·ention and bis financia l problems 
would be solved. 

.�II this was, as I han· said, theoretical, and 
it was might:· luck_,. for Graham Bell that it 
\\as, for had bis harmonic telegraph been a wel I 
behaved apparatus that always did what its 
parent \ranted it to do, the speaking telephone 
mig·ht rwver h�l\-e emerged from a certain 
man·ellou;; conception, that had even then been 
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surging back of Bell's high forehead for two 
or three years. What that conception was, I 
soon learned, for he couldn't help speaking 
about it, although his friends tried to hush it 
up. They didn't like to have him get the 
reputation of being visionary, or-something 
·worse. 

To go on with my story; after Mr. Farmer's 
peace making machines were finished, I made 
half a dozen pairs of the harmonic instruments 
for Bell. He was surprised, when he tried 
them to find that they didn't work as well as 
he expected. The cynical vVatson wasn't at all 
surprised for he had never seen anything 
electrical yet that worked at first the way the 
inventor thought it would. Bell wasn't dis
couraged in the least and a long course •Jt 

experiments followed which gave me a steady 
Job that \vinter and brought me into close 
contact with a wonderful personality that did 
more to mould my life rightly than anything 
else that ever came into it. 

I became mightily tired of those " whiners" 
that winter. l called them by that name, per
haps, as an inadequate expression of my disgust 
with their persistent perversity, the struggle 
with which soon began to take all the joy out 
of my young life, not being endowed with tile 
power of l\Iacbeth 's weird sister to 

" Look into the seeds of time, 
And say \vhich grain will grow and which 

>vi 11 not." 
Let me say here, that I have ahvays had a 

feeling of respect for Elisha Gray, who, a few 
years later, made that harmonic telegraph work, 
and vibrate well-behaYed messages, that would 
go where they were sent, without fooling with 
eyery receiver on the line. 

:\lost of Bell's early experimenting on the 
harmonic telegraph was done in Salem, at the 
home of Mrs. George Sanders, where he resided 
for several years, having charge of the instruc
tion of her deaf nephew. The present 
Y.M.C.A. building is on the site of that house. 
l would occasional I y work \\ ith Bell there, but 
most of his experimenting in which I took part 
was done in Boston. 

Rell 's Theory of Transmitting Speech.-Mr. 
Bell was very apt to do his experimenting at 
night, for he was busy during the day at the 
Boston University, where he was Professor of 

Vocal Physiology, especially teaching his 
father's system of visible speech, by which a 

deaf mute might learn to talk-quite significan1 
of what Bell was soon to do in making mute 
metal talk. For this reason I >vould often 
remain at the shop during the evening to help 
him test some improvement he had had me make 
on the instruments. 

One evening when ''e \\·ere resting from our 
struggles with the apparatus, Bell said to me : 

" \ \' atson, I want to tell you of another idea 
I have, which I think will surprise you." I 
listened, l suspect, somewhat languidly, for I 

must haye been working· that day about sixteen 
hour:;, with only a short nutritive interval, and 
Bell had already given me, during the \Yeeks 
we had worked together, more new ideas on a 
great variety of subjects, including visible 
speech, elocution and flying· machines, than m_\· 
brain could assimilate, but when he went on to 
S<ff that he had an idea b\· \vhich he believed . . 

it would be possible to talk by telegraph, my 
nervous system got such a shock that the tired 
feeling· vanished. I hm·e never forgotten his 
exact words; they have run in my mind ever 
s111ce like a mathematical formula. " If," he 
said, '' I could make a current of electricity 
vary in intensity, precisely as the air varies 
in density during the production of a sound, 
I should be able to transmit speech telegraphic
ally." II e then sketched for me an i nstru men t 
that l:e thought \vould do this, and we discussed 
the possibility of constructing one. I did not 
make it; it was altogether too costly, and the 
chances of its working too uncertain to irnpres:i 
his financial backers-..\lr. Gardiner G. 
I l ubbard and ?\Ir. Thomas Sanders-who \\'ere 
insisting that tlw wisest thing for Bell to do 
"as to perfect the harmonic telegraph; then lw 
\niuld have the money and leisure enough to 

build air castles like the telephone. 
June 211d, 18j5.-I mu.st haYe done o!ht'r 

\\llrk in 1he shop besides Bell's during· tlw 
\\·inter aPd spring of 18j5, but I cannot remem

ber a single item of it. I do remember that 
,,·hen I was not working for Bell I \ms thinking· 
of his ideas. All through my recollection of 
that period runs that nightmare-the harmonic 
telegraph, the ill >vorking of which got nn mv 

conscience, for I blamed my lack of mechanical 
skill for the poor operation of an inYention 
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apparently so simple. Try our best, we could 
not make that thing work rightly, and Bell 
came as near to being discouraged as I ever 
knew him to be. 

But this spring of r875 was the dark hour 
just before the dawn. 

If the exact time could be fixed, the <late 
\Yhen the conception of the undulatory or 
speech-transmitting current took its perfect form 
in Bell's mind would be the greatest day in 
the history of the telephone, but certainly June 
2nd, 1875, must always rank next; for on that 
day the mocking fiend inhabiting that demonaic 
telegraph apparatus, just as a now-you-see-it
and-now-you-don't sort of a satanic joke, opened 
the curtain that hides from man great Nature's 
secrets and gave us a glimpse as quick as if it 

,,·ere through the shutter of a snap-shot camera, 
into that treasury of things not yet discovered. 
That imp didn't do this in any kindly, helpful 
spirit-any inventors knows he isn't that kind 
of a being-he just meant to tantalize and prove 
that a man is too stupid to grasp a secret, even 
if it is revealed to him. But he hadn't properly 
estimated Bell, though he had probably sized 
me up all right. That glimpse was enough to 
let Bell see and seize the very thing he had been 
dreaming about and drag it out into the world 
of human affairs. 

THE TELEPHONE Borrn. 
Coming back to earth, I'll try and tell you 

what happened that day. In the experiments 
on the harmonic telegraph, Bell had found that 
the reason ·why the messages got mixed up was 
inaccuracy in the adjustment of tile pitches of 

the receiver springs to those of the transmitter. 
Bell always had to do this tuning himself, as 
my sense of pitch and knowledge of music were 
quite lacking-a faculty (or lackulty) which you 
will hear later became quite useful. .Mr. Bell 
was in the habit of observing the pitch of a 
spring by pressing it against hi:; ear while the 
corresponding transmitter in a distant room was 
sending its intermittent current through the 
magnet of that receiver. He would then 
manipulate the tuning screw until that spring 
was tuned to accord with the pitch of the whine 
coming from the transmitter. All this 
experimenting was carried on in the upper story 
of the \Viliiams building, where \YC had a wire 

connecting t \YO morns perhaps sixt v feet apart 
looking out on Court Street. 

Realization.-On the afternoon of June 2nd, 
r875, we were hard at work on the same old 
job, testing some modification of the instru
ments. Things were badly out of tune that 
afternoon in that hot garret, not only the 
instruments, but, I fancy, my enthusiasm and 
my temper though Bell was as energetic <.tS 

ever. I ha<l charge of the transmitters as usual, 
setting them squealing one after the other, 
while Bell was retuning the receiYer springs one 
by one, pressing them against his ear as l have 
described. One of the transmitter springs I 

was attending to stopped vibrating and I 

plucked it to start it again. It didn't start and 
I kept on plucking it, when suddenly I heard 
a shout from I3ell in the next room, and then 
out he came with a rush, demanding, " What 
did you do then'! Don't change anything. Let 
me see! " I showed him. It \\"ClS very simple. 
The contact screw was screwed down so far 
that it made permanent contact with the spring, 
so that when I snapped the spring the circuit 
had remained unbroken while the strip of 

magnetized steel by its Yibration over the pole 
of its magnet, was generating that marvellous 
conception of Bell's-a current of electricity 
that varied in intensity precisely as the air was 
varying in density within hearing distance of 
that spring. That undulatory current had 
passed through the connecting wire to the dis
tant receiYer which, fortunately, was a mechan
ism that could transform that current back into 
an extremeh· faint echo of the sound of the 
Yibrating sp�ing that had generated it, but whaL 
was still more fortunate, the right man had that 
mechanism at his ear <luring that fleeting 
moment, and instantly recognized the trans
rendent importance of that faint sound thus 
dectrically transmitted. The shout I heard an<l 
his excited rush into my room where the result 
of that recognition. The speaking telephonf · 

was born at that moment. Bell knew perfectly 
well that the mechanism that could transmit all 
the complex vibrations of one sound could do 

the same for any sound, even that of speech. 
That experiment shmved him that the complex 
apparatus he had thought would be needed to 
accomplish that long dreamed result was not at 
all necessary, for here was an extremely simple 
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mechanism operating in a perfectly obvious 
wa_,-, that could do it perfectly. Ali the experi
menting that followed that discovery, up to the 
time the telephone was put into practical use 
\\·as largely a matter of working out the details. 

\\'e spent a few hours verifying the dis
covery, repeating it with all the differently 
tuned springs we had, and before we parted that 
night Bell gave me directions for making the 
tirst electric speaking· telephone. 1 was to 
mount a small drumhead uf gold beater's skin 
over one of the receivers, join the centre of the 
drumhead tu the free end of the receiver spring 
and arrange a mouthpiece over the drumhead 
to talk into. His idea \Va:5 to force the steel 
spring to follow the vocal vibrations and gener
ate a current of electricity that would vary in 
intensity as the air varies in density during the 
utterance of speech sounds. I follmved these 
directions and had the instrument readv for its 
trial the very next day. I rushed it, for Bell's 
excitement and enthusiasm over the discoven· 
had aroused mine ag·ain, which had been sadly 
dampened during those last few weeks by the 
meagre results of the harmonic experiments. J 

made every part of that first telephone myself, 
but I didn't realize \vhile I was working on it 
what a tremendously important piece of \VOrk 
I was doing. 

TIIE FrnsT TELEPIIO;'.\'E LI:\IE. 

The t\\o rooms in the attic \Yere too near 
together fur the test, as our ,-oices would be 
heard through the air, so I ran a \vire especiallv 
for the trial from one of the rooms in the attic 
dc1\\-n t\\o flights to the third floor ''her·� 
\\rilliams' main shop was, ending it near my 
\\·ork bench at the back of the building. That 
\ms the first telephone line. You can well 

imagine that both our hearts were beating 
abm-e the normal rate, \\hi le \Ve v,;ere getting 
ready for the trial of the 11l'\v instrument that 
evening. I got more satisfaction from the 
experiment than l\Ir. Bell did, for shout my best 
I could not make him hear me, but I could hear 
his voice and almost catch the words. I rushed 
up stair and told him \vhat I had heard. It 
\vas enough to show him that he was on the 
right track, and before he left that night lw 
g·ave me directions for sencral improvements 

in the telephones I \\ as tu Jiave ready for the 
next trial. 

I hope my pride in the fact that made the 
first telephone, put up the first telephone wire 
and heard the first words ever uttered through 
a telephone, has ne \·er been too ostentatious and 
offensive tu my friends, but I am sure that you 
will grant that a reasonable amount of that 
human weakness is excusable in me. l\Iy pride 
has been tempered to quite a bearable degree 
by my realization that the reason \Yhy I heard 
Bell in that first trial of the telephone and he 
did not hear me, \\as the vast superiority of his 
strong vibratory tones over any sound my un
developed voice \\as then able to utter. My 
.-;ense of lwaring-, lrn\\'ever, has ah\ays been 
unusually acute, and that might h<ffe helped to 
determine this result. 

The building when· these first telephone 
experiments \\ere made is still in existence. It 
is 110\\- ust·d as a theatre. The lower storie:-: 
have been much altereJ, but that attic is still 
quite unchanged and a fr\\- \Veeks ago I stood 
on the \·er_v spot \\here I snapped those spring·s 
and helped test the first telephone thirty-seven 
1·ears and se\'C'n months before. 

Jfr. IVatson Heard the Fist Sentence Ever 
Spoken (hJer the Telephone.--Of course, in our 
strugg·le to expel the imps from the i1wention, 
an immense amount of experimenting had to be 
done, but it \\·asn't many days before \Ye could 
talk back and forth and hear each other's voice. 
It is, hmve \·er, hard for me to realize now that 
it was nut until the folkming March that T 
heard a curnplete and intelligible sentence. It 
made such an impression upon me that I wrote 
that first sentence in a buok I haYe always pre
served. The occasion had not been arranged 
and rehearsed as l suspect the sending of the 
first message over the :Morse teleg-raph had been 
years before, for instead of that noble first 
telegraphic message-" \\'hat hath God 
\\'fought'? '' the first message of the telephone 
\Yas: "l\Ir. \Yatson, come here, I \Vant you." 

Perhaps, if :\lr. Bell bad realized that he was 
about to make a bit of history, he would hm·e 
been prepared with a more sounding and 
interFsting· sentencF. 

Soon after the first telephones were made, 
Bell hired t \YO rooms on the top floor of an 
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inexpensiYe buar<ling house at ::\'o. 5, Exeter 

Place, Boston, since demolishe<l to make room 

for mercantile buildings. He slept in one 

room; the other he fitted up as a laboratory. 

I ran a \\ire for him between the two rooms 

an<l after that time practically all his experi

menting was done there. I t  was here one 

eyening \Yhen I had gune there to help him test 

some improyement and to spend the night with 

him, that I hear<l the first complete sentence 

I have just tol<l you about. Matters began to 

rnoYe more rapidly an<l during the summer of 

1876, the telephone was talking so \Yell that one 

didn't have to ask the other man to say it over 

again more than three or four times before one 

could understand quite \Yell, if the sentences 

\Yere simple. 

The Centennial Expositio n.-This \vas the 

\'ear of the Centennial Exposition at Phila

delphia, an<l Bell deci<le<l to make an exhibit 

there. I \\as still working for \Vi lliams, and 

une of the jobs 1 did fur Bell \\as to construct 

a telephone uf each form that had been devised 

up to that time. These \\ere the first nicely 

finished instruments that had been made. There 

had been no money nor time to \Yaste on polish 

or non-essentials. But these Centennial tele

phones \Yere done up in the highest style of the 

art. You could see your face in them. These 

aristocratic telephones \\'orked fine! y, in spite 

of their glitter, when Sir \Villiam Thompson 

tried them at Philadelphia that summer. I was 

as proud as Bell himself, \Yhen I read Sir 

\Villiam's report, \\herein he said after giving 

an account of the tests: " I need hardly say I 

\Yas astonished and delighted, so were the others 

"ho \Yitnessed the experiment and Yeri fied \Yith 

their own ears the electric transmission of 

speech. This, perhaps, the greatest man,el 

hitherto achie\'ed by electric telegraph, has been 

obtained by appliances of quite a homespun and 

rudimentary character." I ha Ye ne\·er forgiven 

Sir \Villiarn for that last line. Homespun! 

HmYeYer, I recovered from this blow, and 

soon after Mr. Gardiner G. Hubbard, after

wards l\I r. Bell's father-in-law, offered me an 

interest in Bell's patents if I would give up mv 

\York at \Villiams' and devote mv time to th•: 

telephone. I accepted, although I wasn't 

altogether sure it was a wise thing to do from 

a financial standpoint. .My contract stipulated 
that I was to work under :.Ir. Bell's directions, 
un the harmonic telegraph as well as on the 
speaking telephonl', for the t\VO men who were 
paying the bills still thought there was some
thing in the former invention, although very 
little attention ha<l been given to its vagaries 
after the June 2nd <liscoyery. 

I moved my domicile from Salem to another 
room on the top flour at 5, Exeter Place, giving 
us the entire floor, and as �Ir. Bell had lost 
most of his pupils by wasting so much of his 
time on telephones, he could devote nearlv all 
his time to the experimenting. Then foll�wed 
a period of hard and continuous l\'Ofk on the 
inyention. I made telephones with every 
modification and combination of their essential 
parts that either of us could think of. I made 
an<l we tested telephonl's \Yith all sizes of 
diaphragms made of all kinds of materials
diaphragms of boiler iron seYeral feet in 
diameter, down to a miniature affair made of 
the bones and clrum of a human ear, and found 
that the best results came from an iron dia
phragm of about the same size and thickness as 
is used to-day. \Ve tested electro magnets an<l 
permanent magnets, of a multitude of sizes and 
shapes, with long cores and short cores, fat 
cores and thin cores, solid cores and cores of 
wire, with coils of many sizes, shapes and 
resistances and mouthpieces of an infinite 
variety. Out of the hundreds of experiments 
there emerged practicall.\' the same telephone 
you take uff the hook an<l listen with to-day, 
although it was then transmitter as well as 
receiYer. 

" Talking " from Hoston to Cambridge.
Progress was rapid, and on October 9th, 1876. 
\\e \Yere ready to take the baby out doors for 
the first time. \ \' e got permission fr um the 
\Vahvorth J\Ianufacturing Company to use their 
private \\'ire running from Boston tu Cam
bridge, about two miles lung. I '' ent to Cam
bridge that eYening with one of our best tele
phones, and waite<l until Bell signalled from 
the Boston office on the l\Ior:oe sounder. Then 
I cut out the sounder and connected in the 
telephone and listened. :'\ot a murmer came 
through! Could it be that, although the thin:..;
worked all right in the house, it \\Ouldn't work 
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under practical line conditions? I knew that 
we were using the most complex and delicate 
electric current that had ever been employed 
for a practical purpose and that it was extremely 
" intense," for Bell had talked through the 
circuit composed of 20 or 30 human beings 
joined hand to hand. Could it be, I thought, 
that these high tension vibrations leaking off at 
each insulator along the line, had vanished 
completely before they reached the Charles 
river'? That fear passed through my mind as 
I worked over the instrument, adjusting it and 
tightening the wires in the binding posts, with
out improving matters in the least. Then the 
thought struck me that perhaps there was another 
�lorse sounder in some other room. I traced 
the wires from the place they entered the build
ing and sure enough I found a relay with a 

high resistance coil in the circuit. I cut it out 
with a piece of \vire across the binding posts 
and rush back to my telephone and listened. 
That was the trouble. Plainlv as one could 
\\'ish came Bell's " ahoy,"* I ahoyed back, 

and the first long distance telephone conversa
tion began. Sceptics had been objecting that 
the telephone could never compete with the 
telegraph as its messages would not be 
accurate. For this reason Bell had arranged 
that \\·e should make a record of all we said and 
heard that night, if we succeeded in talking al 
all. \Ye carried out this plan and the entire 
conversation was published in parallel columns 
in the next morning's ,ld1•ertiser, as the lastest 
startling scientific ad1ievement. Infatuated 
with the ju_,. of talking on'r an actual telegraph 
\\ire, \\'l� kept up uur conversation until long 
after midnight. It was a very happy buy that 
travelled back to Boston in the small hours \\ith 
the telephone under his arm done up in a news
paper. Bell had taken his record to the news
paper office and "·as not at the laboratorv when 
I arrived there, but \Yhen he came i� there 
ensued a jubilation and \\'ar dance that elicited 
next morning from our landlady, who \Yasn't 
at all .,;cientific in her tastes, the remark that 
\\C1d have to vacate if we didn't make less noise 

at nights. 

* " A.hoy!" was the telephone shout, al!d 
was used duri11g the experiments, but " hello! " 
superseded it when !he telephone got inlo 
practical use. 

Tests on still longer telegraph lines soon 
ful!u,,·ed-the success of each experiment being 
in rather exact accordance \vith the condition 
of the poor, rusty-joined wires we had to use. 
Talk about imps that baffle im·entors ! There 
\ms one of an especially vicious and maligant 

type in every unsoldered joint of the old wires. 
The genial Tom Doolittle hadn't eYen thought 
of his hard drawn copper \vire then, with which 
he later eased the lot of the struggling telephone 
men. 

Our 11.Jany risil ors.-l\Ieanwhile the fame of 
the invention had spread rapidly abroad and all 
sorts of people made pilgrimages to Bell's 
laboratory to hear the telephone talk. A 
list of the scientists who came to the attic of that 
cheap boarding house to see the telephone would 
read like the roster of the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science. M v old 
electrical mentor, �loses G. Farmer, called one 
day to see the latest improvements. He told 
me then with tears in his eves when he first 
read a description of Bell's telephone he couldn't 
sleep for a week, he was so mad with himself for 
not discovering the thing years before. 
"\\ratson," said he, "that thing has flaunted it
self in my very face a dozen times within the last 
ten years and ever_,- time I was too blind to see 
it. But," he continued, " if Bell bad knmvn 
anything about electricity he \HJUld newr have 
invented the telephone." 

Two of our regular visitors were young 
Japanese pupils of Professor Bell-Hry politr, 
deferential, quiet, bright-eyed little nwn, who 
saw everything and made cr�·pt ic notes. The_1· 
took huge delight in prm·ing that the telephone 
could talk Japanese. .� curious effect of the 
telephone I noticed at that time \V�h its power 
to paralyze the tong·ues of men nthernise fluent 
enough by nature and profession. r remem
ber a prominent Im\ 1·er, ,,·ho, ,,·hen lie heard mv 
voice in the teleplH;ne making· some such pr�
found remark to him as " I lr)\\ do vou do," 
mule! only rPply, after a long pause: " H. ig a 

jig jig and a\\ay \\e go." 

TELEPHo:-;E I:\iSTALL\TJoN. 

\\'e began to get requests for telephone 
installations long before \VP were ready to 
supply them. In c\pril, r877, the first out �door 
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telephone line 11as rnn between �lr. \\'illiams' 
office at HKJ, Court Street, a1:d his house in 
Somerville. Professor Bell and I 11ere present 
and participated in the importan! ceremony of 
opening the line and the event was a hea<l
liner in the nex! morning's papers. 

Fiancial Prob/ems.�,\t about this !ime Pro

fessor Bell's financial problems had begun to 
press hard for solution. \Ve 11ere very much 
disappointed because the President of the 
\ \' cstern U niun Telegraph Company had re
fused, somewhat contemptuously, }lr. 
Hubbard's offer to sell him all the Bell patents 
for the exhorbitant sum of roo,ooo dollars. Lt 
was an <:>specially hard blm1· to me, for while 
the negotiations 11 ere pending I had had visions 
of a sumptuous office in the \\'estern Union 
Building in New ·y ork which I 1rns expecting 
to occupy as Superintendent of the Telephone 
Department of the great telegraph company. 
11 owen�r, 11 e recovered en;n from that facer. 
]\ni vears later the \ \' estern Uni on 1vmd<l 
gladly have bought those patents for 25,000,000 
dollars. 

But before that happy time there were lots 
of troubles of all the old and cf several new 
varietie:; to bt> surmounted. Professor Bell's 
particular trouble in the Spring of 1877, arose 
from the fact that he had fallen in love with 
a most charming young lady. I had never 
been in love myself at that time and that was 
my first opportunity of observing 1vhat a serious 
matter it can be, especially when the father 
isn't altogether enthusiastic. I rather suspected 
at that time that that shrewd but kind-hearted 
g·entleman put obstacles in the course of that 
true love, in order to stimulate the young man 
to still greater exertion in perfecting his 
inventions. But he mig·ht have thought as 
Prospero did : 

" They are both in either's pmver; but this 
swift business 

I must uneasy make, lest too light winning 
}lake the prize light." 

Bell's immediate financial needs were solved, 
hO\\ever, by the demand that began at this time 
for public lectures by him on the telephone. 
It is hard to realize to-day \1·hat an intense and 
\videspread interest there 11as then in the tele-

phone. I don't believe any new invention could 
stir the public to-day as the telephone did then, 
surfeited as we are now ,,·ith the wonderful 
things that hal'e been invented since. 

Telephone Lcctures.--Bell's first lecture, as I 
have said, was given before a well-known 
scientific society-the Essex Institute-at 
Salem, l\Iass. They \Vere especially interested 
in the telephone because Bell was living at 
Salem during the early telephone experiments. 
The first lecture was free to members of the 
society, but it packed the hall and created so 
much interest that Bell was requested to repeat 
it for an admission fee. This he did to an 
audience that again filled the house. Requests 
for lectures poured in upon Bell after that. 
Such men as Oliver \Vendell Holmes and 
Henry \\'. Longfellow signed the request for the 
Boston lectures. The Salem lectures were soon 
followed bv a lecture in Providence to an 
�tudience of 2,000, by a course of three lectures 
at the largest hall in Boston�all three packed 
-by thr<:>e in Chickering Hall, New York, and 
by others in most of the large cities of New 
England. They all took place in the Spring 
and early Summer of 1877, during which time 
there was little opportunity for experimenting 
for either Bell or myself, which I think now was 
rather a good thing, for we had become quite 
stale and needed a change that would give us 
a nevv influx of ideas. J\Iy part in the lectures 
\\as important, although entirely invisible ;:1.s 
far as the audience was concerned. I was 
ahvays at the other end of the ,,·ire, generating 
and transmitting to the hall wnere Professor 
Bell 11as speaking·, such telephonic phenomena 
as he needed to illustrate his lectures. I would 
haYe at my end circuit breakers�rheotomes, 
we called them-that would utter electric howls 
of various pitches, a lusty cornet player, some
times a small brass band, and an electric organ 
11·ith Edward vVilson to play on it, but the 
star performer was the young man wh0 two 
�·ears before didn't have voice enough to let 
Bell hear his mvn telephone, but in whom that 
two years of strenuous shouting into mouth
pieces of various sizes and shapes had developed 
a voice 1Yith the carrying capacity of a steam 
calliope. My special function in these lectures 
1va.s to show the audience that the telephone 
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could really talk. Not onlv that, I had to do 
all the singing, too, for which my musical 
deficiences fitted me admirably. 

My Telephone Entertainers.-Professor Bell 
would have one telephone by his side on the 
stage where he was speaking, and three or four 
others of the big box variety we used at that 
time would be suspended about the hall, ail 
connected by means of a hired telegraph wire 
\Yith the place where I was stationed, from five 
to twenty-five miles away. Bell would give 
the audience, first, the commonplace parts of 
the show and then would come the thrillers of 
the evening-my shouts and songs. I would 
shout such sentences as, " How do you do," 
" Good evening," " \Vhat do you think of the 
telephone? " which they could all hear, al
though the words issued from the mouthpieces 
rather badly marred by the defective talking 
powers of the telephones of that date. Then l 
\\'ould sing " Hold the Fort," " Pull for the 
Shore,'' ''Yankee Doodle,'' and as a delicate 
allusion to the Professor's nationality, "Auld 
Lang Syne." i\l y sole sentimental song was 
"Do Not Trust Him, Centle Lady." This 
repertoire al\yays brought duwn the house. 
After every song [ would listen at my telephone 
for further directions from the lecturer, and 
always felt the artist's joy when I heard in it 
the long applause that followed each of my 
efforts. I was ahva\'S encored to the limit of 
my repertoire and sometimes had to sing it 
through t\Yice. 

I have always understood tlrnt Profe�sor Hell 
was a tine platform speaker hut this is entireh' 
hearsay on my part for, although 1 spoke ��t 
every one of bi:' lectures, I have never yet had 
the pleasure of hearing him deliver an address. 

First 5,\mnd-Proof Bootlz . - I n making the 
preparations for the ?\ew York lectures I 
incidentally invented the sound-proof booth, but 
as Mr. Lockwood was not then as3ociated with 
us, and for other reasons, I never patented it. 
It happened thus : Bell thought he would like 
to astonish the :'.'Je\v Yorkers by having his 
lecture illustrations sent all tlw way from 
Boston. To determine whether this was 
practicable, he made arrangements to test the 
telephones a few days before on one of the 
Atlantic and Pacific wires. The trial was to 

take place at midnight. Bell \Vas at the Ne\\ 
York end, 1 was in the Boston laboratory. 
Having vividly in mind the strained relations 
already existing with our L:indlady, and realiz
ing the carr:,ing power of my voice \\hen I 
real I y let it gn, as 1 kne\\ I should, have to 
that night , 1 cast about for some device to 
deaden the noise. Time was short and appli
ances scarce, so the best I could do was to 
take the blankets uff our beds and arrange them 
in a sort of loose tunnel, with the telephone 
tied up in one end and the other t>nd open for 
the operator to crawl into. Thus equipped I 
awaited the signal from ?\ew York announcing 
that Bell was read L It came soon after mid
night. Then I connected in the telephone, 
deposited nwself in thcit cavity, and shouted 
and listened for two or three hours. It didn't 
\\'Ork as \H0ll ci; it might. It is a \Yonder some 
of m \' remarks didn't burn ho Jes in the blankets. 
\\'e talked after a fashion but Bell decided it 
wasn't safe tn risk it with a New York audience. 
My sound-proof b ooth, howc\·er, \Vas a com
plete success, as far a:' stopping the sound 
was cnnct>rnecl, for T foun d by cautious inquiry 
next da v that noboch, had heard rnv ro\\', Later . . . 
inventors improved my booth , making it more 
comfortable for a pampered public b ut not a 

hit more sound-proof. 

" The 5,'wpposliti·ius .\fr. Watson."-One of 
those ?\cw York ll'.ctu res looms large in m _v 
memor_i' on account of a nm,el experience I had 
at my end of the \\ irt>. ;\fter hearing me sing, 
the manager of the lectures decided that while 
I might satisfr a Boston audience I would never 
do for a N e\Y York congregation, so he engaged 
a fine baritone soloist-a powerful negro, who 
was to assume the singing part of my program. 
Reing much better acquainted \vith the 
telephone than that manager was I had doubts 
cibout the ac!Yisability of this chang·e in the cast. 
I didn't sa_\· anything, as I didn't want to be 
accused of professional jt>alousy, and I knew 
my rt>pertoire \HHtld be on the spot in case 
things went wrong·. I \Yas stationed that night 
at the telegraph office at '.'Jew Brunswick, New 
Jersey, and 1 and the rest of the usual 
appliances of that end of the lecture went down 
in the afternoon to get things ready. I rehearsed 
my rival and found him a fine singer but had 
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difficultv m getting him to crowd his lips into 
the mouthpiece. He was handicapped for the 
telephone business by being musical, and he 
didn't like the sound of his voice jammed up 
ir. that way. However, he promised to do what 
I wanted when it came to the actual work of 
the evening, and I \vent to supper. \Vhen I 
returned to the telegraph office, just before 
eight o'clock, I found to my horror that the 
young lady operator had invited six or eight 
of her dear friends to witness the interesting 
proceedings. l'\ow, beside'; my musical defici
encies, I had another qualification as a telephone 
man-I was ver_1· modest; in fact, in the 
presence of ladies, extremely bashful. It didn't 
trouble me in the least to talk or sing to a great 
audience, provided, of course, it was a few miles 
away, but \vhen I saw those g·irls, the com
placency with which I had been contemplating 
the probable failure of my fine smger was 
changed to painful apprehension. If he wasn't 
successful a ,·ery bashful young man would 
have a new experience. I should be obliged to 
sing myself before those giggling, unscientific 
1girls. This world \rnuld be a better place ·o 
live in if we all tried to help our fellow-men 
succeed, as I tried that night, when the first 
song was called for, to make my musical friend 
achieve a lyrical triumph on the Metropolitan 
stage. But he sang that song for the benefit 
of those girls, not for Chickering Hall, and !t 
\Yas with a heavv heart that I listened for Belt's 
voice when he finislwd it. The blow fell. In 
his most delightful platform tones, Bell uttered 
the fatal words I had foreboded, " Mr. \Vatson, 
the audience could not hear that. \Von't you 
please sing? " Bell was alwavs a kind-hearted 
man, but he didn't know. However, I nerved 
myself "·ith the thought that that New York 
audience, made sceptical by the failure of that 
song, might be thinking cynical things about 
my beloved leader and his telephone, so I 
turned my back on those girls and made that 
telephone rattle with the stirring strains of 
" Hold the Fort," as it never had before. 
Then I listened again, },h, the sweetness of 
appreciation! That New York audience was 
applauding vigorous! y. \Yhen it stopped, the 
same voice came with a new note of triumph in 
it. " l\fr. \Vatson, the audience heard that 
perfect! y and call for an encore." I sang 

through my entire repertoire and began 
again on " Hold the Fort," before the audience 
wa.s satisfied. That experience did me good, 
I have never had stage fright since. But the 
" suppostitious 1\1 r. \Vatson," as they called 
mP then, had to do the singing at all of Bell's 
subsequent lectures. Nobody else had a chance 
at the job ; one experience was enough for Mr. 
Bell. 

My baritone had his hat on his head and a 
cynical expression on his face, when I finished 
wrirking on thost> song.s. " Is that what vou 
\Vanted? " he asked. " \"" t>S." '� '\:"ell] boss, 
I couldn't do that." Of course he couldn't. 

An Exhibition in Lawrence.-Another occa
sion is burnt into my memory that wasn't such 
a triumph over difficulties. In these lectures 
we always had another trouble to contend with, 
besides the rusty joints in the wires; that was 
the operators cutting in, during the lectures, 
their highest resistance relays, which enabled 
them to hear some of the intermittent current 
effects I sent to the hall. Inductance, retarda
tion, and all that sort of thing which you have 
so largely conquered since, were invented long 
before the telephone was, and were awaiting her 
on earth all ready to slam it when Bell came 
along. Bell lectured at Lawrence, Massachu
setts, one evening in May, and I prepared ro 
furnish him with the usual program from 
the laboratory in Boston. 

But the wire the company assigned us was 
the worst yet. It worked fairlv well \vhen we 
tried it in

. 
the afternoon, but

· 
in the evening 

every station on the line had evidently cut in 
its r�lay, and do my best I couldn't get- a sound 
through to the hall. 

The local newspaper generally sent a reporter 
to my end of the wire to write up the occurrences 
there. This is the report of such an envoy as 
it appeared in the Lawrence paper the morning 
after Bell's lecture there: 

'' l\I r. Fisher returned this morning. He 
says that \Vatson, the organist and himself 
occupied the laboratory, sitting in their shirt 
sleews with their collars off. \Vatson shouted 
his lungs into the telephone mouthpiece, 'Hoy! 
Hoy ! Hoy ! ' and receiving no response in
quired of Fisher if he pardone<l for a little 
' hamburg edging' on his language. Mr. 
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Fisher endeavoured to transmit to his Lawrence 
townsmen the tune of ' Federal Street ' played 
upon the cornet, but the air was not 
distinguishable here. About 10 p.m., vv atson 
discovered the ' Northern Lights ' and found 
his wires alivt> with lightning, which was not 
included in the original scht>me of the telephone. 
He says the loose electricity abroad 10 the 
world was too much for him." 

TVaiting for TI' ats o n.�The next morning a 
poem appeared in the Lawrence paper. The 
\vriter must have sat up all night to write it. 
It was entitled "\Yaiting for \Vatson," and I 

am very proud of the only poem I ever had 
written about me. I am going to ask your 
permissicm to read it. Please notice the great 
variety of human feeling the poet put into it. 
ft even suggests missiles, though it flings none. 

Lawrence, Mass., Daily ,l merican, Tuesday, 
May 29, 1877. 

'V.\IT!�G FOR W.\TSO'.\f. 

To the gr<'at hall W<' strap·J, 
Fairly our r,.,. we paid, 
Seyen hundred thf're de'.aycd, 

But, \\·h,,r,. was \Vat son? 

SeYen hundred souls '''en· there, 
Waiting with stony stare, 
In that t•xpectant air-

\Vaiting for \Vatrnn. 

Oh. how our ears we strnined, 
How our hopes waxf'd and waned, 
Pat iPncc to dregs we drained, 

Yes, '"" did, \\'atson l 

Give but one lusty groan, 
For bread we'll take a stone, 
Ring your old telephone ! 

Ring, brother Watson. 

Douhtlf'ss 'tis ,·cry finP, 
When, all along the line, 
Things work most superfine-

Doubtless 'tis \\Tatson. 

\\'e know that, p\·ery day, 
SchPnws laid to \\'ork and p;iy, 
Fail and " gang aft a-gley "-

Often, friend \Vatson. 

And we '11 not curee, or fling, 
But, next time, do the thing 
A.nd we'll all rise and sing, 

" Bully for Watson ! " 

Or, by the unseen powers, 
Hope in our bosom sours, 
:-.lo telephone in ours-

" Please, Mr. Watson." 

My last Public Appcarance.�But my vaca
tion was about over. Besides raising the wind, 
the lectures had stirred up a great demand for 
telephone lines. The public was ready for the 
telephone long before we were ready for the 
public, and this pleasant artistic interlude had 
to stop ; I was needed in the shop to build 
some telephones to satisfy the insistent demand. 
Fred Gower, a young newspaper man of Prm·i
dence, had become interested with Mr. Bell in 
the lecture work. He had an unique scheme 
for a dual lecture with my illustrations sent from 
a central point to halls i� two cities at the same 
time. I think my last appearance in public 
was at one of these dualities. Bell lectured :·t 
New Haven and Gower gave the talk at Hart
ford, \vhile I was in between at Middletown, 
Conn., with my apparatus, including my songs. 
It didn't work very well. The two lecturers 
didn't speak synchronously. Gower told me 
afterwards that I was giving him, " How do 
you do," when he \Yanted " Hold the Fort," 
and Bell said I made it a\\,kward for him by 
singing "Do Not Trust Him, Gentle Lady," 
when he needed the trombone solo. 

The " Gower-Bell" Telephone.-In the 
following August, Professor Bell married and 
went to England, taking with him a complete 
set of up-to-date telephones, with which he 
intended to start the trouble in that country. 
Fred Gower became so fascinated with lecturing 
on the telephone that he gave up an exclusive 
right l\1r. Hubbard bad granted him for renting 
telephones all over New England, for the 
exclusive privilege of using the telephone for 
lecture purpose.� all over the United States. 
But it \rnsn't remunerative after Bell and I 
gan� it up. The discriminating public preferred 
,\! r. Bel l as speakt>r-and I always felt that the 
singing never reached the early heig·hts. 

Gower went to England later. There he 
made some small modification of Bell's te le
phone, called it the " Gower-Bell " telephone, 
and made a fortune :out of his hyphenated 
atrocity. Later he married Lilian N ordica, 
although she soon separated from him. He 
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became interested in ballooning. The last 
scene in his life before the curtain dropped 
showed a balloon over the waters of the English 
Channel. ,� fishing· boat hails him, "\Vhere 
are you bound? " Ccl\ver's voice replies, "To 
London." Then the balloon and its pilot 
drifted into the mist for ever. 

Developing a Calling Apparatus; Lhe vVatson 
" Bu::::::er.''-,\s l said, I went back to work, 
and rn \' ne xt t\vo year.� was a continuous 
performance. It began to da\vn on us that 
people engaged in getting their living in the 
ordinary walks of life couldn't be expected to 
keep the telephone at their ear all the time 
,,aiting for a call, especially ps it \veighed 
about ten pour�ds then and was as big as a 
small packing case, so it denih-ed on me to get 
up some sort of a call signal. \Villiams on his 
line usf'd to call b_,. thumping· the diaphragm 
through the mouthpiece \vith the hut! of a lead 
pencil. If therf' was someone close to the 
telephone at the other end, and it was very still, 
if did pretty well, but it seriously damaged the 
vitals of the machine and therefore [ decided it 
\vasn't really practical for the general public; 
besides we mig·ht have to suppl_,. a pencil with 
every telephone and that \\ould be expensive. 
Then I rigged a little hammer i•1side the box 
with a button on the outside. \\Tnen the button 
\ms thumped the hammer would hit the side of 
the diaphragm \vherf' it could not bf' damaged, 
the usual electrical transformation took place, 
and a much more modest hut still unmistakable 
thump would isue from the telephone at the 
other end. 

That was the first calling apparatus ever 
devised for use with the telephone, not counting 
\\Tilliams' lead pencil, and several \\·ith that 
attachment were put into practical use. But 
the exacting public \vanted something hetter, 
and I devised tlw \Vatson " Buzzer "-the only 
practical use \Ve e\·er made of the harmonic 
teleg-raph relics. :Many of these were sent out. 
It was a vast improvement on the vVatson 
"Thumper," but still it didn't take the popular 

fancy. I t  madf' a sound quite like the horsnadish 
g·rater autonwbile signal \Ye are so familiar \Yith 
nmv-a-days, and aroused just the same feeling 
oF resentment which that does. It brought me 
on!:· a fleeting fame for I soon superseded it 

by a magneto-electric call bell that solved the 
problem, and was destined to make a long
suffering public turn cranks for the next fifteen 
years or so, as it never had before, or ever will 
hereafter. 

Perhaps I didn't have any trouble with the 
plaguey thing ! The generator part of it was 
only an adaption of a magneto shocking 
machine I found in Davis' Manual of Magnet
ism and workf'd well enough, but I was guilty 
of the jingling part of it. At any rate, I felt 
guilty \vhen letters began to come from our 
agents reciting· their woes with the thing, which 
the_r said had a trick of sticking and failing on 
the most important occasions to tinkle in 
response to the frantic crackings of the man 
who wanted you. But I soon got it so it 
behaved itself and it has been good ever since, 
for I have been told that nothing better has ever 
been invented, that they have been manu
factured by the millions all over the world, and 
that identical jingler to-day does practically all 
the world's telephone calling. 

" Tl'illiams' Coj]lns.''-For some reason, my 
usual good luck I presume, the magneto call 
hells didn't get my name attached to them. J 

never regrPtted this, for the agents, who bought 
them from \Villiams, impressed by the long 
and narrow box in which the mechanism was 
placed, promptly christened them " vVilliams' 
Coffins." I always thought that a narrow 
escape for me ! 

The first few hundreds of these call bells were 
a continuous shock to me for other reasons than 
their failure to respond. I used on them a 

switch, that had to be thrown one way by hand, 
when the telephone \vas being used, and then 
thrown back by hand to put the bell in circuit 
again. But the average man or woman 
wouldn't do this more than half the time, and 
I \vas obliged to try a series of devices, which 
culminated in that remarkable achievement of 
the human brain-the automatic switch hook
that only demanded of the public that it should 
hang up the telephone after it got through 
talking. This the public learned to do quite 
well after a few :·ears of practice. 

THE BLAKE TRANS:\IITTER. 

You wouldn't believe me if I should tell you 
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a tithe of the difficulties we got into by flexible 
cords breaking inside the covering, when we 
first began to use hand telephones ! 

Then they began to clamour for switchboards 
for the first centrals, and individual call bells 
began to keep me awake at nights·. The latter 
were very important then, for such luxuries as 
one station lines were scarce. Six to twenty 
stations on a wirt' was the rule, and we were 
trying hard to get a signal that would call one 
station without disturbing tht' \vhole town. All 
of these and many other things had to be done 
at once, and, as if this was not enough, it 
suddenly became nt'ces�ar_1· for me to devise a 
battery transmitter. Tlw \V t'Stern Union 
people had discovert'd that the telephone was 
not such a toy as they had thought, and as our 
100,000-dollar offer \vas no longer open for 

acceptance, they decided to get a share of the 
business for them.'ielves, and Edison evolved 
for them his carbon-button transmitter. This 
\ms the hardest blo\v vet. 

\Ne \Vere still using the magneto transmitter, 
although Bell's patent clearly covered the 
battery transmitter. Our transmitter \\'aS doing 
much to develop the American voice and lungs, 
making them powerful but not melodious. 
This was, by the way, the telephone epoch 
when they used to say that all the farmers 
waiting in a countr_1• grocery would rush out 
and hold their horses \vhen thev smv anv one 
preparing to use the telepho.ne. Edison's 
transmitters talked louder than the magnetos 
we were using and our agents began to clamour 
for them, and I had to work nights to get up 
something just as good. Fortunately for my 
constitution, Frank Blake came along with his 
transmitter. We bought it and I got a little 
sleep for a few days. Then our little David of 
a corporation sued that big Goliath, the 
Western Union Company, for infringing the 
Bell patents, and I had to devote my leisure 
to testifying in that suit, and making ;eproduc
tions of the earliest apparatus to prove to the 
court that they would really talk and were not 
a bluff, as our opponents were asserting. 

Then I put in the rest of mv leisure making 
trips among our agents this side of the ·Missis
sippi to bring them up to date and see what the 
enemy were up to. I kept a diary of those trips. 
It reads rather funnily to-day, but I won't go 
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into that. It would detract from the serious-
ness of this discourse. 

vVire Tro u b les.-Nor must I forget an 
occasional diversion in the way of a sleet storm 
w

_
hich, combining with our wires then begin

�rng to fill the air with house top lines and pole 
Imes along the sidewalks, would make things 
extreme! y interesting for all concerned. I don't 
ff-member ever going out to erect new poles 
and run wires after such a catastrophe. I think 
I must have done so, but such a triffling matter 
naturally would have made but little impression 
upon me. 

Is it any wonder that my memory of those 
two years seems like a combination of the 
Balkan war, the rush hours on the subway 
and a panic on the stock market? 

TURNll\'(i TO OTHER ACTIVITIES. 

i\1 y connection with the telephone business 
ceased in 1881. The strenuous years I had 
passed through had fixed in me a habit of not 
sleeping at night as much as I should, and a 
doctor man told me I \rnuld better go abroad 
for a year or two for a change. There was not 
the least need of this, but as it coincided exactly 
with my desires, and as the telephone busine;s 
had become, I thought, merely a matter of 
routine, with nothing more to do except pay 
dividends and fight infringers, I resigned my 
position as General Inspector of the Company, 
and went OYer the ocean for the first time. 

\Vhen I returned to America a year or so 
later, I found the telephone busine�s had not 
suffered in the least from my absence, but there 
were so man_v better men doing the work that 
I had been doing, that I didn't care to go into 
1r again. 

I was looking for more trouble in life and so 
went into shipbuilding, where I found all I 

needed. 
Before Mr. Bell went to England on hi·3 

bridal trip, we agreed that as soon as the tele

phone became a matter of routine business he 

and I \vould begin experimenting on flying 
machines, on which subject he was full of ideas 

at that early time. I never carried out this 

agreement. Bell did some notable work on air

ships later, but I turned my attention to battle

ships. 

w 
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l\lt GI\EATEST PRIDE. 
Such is my very inadequate story of the 

earliest days of the telephone so far as they made 
part of my life. To-day when I go into a 
central office or talk over a long distance wire 
or read the annual report of the ,\merican 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, filled with 
figures up in the millions and even billions, 
when I think of the growth of the business, and 
the marvellous improvements that have been 
made since the day I left it, thinking there was 

nothing more to do but routine, I must say that 
all that early work I have told vou about seems 
to shrink into a very small mea�ure, and, proud 
as I ahvays shall be, that I had the opportunity 
of doing some of that earliest work mvself mv 

- ' . 

greatest pride. is that I am one of the great 
army of telephone men, everv one of whom 
has phl)·Pd his part in making- the TelPphorw 
Service what it is tn-dav. 

l thank you. 
. 

LOCAL CENTRE NOTE& 

LONDON CENTRE. 
The Session was opened on the gth October 

by l\Ir. E. J. \Voods, A.M.I.E.E., who read a 
paper on " The Main Underground System of 
Great Britain." The paper dealt exhaustively 
with the development of the system and the pro
cedure at Headquarters, and was illustrated bv 
lantern slides showing the progress that had bee� 
made particularly since the \Var. There was a 
good attendance and an interesting discussion. 

The second meeting of the Session was re
garded with keen interest. Mr. H. G. S. Peck, 
B.Sc., M.I.E.E., gave a paper entitled "The 
Director Exchange in Practice " before a 
crowded audience, \vho fully appreciated the 
t>xcellent reading of the paper and the lucid 
description of the lantern slide illustrations. 

The second half of this rnt>Pting was prt>sided 
over by the President, Col. Purves, who intro
duced Dr. Thomas \Vatson, the assistant to 
.\lexander Graham Bell in the invention and 
development of the telephone, \\'ith his customary 
fr! ici tousness. 

Dr. \Vatson's address" The Birth of the Tele
phone," was listened to with intPnse interest and, 
e1s he unfolded the enthralling story of the early 
history and the struggles to develop the tele
phone system, one could not lwlp but realise hmv 
much was due to the pioneers of those far-off 
davs. The Lecture Theatre of the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers can seldom have held so 
large an audience and certainly no lecturer can 
have had a more interested and enthusiastic one. 

The evening will be a pleasant memory to all 
for many long years. (Dr. Watson's address is 
gh•en in lhe preceding pages). 

The discussion on l\Ir. Peck's paper was 
resumed on Tuesday, the 4th December, and 
proved of great interest and value. '.\Ianv of the 
speakers came from the Contractors' si.de and 
expressed their views on circuit design and relay 
requirements. Mr. Pt>ck ably replied. 

· 

I :\'FORi\IAL '.\1 EETING s. 

The first Informal meeting was held on 
October 23rd, when '.\Ir. P. J. Ridd, l\I.I.E.E., 
gave a lecture on " Transmission Effi.ciencv 
;I'ests on Subscribers' 1\pparatus, London Di;
trict." The su bsPquent discussion was opened 
by '.\Ir. Hudson, of the Research Section, who 
later demonstrated the apparatus on view. 

:Many members took part in the JiscussioP and 
it was only the operation of the time limit that 
enabled the Chairman tn close the meeting at 
the usual time. 

l\Ir. Ridd replied to many of the points raised 
and many of the members remained behind to 
explore the mysterit>s underl:·ing the testing of 
subscribers' apparatus. 

The sec·ond meeting was held on 27th Novem
ber, when '.\Jr. Cowie, '.\l.I.E.E., gave a talk on 

" Staff Characteristics, Character judging. Talk 
on personal characteristics." Owing to Mr. 
Cowie's recent illness the paper was read by Mr. 
Geer. ,\s was generally expected the matter was 
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both grave and gay and tlw illustrations were 
interesting and apposite. 

The subseqtwnt discussion was opened by 
Capt· Hines. i\Iany other speakers followed 
and it is very encouraging to see that more of 
the younger members are taking advantage of 
these meetings to air their vinvs in public. 

Mr. Cowie replied with his usual facility and 
it is the sincere hope of everyone that h� will 
soon be completely restored to health. 

T.H. 

SCOTLAND \VEST CENTRE. 

The opening meeting of the session was held 
in the Society's Room, Royal Technical 
College, Glasgow, on rst October, when Mr. 
H. J. McNamara delivered a lecture on " In
effective Time." 

At the outset, the lecturer stated that it was 
not intended in the lecture to cover all the points 
v.:hich might be embraced by the title, but rather 
to confine his remarks to consideration of in
effective time in regard to fairly small develop
ment works affecting, say, a city block of 
buildings, and so leave time for the meeting to 
discuss the que,1tion in all its aspects. 

The lecturer pointed out the growing difficul
ties in regard to safe accommodation for stores 
and handcarts required for the work, the 
gradual adoption for garage purposes of areas 
formerly available, and the increasing necessity 
for limiting the extf'nt of interference with road 
traffic, all of these circumstances having a ten
dency to increase ineffective timf'. Half a mile 
was stated to be not an unusual distance 
bet\,·een the scene of operations and the point :A 

storage. Methods of conducting the "·ork with 
a view to limiting ineffective time were dealt 
with. 

,�fter considerable discussion on the points 
raised by the lecturer, the meeting was thrown 
open to general discussion of the subject. The 
prevailing vie\v appeared to he that improved 
motor transport \vould do more than anvthinrr . "' 

else to re
.
duc

.
e ineffecti\·e time in the outlying 

areas, \vhde improved facilities for storage and 
transport would improve matters in the city 
areas. 

The second meeting of the Session was held 
ine the Societies' Room, Royal Technical Col-

lege, Glasgow, on 28th November. After the 
routine business had been transacted the film 
" Voices across the Sea," illustrating the opera
tion of a wireless call between San Francisco and 
Plymouth, was exhibited. 

:\Ir. E. J. \\'oods, "\ .i\Ll.E.E., Engineer-in
Chief's Office, then read his paper entitled" The 
:\Iain lTndergro11nd Trunk Cable System of 
Great Britain." 

Members of the local centre are reminded of 
the fixture on 2nd February, at 7 .30 p.rn. under 
the auspices of the Scietific Society of the Royal 
Technical College, when l\Ir. E. S. Ritter, of 
the Engineer-in-Chief's Office, will deliver a 

lecture on " Pictur e  Telegraphy," to which 
I.P.O.E.E. members are specially invited. 

H. C. M. 

NORTHERN CENTRE. 

The opening meeting of the Session was held 
on the 17th October, when Mr. J. R. Edwards 
read a paper on " The Output of the \Vorker, 
and Suggestions for Improving." Mr. Edwards 
mentioned co-ordination, superv1s10n, suit
ability of men, energy and zeal, methods of 
regulations, and tools as being the leading 
factors governing the output of the worker, and 
after making comments under each of these 
heads he proceeded to suggest : 

That no gang should contain more than five 
men, including the Foreman. 

That Loral or Advice l\ote g·angs should be 
comprised of three or four men, including the 
Foreman. 

That more motor vans could be used with 
advantage, the vans being made to seat four or 
five men, and be fitted with drum barrows for 
running off line wire. The fitting of a light 
crane and winch for pole erections, and the 
carrying of a telescopic ladder, were also sug
gested. 

Respecting the hours of duty of workmen, 
:\Ir . Edwards suggested that during the summer 
months the 48 hours should be spread over five 
days only, the author regarding Satmda_v 
morning· as being· an unprofitable work day, and 
as regards the winter months, it vvas suggested 
that eight hours should be worked on each of 
the six week days. The giving of a bonus to 
gangs on completed units of work was also 
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suggested. To avoid the loss of time in locat
ing split couplings under made pavements, it 
was suggested that where conduits are laid on 
footpaths the line of trench should be marked 
on the surface by metal studs. The use of 
short, tubular, galvanised, iron poles in 
selected areas was also suggested as a measure 
of economy, as was also the use of a special 
insulator which would obviate the necessity for 
" binding-in." As \\'aS expected, the paper 
provoked a brisk discussion. 

At a representative gathering held on the 
22nd instant, }lr. H. R. J. Dunthorne of this 
District, who has been promoted to fill tht� 
Executive Engineer's vacancy at Canterbury, 
was presented \Yith a handsome canteen of 
cutlery. The Superintending Engineer, l\Ir. J. 
R. l\I. Elliott, in making the presentation, 
referred to the zeal, energy, and conspicuous 
ability with which Mr. Dunthorne had dis
charged his duties, and assured l\I r. Dunthorne 
that he carried with him the good wishes of the 
staff of the Northern District. 

Owing to office changes, Mr. T. E. Preston 
has had to relinguish the duties of Local 
Librarian, and at the last general meeting a 

hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Preston, for the 
ungrudging services he has rendered, was 
carried with acclamation. Mr. J. W. Kenyon 
has consented to act as Librarian, and applica
tions for periodicals, etc., should be made to 
him. 

NORTHERN IRELAND CENTRE. 

A very pleasant and interesting Social func
tion took place at the Post Office Ex-Service 
Men's Association Headquarters, Belfast, on 
the evening of the r 4th September last when a 
large attendance from the Engineering Depart
ment and other branches of the Service met to 
say farewell to .Mr. H. H. Broomhead, Assistant 
Engineer, Belfast, who retired from the Service 
on the 20th August last, having reached the age 
limit. 

Major Comport, M.C., M.I.E.E., R.E., 
Superintending Engineer, presided, and was 
supported by l\Ir. G. Laslett, Sectional Engi
neer. ".\fter a few pleasing musical numbers, 
the Chairman introduced the main item of the 
evening by a feeling reference to the many 

excellent qualities possessed by the guest, which 
sentiments were subscribed to by a large 
number of the Company representing all 
branches of the Engineering Department. 
Major Comport on behalf of the Staff asked 
Mr. Broomhead to accept a wallet of Treasury 
Notes as a token of the high esteem and regard 
in which he '"·as generally held throughout the 
District, together with their best wishes for his 
future happiness and prosperity. :\I r. Broom
head thanked the Company for their kind 
expression of good wishes and their handsome 
present and stated that after haying been nearly 
a quarter of a century in Belfast in close touch 
with the many activities of the Department he 
could hardly realise that he had ceased to be an 
active member, and so keenly did he feel this 
severance from his old colleagues that he had 
decided to return to the old countn·, but he 
would ever cherish the memorv of 

-
the many 

good friends he \Vas leaving in 
-
Ireland. 

It is with deep regrf't we announce the deatb 
under sudden and tragic circumstances of Mr. 
R. H. Gilliland, Inspector, a prominent and 
enthusiastic ::\km ber of the Institution. 

Mr. Gilliland complained of feeling unwell 
shortly after commencing Jut\' on the Hth 
December. He suddenly collapsed and died 
within a short time. 

The sympathy of the Committee and l\Iembers 
of the Institution was conveved to the widow and 
relatives, and the funeral, 

-
which took place on 

the I 1th December, was attended b�, representa
tives of all grades of the Sen·ice. 

:'-JORTH \VESTERX CENTRE. 

The opening meeting· of the rc)28-29 Session 
was held at Preston on the 16th October, 1928, 
when a paper entitled " The l\Iain C nderground 
Trunk Cable System of the British Isles '' was 
read by ::\Ir. E. J. \Voods, ,\.l\I.I.E.E., of the 
Engineer-in-Chief's Office .. The Chairman of 
the Centre (l\Ir. J. }f. Shackleton, ::\1.1.E.E.) 
presided. 

::\ir. \Voods opened his paper with a brief 
summary of the growth of the Main Cable 
System with reference to the more important 
cables laid up to December, ICJ2i. He then 
proceeded to review the development of the 
present high-grade cable, also touching upon the 
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earlier types of cable. Headquarters procedure 
in relation to cable schemes was explained and 
the following· items covered : - Development 
Study, Lay-out of cables, etc., District pro
cedure, Duct and '.\lanhole Construction, Boring 
:'dacl1ines, Cable l\Ianufacture and Laying, 
Specifications, Phantom Circuits, Loading 
Coils, Carr ier \\'ave Telephony, etc. The paper 
was illustrated b_1· lantern slides and followed by 
a discussion. 

On the 12th NO\·ember, 1<)28, a paper was n�ad 
by .\I r. \V. S. Procter, of the District Head
quarters Technical Section, entitled " Cordless 
B. Key-sending Positions in Director and non
J)irector .\reas." The paper opened \\·ith a 
g·eneral review of the objects of Cordless B. Kn·
�ending Positions and a compre l wnsive descri))
tion of the actual equipment and its operations. 
:\lr. Pructl'r then dealt with the arrangement of 

the apparatus in the Exchange and explained at 
length the functions of the component parts. 
The paper was illustrated by lantern slides and 
there was a discussion. 

The third meeting of the Session was held at 
Preston on the 10th December, r<)28, when '.\Ir. 
T. E. Tootell read a paper entitled " Some 
)Jutes on the Maintenance of l\lachine Tele

!2,'ra phs . '' '.\I r. Too tell reviewed the systems 
leading up to the machine telegraphs now in 

US<' and described in general terms the functions 
of the various machines. The details of the 
\\'lwatstone Perforatur , Transmitter and Re
ceiver, the Haudot, Teleprinter 2:\ and 3:\, etc., 
were explained and the maintenance of the 
apparatus fullv described. The paper was 

illustrated bv lantern slides, and a disrnssion 
followed. 

D.B. 

THE INSTITUTION OF P.O. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS NOTICES. 

BOOTH-BAUDOT AW ARD. 

The Council wishes lo call attention lo the " Booth
Baudot .\ward " of £5 which is now offered annually for 
tlw best irnpro,·enwnt in Te'.cgraph , Te�ephonc or vVireless 
.\pparatus or Systems. The mYard for the year 1928 is 
gm·erned by the following conditions:-

1. The A ward will be r<'stricted to employees of the 
British Post Office. 

2. .\pplications for the Award should be made between 
1 st January and 3 1 sl March, 1929, and such applica

tions should refer to impro,·emcnts m·1de, or 
,;uggested, during the twelve months ending 31st 
Dl'l'cmber, 1928. 

Attention is drawn to the fact that recipients of 
A\\·ards via the Post Office Awards Scheme in re,pect 
to any improvement in telegraph, telephone or 

,,·ireless apparatus or systems are eligible to apply flor 
th<' Booth-Baudot Award in respect thereto. 

3. Tlw .\\\·ard may be withheld at the discretion of tlw 
Council of the Institution of Post Office Electrical 
En gineers if, after full consideration of the applica
tions received, the adjudicators appo.inted by the 
Council arc of the opinion that no award is 
warranted. 

4. Applications for the Award, accompanied by full 
details of the improvement, should be addressed to 

the Secretary, The Institution of Post Office 
Electrical Engi1wers, G.P.O. (Alder House), London, 
E.C.I. 

December, 1928. 

R. V. HANSFORD, 
Secretary, 

1 928. 
1 Oct. 

or 
5 :-.; ()\'. 

2., :\° OL 

I<J29· 
-t Feb. 

2 c\pl. 

1928. 

27 i\T (l\', 

18 Dec. 

1929. 

15 Jan. 

19 Feb. 

1') :\far. 
16 .\pl. 

LOCAL CENTRE PROGRAMMES. 

SCOTL.\:\D \\'EST CE:\'TRE. 

H. r. l\Ic:.i .\MAR.I. -
., U nc.lt-·rground Con:-;truction. '' 

E. J. Wooos, .\. M . L E.E. (H.-in-C.O.). 
" Ti'P :\lain C nderground Trunk C;ciJlt· Systc111 

of the British Isles." 

i\. TrniMsoK. 
" Strowger . .\utomatics." (Supplementary to 

la�t ye�1r's paper). 
.\ .. \RKOLD. 

" Glasgow Repccttcr Station." 
.\. l!uosoN. (E.-in-C.0.). 

" Routine Tt>sting of Subscribers' 'Transmitters 
ctnd Rccci\·ers for Efficiency in Situ." 

SC:OTL.\\' D E.\ST CE:.iTl� E. 

E. J. Woons, ,L\1.1.E.E. ( l\.-i11-C.O.). 
"The i\lain linderground Trunk Cable Sysl<'lll 

of tlw British Isles." 
R. (;OODFELLO"T· 

" Tr·1ining of 'Youths." 

(;. H. DoL:r;us. 
" l\otes on B:1ttery Cour�c . .\lay, 1928. H 

I-I. BURGHER. 
" Cabling ;111d Jointing. ,. 

Short papers and inform:t! dbcussions. 
To be arranged. 



1928. 
6 NO\'. 
4 Dec. 

1929. 
15 Jan. 
12 Feb. 

l 2 !\Jar. 

1() :\pl. 

l.P.O.E.E. 

NORTH IREL\l\ll CENTRE. 

Chairman's i\ddn;ss. 
(a) Film-'' \'oicPs ��cru�..; tlw Sc;1. '' 
(b) W. S. KEOWN. 

" Beams, <;iniei-.s and RPinforu_'lllPnts a:-; used 
in Underground Construct ic•n." 

To be arranged. 
R. T. RomNsoK. ( E.-i11-C.O.). 

'' ::\Iotor Transport.'' 
E. J. Woons, :\.M.l.E.E. ( H.-i11-C.O.). 

" The !\lain Underground Trunk Cable Sy>tcm 
of the Britioh Isles. '' 

i\. S. RENSIL\W. (E.-in-C.0.). 
" Some considerations r<'lat ing to the Clerical 

Organisation of the Engi1wering Depart
tnent." 

THE INSTITUTION OF P.O. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. 

Officers of Colonial and Foreign Telegraph Administrations 
who are engaged in Electrical Engineering Works may be 
admitted as Colonial and Foreign Corresponding Members 
respectively, after application. 

Subscription payable annually in advance on lSt April in 
each year: 

Colonial Members 
Foreign 

£1 0 0 
£1 10 0 

These sums include Annual Subscription to the Journal of 
P.O. Electrical Engineers and the supply of all Professional 
Papers issued during the period co\·ered by subscription. 

Forms of application for Colonial and Foreign Membership 
can be obtained on application to 

.\'OTICES. 

The Secretary, 
Institution of P.O.E. Engineers, 

G.P.O., Alder House, E.C.1 

or the undermentioned gentlemen who have kindly agreed 
to act as representatives of the Institution in their respective 
countries:-

R. Badenach, Esq., B.Sc. (Melb.), 
Chief Electrical Engineers Office, 

Postmaster Generals Department, 
Treasury Gardens, 

Melbourne, 

I-I. C. Brent, Esq., 
The Laboratory, 

G.P.O., 

Australia. 

Wellington, N Z. 

N. l\. Banerjee, Esq., A.M.I.E.E. (Ind.), 
Divisional Engineer, Telegraphs, 

Calcutta West Division, 
8, Wellesley Place, 

Calcutta, 
India. 

A. T. Kingston, Esq., M.B.E., A.M.l.E.E., 
Office of the Chief Engineer, 

Telegraphs & Telephones, 
C.T.O., 

Colombo, 
Ceylon. 

:\. J. Kellaway, Esq., 
Department of Posts and Tc�egraphs, 

P.O. Box 366, 
Pietermaritzburg, 

South Africa. 



�lR. J. \\' . •  \'l'KINSON, M.1.E.E. :Bi 

MR. J. W. ATKINSON, M.l.E.E. 

MR. J. w. ATKJ);SCJX. 

. \l1L J. \\'. .\ T i-: 1 :-:sc >:-: , \\"ho, on 1s1 June last, 
\\':IS promote<l to th<' S1qwrintt·nding Engineer
ship of the :\"orth-Eastern District, \\"ith head
quarters at Leeds, enten·d the service of the Post 
Oftice as a Telegraph Learnt'r in .\ pril, 1893 . 

. \ft er six :-ears' \York as a teleg-ra ph ist lw \\"as 
l rnnsfrrred to the Engirwering· Dep:trlmenl as a 
Junior Clerk; and. in July, llJOO, \\"<IS promute<l 
lo a Clerkship in till' Eng·irwer-in-Chief's Office, 
,,.JH're lw sen·ed under .\lr. R . .\ldlroy, (no\\·) 
I .S.< > . . ,,·ho al that time \Yas 1wrsonal assistant 
to tilt' Engineer-in-Chief, .\I r. J. Hookey. 

In 1qo2, .\lr .. \tkinson competed fur a Sl'cond 
t 'lass Engineership at He:.1dq11arters an<l \Yas 
a;;signed lo the Examination Section, undC'r till' 
lat1· .\lr. H. Harln('ll, .\1.1.E.E .. : a fr,, 111ontl1s 
lat('r h(' \\ as :--l'l1·ctl'<l to ad as personal assist;1nt 
to the late \lr . .\LU"tin F. Roberts, .\l.lnst.C.E., 
,\ssistant En�1neer-in-Chief, thus comrng into 

close contact with the numerous cng;ineering and 
administratin� problems associated with the pre
I<JI I Lon Jon Telephone System. 

In September, 1907, \Ir. ,\tkinson took chctr�!t' 
of the Sutton and Epsom Section, lransferri;1g 
10 Kingston in .\larch, t�)o8; and in October, 
l<JIO, he was promoted to a First Class EnL:·i1wc·r

ship in charge of the Bristol Section. \ year 
later he was assigned to one of the · • Croup-; " 

formed for tli-� purpost' of clwcking the :\alional 
Telephone Company's plant inventor.'· and for 
collecting dat;1 for use in the Yalu:11io11 pnH'c•t•d
ings. 

In 1911, .\Ir. c\tkinson \\"as nomi n:i l ed by the 
Engineer-in-Chief (\Iajor \\' .. \. J. O'.\/eara, 
C.:\l.G.) for an :\ssistant Staff Enginet'rship 
and, after examination In· the Ci,·il St>rvice Com
missioners, was appointed on qlh Drcember, 
1911, to the Construction Section, the Staff 
Engineer being .\lr. J. Sinnott, (now) O.B.E. 

In .March, 1<)26, hm·ing expressed a desire to 
refresh his knowledge of  District activities, Mr . 
,\tkinson \\·as transferred lo the London En
gineering· District and (in his own words) thus 
had the pleasun· nf rerH'\\'ed association with Mr. 
:\!dlrov. 

It is \Jr .. \1kinson"s ideal that the British P.O. 
Cu11111111nication Sen·ices shall he equal, at least, 
to tl1<1st· of a n 1· olher administration in the world; 
and ii 111:1\· iw :1ss11111t'd that this explains his 
markt•d int.1·n·st in the work of the Institution of 
Post Oflin· Ell'ctrical Engineers. He was one 
of 1h1· founders of the Society of Post Office 
E nL!·i 1w1·rs. \\'hose intended work in the sphere of 
1t·c irnical t•ducation was taken over by the lnstitu
tion; lw acted as Secretary to the Institution 
" Formation Committee " and for the first t\\u 
n·;1rs to the Institution itself; and since then has 
�ern·d as llunurarv Treasurer lo the Institution. 
and as a .\!ember.and also as Chairman uf the 
Board of Edit0rs of this Journal. 



MR. H. WILSON. 

MR. H. WILSON. 

MR. H. WILSOJI;. 

MR. WILSON retired from the Service on the 
31st July, but returned to Cardiff in the first 
week in October, where he was entertained by 
the South Wales District and presented with a 
half-hunter gold watch and a grandfather's 
clock fitted with Westminster chimes, and also 
with an inkstand from the office Cricket Club. 
Taking the keenest inlerest in the welfare of the 
staff-it is said he was known personally by 
and knew the idiosyncracies of every member 
of the South \Vales district-he was immensely 
popular and consequently secured the enthusi
asm and best efforts of all grades of the service , 

and his retirement after one year 's extension 
was deeply regretted throughout the district . 

I le entered the service as a telegraphist at 
Newcastle-on-tyne on the 17th July, 1882, and 
imn1ediately began to take an interest in the 
technical side of the "·or!L He found time, 
hmvever, to join the volunteers and for ten years 
he was an active member of the Tynside 
Division of Submarine Miners. Later in life 
this training bore fruit and he rendered valu
able sen·ice in the volunteer signal corps raised 

in London during I he war and known colloqu
ially as " (;union's Curkhas." :\I r. \Vi Ison, in 
1892, was appoinled a Rday Clerk at Morfa 
'.\ievin, and four years later he was promoted to 
Second Class Engineer in charge of Carmarthen 
Section. When the P .0. started the telephon
ing of London, selected engineers were chosen 
from the districts for the \nirk, and l\Ir. Wilson 
came to Hampstead as First Class Engineer in 
June, 1902. He was nominated to sit at a 
competitive Civil Sen·ice examination, and in 
H)o8 he was appointed Staff Engineer Second 
Class in the Designs Section. During his 
service at headquarters he acted as guide, 
philosopher and friend to various batches ,.f 
�·oung engineers recruited from outside the 
service and initiated them into the mvsteries of 
telephone and telegraph practice. He was also 
a member of the Awards Committee , P.O. 
representative on the B.E.S.,\. Committee 
which drew up the specification for materials 
used in and the construction of Chemical Fire 
Extinguishers, and for twenty years he was 
lecturer in Telegraph.'· and Telephony at Batter
sea Polytechnic. Second in command to the 
present Engineer-in-Chief in the Designs 
Section, Mr. \\'ilson rt'n<lered verv valuahle 
service during the \\<If period and assisted Col. 
Purves in the design an<l supply of new signal 
apparatus for tlw armies in the field. He has 
many humorous incidenL.; to tell of his experi
ences with inventors, whose ideas were not 
always so indispensable to the Department as 
their authors imagined. 

In April, 1<p.f, l\lr. \Vilson Wt'nt to South 
\Vales as Assistant Superintending Engineer 
and three months later he took charge of the 
district as Superintending Engineer . 

In spite of his forty-six years strenuous 
service, Mr. \Vilson does nut think he requires 
a rest. He has joined the firm of Thomas 
\Vatson and Son, Dudden Hill Lane , scientific 
instrument makers, as consultant and technical 
representative, and is carrying on with his un
failing energy and good humour. 
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W. S. TINSLEY, M.I.E.E. 

MR. w. s. TINSLEY. 

MR. \V. S. TINSLEY, Sectional Engineer at 
Bradford, retired at the end of October after 
completing forty-three years' service. l\1r. 
Tinsley commenced his service in the Telegraph 
Department at Hull in 1885, and in 1894 he was 
nominated to a Junior Clerkship in the Engineer
ing Department at Li,·erpool. This was followed 
by promotion to Newcastle in 1896. Five years 
later he was promoted to Engineer in London, 
and in 1909 a further step was taken when he 
took charge of the BracJford Section. 

l\Ir. Tinsley was in charge of the Bradford 
Section for nineteen years. It is well known that 
this section is a heavy one. To estimate :Mr. 
Tinsley's services to the Department one must 

visualise the conditions ex1st111g in the \Vest 
Riding some years ago, when Bradford was 
served mainly with overhead wires, when the 
Exchanges were worked by systems since dis
placed, and overloaded routes of open wires 
crossed the moorland in all directions. All 
these things are better to-day, and the knowledcre 
that IH� has helped, mat�riallv, towards tl�s 
impron�ment is Mr. Tinsley 's ,;,ost satisfactory 
reward. 

As a 
. 
nm rk of esteem from colleagues and 

friends, Mr. Tinsley was presr·nted with a silver 
tea service and a gramophone, at a com
plimentary dinner in Bradford. The chair \Vas 
taken by Mr. J.C. \Valker, c\ssistant Engineer. 
T

.
hose present included the Superintending En

gmeer, l\lr. J. \V. ,\tkinson; the late Superin
tending Engineer, ;\Ir. T. B. Johnson; Mr. \V. 

J. Bailey, Staff Engineer, London; ;\Jr. G. S. 
\Vallace, Assistant Superintendinl)" Eno-ineer · 

� b ' 

�1r. G. Richardson, Sectional Engineer, Birr11-
111gham; Mr. Bell Smith, Postmaster of Brad
ford; l\I r. T. ,\. Bates, District :\Ianager, and 
Mr. H. B. Sutcliffe, late District .\Ianager 

It is the wish of his many friends that 1\1 r. 
Tinsley will be happy in the years to come. 
Judging by his variety of interests, such as golf, 
bowls and music, there should be little doubt in 
the matter. As Honorary Secretary of the 
Bradford Musical Union h� has a wid� circle of 

friends. Mr. Tinsley will not be leaving Brad
ford, and there will be much opportunity of 
meeting him in the future. This will J;e a 
particular pleasure to his old friends in the N.E. 
District. 

G.M.B. 
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Name. 

Pink, E. A. 

Upton, S. 

Cornfoot, T. 

Wise, Capt. F. II. 

WildgO{JSP, G. H. A. 

Buchanan, J. 

Coxon, J. 

Clack, C. \V. 

.\kast, .\. C. S. 

Nichols , J. C. 

Chapman, F. G. 

Stevens, F. 

Soper, R. E. 

Carr, A. S. 

Corkett, H. 

\Voodhouse, B. \V. 

Cohen, .\. J. 

l\labey, H. 

Hcwf'tt, J. E. 

\\'ood, \\'. T. 

Hines, l I. T. 

Beal, F. F. 

Storey, W. J. 

Hopper, E. 

Lisle, R . ... 

Mitchell, C. A. 

Pendry, S. D. 

Beazer, F. C. 

Hourig:rn, H. F. 

ST.\ F'l: CHANGES. 

STAFF CHANGES. 

POST OFFICE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 

PROMOTIONS. 

Grade. 

Exf 'cutiYc Enginee r, Bristol Section, 
S. West District. 

E xecutin_• Engineer, Prtston Section, 
N. West District. 

Executive Engineer, Liverpool 
External Section. 

S. Lanes. District . 
Executiye Engineer, Exeter Sect i on, 

S. West D istri ct. 
.\ssi�tant Engineer, Technicla SPction, 

S. Lanes. District. 
. \ssistant Engineer, Preston Section, 

N. West District. 
,\ssistant Engineer, Power Section, 

"1. Wales District. 
Assistant Engineer, Designs Section, 

E.-in-C.O. 
Chief Inspector, 

London Engineering Distr i ct . 
Chief Inspector, 

S. Midland District. 
Chief Inspector, 

Stonehaven Radio. 
Chief Inspector, 

E.-in-C.0. 
Chief Inspector, 

S. West District. 
Chief Inspector, 

N. West District. 
Chief Inspector, 

London Engi neering District. 
Chief Inspector, 

London Engineering District. 
Chief Inspector, 

E.-in-C.O. 
ChiPf Inspector, 

E.-in-C.O. 
Inspector, S. \Vnles District. 

l nspector, S. Lanes. District. 

Inspector, 
London Engi;1eering District. 

InsJJector, 
London E11gi;1cerin.� District. 

Inspector, 
S. Lanc-s . District. 

lnspC'ctor, 
C'\. \\'est Dist rkt. 

Inspector, 
:\. \\\;st District. 

Inspector, 
"1. Wales District. 

Inspector, Enstern District. 

Ins1�ctor, S. Midland District. 

I nsnector, 
London Engineering District. 

U nestahlished Skilled ·workman 
Testing Branch. 

Promoted to 

,\ssistant Staff Engineer, 
Construction Section, 

E.-i n-C .O. 
.\ssistant Superintending Engine; r, 

,'I. \Vcsl District. 
,\ssistant Supcrintf'nding Enginec1·, 

S. East District. 

Assistnnt Superintending Engineer, 
S. East Di strict. 

Executin· Engi11Pcr, Technic-al Sect . 
S. Lanes. Di strict . 

Exccuti,-c Engineer, Pre-ton Sect., 
.'J. \Vest District. 

Executi,·e Engineer, Technical Sect 
N. \Vales District. 

E xecu t ive E ngineer, Designs Sect., 
E.-in-C.O. -

Assi�t:int Engineer, 
London Engineering Di st rict . 

Assistant Engineer. 
N. Mid. District. 

Assistant Engineer, 
Leafleld Radio. 

Assistant Engineer, 
E.-in-C.0. 

Assistant Engineer, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Assistnnt Engirwer, 
"1. \Vest District. 

,\ssist<tnt Engineer, 
London Engineering District. 

A.ssist;1nt Engineer, 
E.-i n-C.O. 

Assistnnt EnginP<'r, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Assistant Engineer, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Chief In spcctor, 
S. \\'ales Di strict. 

Chief Inspector, 
S. E ;1st I'listrict. 
Chief Inspector , 

London E11gi11Pf'ring Distr ic t. 
Chief Ins1wct or, 

I ,on don EnginPcrin� Di:-.trict. 
Cf1icf I nspect or, 
S. Enst District. 
ChiPf Inspector, 

'../. \\'est f)i,;t rict. 
Chief lnsnec-tor, 

London Enginee�ing D ist rict . 
Chief insnertor, 

S. '\lidland ·District. 
Chief Inspect or, 
Eastern District. 
Chicf Tnsnector, 

S. l\Iidland ·District. 
Ch icf Inspector. 

London Engince�ing District. 
I nsurctor, 

Testin.g Branch. 

Date. 

15-8-28 

3-1-29 

2 1-11-28 

21-11-28 

29-11-28 

I-12-28 

21-11-28 
I 
I To he fixed 

later. 
To be fixed 

later. 
21-11-28 

:1 To be fixed 
later. 

I 2I-I1-28 

21-11-28 

I To be fixe.J 
] later. 

21-11-28 

i To be fixed 
la I er. 

To be fixed 
1 later. 
I To lw fi:<cd 
I Li t er. 
, To b" fi,_;cd 

later. 

I 
To he fo.('d 

later. 
; To lw fi�"d 

hitcr. 
1-12-2X 

To h" ll�cd 
lat<'r. 

'To be fi:<l'd 
i lat<·r. 
To be lixed 

later. 
To be fixed 

later. 

i 
To be fixed 

later. 
14-n-28 



Name. 

Fran et', \V. :\!. ... 
Francis, F. \\'. 
Tinsley, W. S. 
< lreening, A. C. 
\\'enman, H. E. :\. 
Jones, H. 
Reed, \V. 
Sly, \\'. B. 
\Villiams, W. R. 
l�oberson, H. T. 
Holliday, R. \\'. 

Name. 

llart n l'll , G. T. 
RoLinsun, H. E. 

Name. 

Fletdwr, Cnpt. J. E. 
J ackson, D. 
Jackson, J. :\!. 
Horn, C. 0. 
Manni11g, G. 
Pritchard , E. J. 
Gill, F. W. 
Hawkins, N. A. 
Campbell, P. J. 
Collman, E. L. 

Name. 

K11011Tr" .\. D. V 

lh·rl{l·lt•y, ( ;, s. 

Tunwr, 1 l. 1\1. 

Ch<'11·, \\'. ( ; . N. 

.I O!WS, C. E. l'. 

Morrell, F. 0. 

lloward, J. L. 

J an·is, R. F. J. 

Franklin, R. H. 

ST:\FF CH:\::-.JGES. 

RETIREMENTS. 

Grade. 

Staff Engineer. 
.\ssistant Staff Engineer. 

E xc·culiYc Engineer. 
.\ssisl nnt Engineer. 

lnspcclor, 

DEATHS. 

Grade. 

Chief Inspector, 
Inspector. 

TRANSFERS 

Rank. FronL 

Districts. 

E.-in-C.l). 
E.-in-C.O. 

:\. Eastern. 
London . 
London. 

S. \Vale.s, 
:-> orthcrn. 

S. Midland. 
S. Lanes. 

London. 
London. 

District. 

E.-in-C.O. 
S. West. 

To 

Exccut ivc Engineer. 
.\ssistant Engineer. 

S. Lanes. Dist. 
Testing Branch 
N. \\'est Dist. 
Rugby Radio. 

"i. F:ist [)ist. 
E.-in-C.O. 

S. Lanes. [) ist. 
E.-in-C.o. 

" '' 
Inspector. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

From . 

. \s.si,tant ( )flic·er-in-Chargc 
( '.airo Ratlio. 

I nspect or E.-in-C. O. 

lns1wctur, S. Lane�. 

I nspedor, E.-in-C.O. 

E.-in-C.0. 
K. \Vales. 
S. West. 
S. East. 

L.E.D. 
E.-in-C.O. 

S. !\lid. , , 
N. E.-in-C.O. 

To 

As�istant Engint-'C'r, 
Rugby Radio. 

Prob;1t ion; try As.-...ist;rnt Engirn_'l'r, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Probationary A�sistant Enginct·r, 
E.-in-C.O. 

l1robatio11arv Assistant Enginet>r, 
'.'i. Lanes. 

I'rohationarv Assistant Engi 1wcr, 
I(-in-C.0 . 

PruLat ionarv /\ssist ant Engineer, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Prohatiunarv Assistant Engineer, 
� London. 

l'rnbationarv Assistant Engineer, 
E.-in-C.0. 

Probationary Assistant Engi ncn, 
E.-in-C.0. 

Probationarv :\ssistanl Engineer, 
�London. 

3-P 

Date. 

31-10-28 
30-1 l-28 
31-10-28 
31-10-28 
30-11-28 

5-9-28 
28-q-2X 

13-10-28 
18-10-28 
20- 1 o-2X 
3 l-10-28 

Date. 

IO-I I-28 
8-9-28 

Date. 

l·l l-28 
l-12-28 
l-1 l-28 
7-11-28 

25-11-28 
28-10-28 
25-1 l-28 
25-1 l-28 

l·l l-28 
II-II-28 

Date. 

23-11-28 

To be fixed 
later. 

14-11-28 

.. 
26-11-28 

q-11-28 

13-11-28 

3-12-28 

To be fixed 
later. 

23-II-28 
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Name. 

Smalley, .\. T. 

Gordon, F. 

Crawford, G. \V. J. 

Bailey, W. R. 

Airey, J. ... 

Crotch, A. 
Elcncr, G. A. 
Pym, W. H. 
Riley, R . ... 

Name. 

BOARD OF EDITORS. 

COMl\lUNICATJONS. 

CLERICAL ESTABLISHMENT. 

PROMOTIONS. 

From 

Acting Executi,-c Officer. 
E.-in-C.O. 

Clerical Officer, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Higher Cl€rical Officer, 
Scotland West District. 

Clerical Ollicer, 
Scotland \\"est District. 

Clerical Otlicer, 
N. \Vest District. 

RETJl<EMENTS. 

Slaff Otllcer. 
'' " 

Higher Clffical Officer, 

To 

Executive Officer, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Acting Executive Officer, 
E.-in-C.0. 

Staff Offic.,r, 
Scot. West District. 

Higher Clerical Officer, 
Scot. \Vest District. 

Higher Clerical Officer, 
Scot. East District. 

District . 

E.-in-C.O. 
Scot. \Vest District. 
Scot. East District. 

S. Midland. 

COMMUNICATIONS. 

Date. 
1 -----

29-9-28 

29-9-28 

1-1 1-28 

1-l 1-28 

I I-I 1-28 

Dall'. 

31-12-28 
31-10-28 
25-ro-28 

4-1 2 -28 

B. 0. ANSON, M.I.E.E., Chairman. All Remittances and Communications should be addressed 
to the MANAGING EDITOR, P.O.E.E. JOURNAL, Enginccr-in

Chief's Office, Alder House, London, E.C.1. 
E. H. SHAUGHNESSY, O.B.E., M.I.E.E., M.I.R.E. 
Lieut.-CoL A. C. Boom, M.I.E.E. 
P. J. Rmu, !\I.I.E.E. 
P. G. HAY, F.S.I., M.I.E.E. 
H. LONGLEY. 

w. CRUICKSHANK, !\l.I.E.E., Managing Editor. 
J. J. McK1c11AK, O.B.E., A.M.1.E.E., Assistant l·:ditor. 

Binding covers and copies of the Contents for Vol. 3 to 20 
are available, and may be obtained from the local agents for 
is. 6d. and 3d. respectively. Subscribers can have their copies 
of Vol. 2 r bound, with index included, at a cost of 3s. by 

sending the JouRNALS to the local agents. Orders for bind
ings, Vols. 1-19, should indicate whether the original binding 
with black lettering, or the later pattern in gold, is required. 
Covers with gold lettering will be the only type stocked from 
Vol. 20 onwards. 

The price of the JOURNAL is 1s. 31. (1s. 6.t. post free) per 
copy, or 6s. per annum, post free. All back numbers zs. each. 
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